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Abstract 

The current moment of ecological emergency—characterized by disorienting change and 

uncertainty—invites a deeper look at what sustainability leadership is, and what it could be. This 

research explored how the stakeholders of Integral Without Borders (IWB)—an international 

think tank and NGO focused on applying integral metatheory to sustainable development—

might reimagine sustainability leadership to increase their collective capacity for wise and 

transforming action in the world. Using an integral action research methodology in the context of 

the action research engagement model, eight individual interviews, two focus groups, and an 

open space lab were conducted with an international cohort of IWB’s stakeholders. The study 

identified fertile areas for expanding the possibility space for sustainability leadership, 

specifically “Four Rs” of Integral Transformation Praxis: (1) “Revive”, demonstrating that 

consciousness matters, (2) “Reidentify”, embodying narratives of coexistence that foreground the 

sacredness of being and becoming together as part of the cosmos, (3) “Recode”, transforming the 

way value is measured and understood and (4) “Reconfigure”, co-creating innovative, 

constellated funding practices. Recommendations relevant to IWB’s specific leadership goals 

and challenges were also offered. This research took place with the approval of the Royal Roads 

University Ethics Board, consistent with the Royal Roads University Ethics Policy. 
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“The times present us all with a series of impossible questions that we, and I, cannot 

ignore. Like a Zen koan, this mega- and meta-question must be lived as an ongoing 

inquiry with sincerity and authenticity and fierceness and surrender, and with no escape” 

(Patten, 2013). 

     

Chapter One: Focus and Framing 

Integral Without Borders (IWB) is a non-profit society1 incorporated in 2005 in British 

Columbia (BC), Canada. IWB operates like an informally structured community of development 

practitioners and social change activists working in a number of countries around the globe 

(IWB, What we do, n.d.). At the nucleus of this global community is the IWB board consisting 

of eight people: one currently based in Vancouver, one in Latin America, two in California, two 

in the United Kingdom (UK), one in Norway, and Ken Wilber, the originator of Integral 

Metatheory (IM), in Boulder, Colorado. Wilber is less involved operationally and acts more as a 

special advisor to the board. Periodically, additional field-based volunteers participate in specific 

projects and engagements from other locations. 

Unlike many international development organizations, IWB does not focus on a single 

issue or methodological approach to change. Instead, it seeks to positively impact a broad range 

of issues and approaches through the application of IM: a framework that bears significant 

potential as a source of robust solutions to the multidimensional, interlocking, complex dilemmas 

currently faced by the human species (Hedlund, Esbjörn-Hargens, Hartwig and Bhaskar, 2016; 

                                                 
1 Under the Societies Act in BC, a society is a legal entity that may be formed for “one or more lawful purposes, 

including, without limitation, agricultural, artistic, benevolent, charitable, educational, environmental, patriotic, 

philanthropic, political, professional, recreational, religious, scientific, social or sporting purposes”. (Societies Act, 

2015) 
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Stein, 2105, 2016a, in review; Edwards, 2010). In practice, IM has been used in numerous 

contexts to expand the possibilities for positive change. For example, IM has been applied in the 

areas of climate adaptation and mitigation (Esbjörn-Hargens, 2010; O’Brien & Hochachka, 

2010), international development (Hochachka, 2008), psychotherapy (Witt, 2014), addiction (du 

Plessis, 2013), organizational development (Laloux, 2014), education (Stein, 2009, 2013), and 

other fields. One of IWB’s principal interests is how an approach informed by IM might produce 

or enable transformations at the level of planetary systems and culture, leading to a more just and 

sustainable future for humanity.  

In the last eighteen months, IWB has been in transition. Four new directors joined the 

board, two stepped down, and Gail Hochachka, who was the Executive Director until March 

2017, stood down from her post to join a global research project on climate adaptation at the 

University of Oslo; however, she continues to serve as a board member. This move reflects the 

decrease in bandwidth Hochachka has to devote to IWB; however, her involvement with a 

prominent global sustainability initiative also has the potential to open new doors for it. The role 

of Executive Director is currently being filled by Paul van Schaik (IWB’s cofounder). As these 

shifts are taking place internally with IWB, unprecedented worldwide geopolitical, cultural, and 

technological changes also surface the possibility—or perhaps more appropriately, the 

necessity—for IWB to rethink how it can best contribute to planetary transformation. 

Specifically, IWB’s intent participating in this integral action research project was to harness 

these internal and external shifts to build energy and capacity for bringing-into-being the highest 

possibilities for “what sustainability leadership actually is or could be in today’s moment” (G. 

Hochachka, personal communication, March 1st, 2017). 
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This project brought together different perspectives from within IWB’s orbit to explore 

the question: “How might the stakeholders of IWB reimagine sustainability leadership in a way 

that increases their collective capacity for wise and transforming action in the world?” Inquiry 

participants included IWB board members, current and past members of the organization’s 

global community of practitioners, and individuals who supported the organization’s work. Sub-

questions to support the inquiry process include: 

1. How is sustainability leadership currently showing up (being enacted) in the 

world? 

2. What is the future that IWB’s stakeholders are committed to bringing about 

through sustainability leadership? 

3. How would sustainability leadership need to show up (be enacted) in the world 

to bring that future into being? 

4. What could sustainability leadership be, in this exact historical moment? 

5. What is the role of IWB’s stakeholders in enacting the highest possibilities for 

sustainability leadership? 

 There are several challenges with these research questions. To address one of the most 

glaring, it is important to acknowledge that the very phrase “sustainability leadership” is suspect: 

Leadership is notoriously challenging to define. It is a topic that is “vast, amorphous, slippery, 

and, above all, desperately important” (Bennis, 2007, p. 2). Perhaps the nature of sustainability is 

even more resistant to clarification. Mulvihill and Milan (2006) observed that the word is fraught 

with paradox and futility, and that “many use it reluctantly, lamenting the lack of better terms to 

frame discussion” (p. 658). The inherent contradictions of many sustainability initiatives, they 
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suggested, tells us that a sustainable human presence on the planet is not only something we 

don’t know how to bring about—it is something we are currently incapable of imagining.  

We should not trick ourselves into thinking that we can understand our normative 

commitment to sustainability leadership when we do not have a clear sense of what it looks like 

in practice or what it requires of us. Kenneth Burke (1984) concluded that, when “the conditions 

of living have undergone radical changes since the time when [our] scheme of duties and virtues 

was crystallized, the serviceability of [our] orientation [i.e. our responses to situations, implied 

before-the-fact in how we have grown to understand—or fail to understand—them] may be 

impaired” (p. 21). Surely there has never been a time in history to which such a statement was 

more applicable. As Stein (2016a) noted: 

some argue that the species as a whole faces an impending identity crisis as the 

unchecked proliferation of informational and biological technologies create abrupt 

discontinuities in the intergenerational fabric of the lifeworld, catapulting us out of 

history and into forms of life that are incongruent and incomprehensible. (p. 36) 

For this and other reasons, we face not just a crisis, but a “metacrisis”—a leviathan of complex, 

multidimensional, interlocking forces—constituting a crucible that our species may not survive, 

and most assuredly will not survive in its current embodiment (Hedlund, Esbjörn-Hargens, 

Hartwig, & Bhaskar, 2016).  

 For the purposes of this inquiry, “sustainability leadership” was taken to entail adequate 

planetary response(s) to the metacrisis, for it is this—and not just the harmonious coupling of 

economic and ecological systems—that may be required for humanity to continue as a going 

concern. Such a response has never before been imagined. Hence, the verb reimagine as applied 

to sustainability leadership in the main inquiry question risks obscuring the very nature of what 
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was being pursued, in that the objective was not necessarily to modify something that already 

exists but to enact something that has never existed. The inquiry invited IWB’s stakeholders to 

translate-into-existence a future in which sufficient planetary transformation has occurred, such 

that the paradoxes of our species’ quest for continued existence have been transcended. 

Arguably, this moment in history presents us with the possibility of thinking about planetary 

transformation and sustainability leadership in unprecedented ways. 

 As an action researcher, my role in this project was to collaborate with the stakeholders 

of IWB to help them not only imagine an adequate planetary response to the metacrisis, but also 

make discoveries concerning their collective role in enacting that response. For this project, I 

served as a facilitator, attempting to hold the space for a deep and powerful inquiry about the 

future that is possible for the human species, and about the most authentic way for the 

stakeholders of IWB to participate in midwifing that future. I have no official role with the 

organization beyond that of a researcher, although I have completed some minor volunteer 

activities after embarking on the project in the fall of 2016. 

 To be frank, and at risk of disclosing too many personal details about my process as a 

researcher, there were times in which the responsibility of guiding IWB through this inquiry 

seemed awkward and intimidating. IWB’s board members are accomplished scholar-

practitioners and change agents; specifically, Hochachka is a skilled facilitator with significant 

expertise in both action research and sustainability leadership. I wondered what I would be able 

to offer the organization that its members did not already possess. However, to transmit her idea 

of my role, Hochachka invoked the metaphor of a “sky walker” moving amongst and 

“constellating” IWB’s team members; she conveyed that I would be able to do this without 

needing additional expertise, because I could support conditions that would bring forward the 
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expertise of all participants in the inquiry (G. Hochachka, personal communication, October 14, 

2016). The sky walker metaphor allowed me to view my involvement in this project as a role to 

step into and embody, rather than as something entirely of “my own doing”. Seeing it this way 

and feeling considerable gratitude for the opportunity to be part of such a one-of-a-kind 

exploration, it seemed the best way to express my gratitude was to attempt to ‘swing the gates 

wide open’ and give myself fully to my role and to the process, whether awkward and 

intimidating or not. 

 Starting in October 2016, Hochachka and I engaged in several conversations about what 

inquiry parameters would best serve IWB. Based on these discussions, I produced a concept 

paper in December 2016 that Hochachka shared and discussed internally with IWB’s directors. 

She and I continued to collaborate, evolving the research question several times during the early 

part of 2017. The act of reimagining sustainability leadership was ultimately selected as the core 

of the inquiry; we felt that such a focus not only had the potential to generate useful knowledge 

within the field, but would also reflect valuable information back to IWB concerning how the 

organization can best express its commitments and support practitioners in this moment. 

Significance of the Inquiry 

The unfolding of this particular moment in history has important implications for 

humanity, and for our collective fate as we hurtle through space-time together on this little blue 

planet. Our species is currently confronting numerous global crises—dynamic, evolving 

challenges involving complex nonlinear systems that transcend national boundaries, for which 

our existing paradigms (i.e. practices) have not been able to produce solutions (Stein, 2015). 

These include the breakdown of democratic institutions, jihadism, the rise of nationalism, 

climate change, and disruption to ecosystems, the food supply, and human health.  
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In such a world, the very nature of sustainability leadership, and of what is required for it 

to work, may be changing. In other words, it is conceivable that the current global situation 

demands an entirely new idea of what sustainability leadership is, how to carry it out, and what 

its outcomes or objectives ought to be. As IWB’s stakeholders opened themselves to deep 

inquiry about this situation, or to some form of ‘metanoia’ (an ancient Greek word for 

transformation, meaning something like ‘to go beyond the mind’) they were well positioned to 

generate insights that could help to redefine sustainability leadership. It is within this big-picture 

context that stakeholders of IWB, taking inspiration from Lewin (1947), undertook to enact a 

“field” that would pull them collectively into a deeper emergent expression—one that is relevant, 

timely, and in some sense equal to the challenges currently faced by our species. 

An important factor in this inquiry was IWB’s relationship to the larger ecosystem of 

organizations and individuals working with or contributing to the evolution and application of 

IM. IWB is a somewhat unwonted member of this ecosystem in the sense that its main emphasis 

is on realizing the emancipatory potentials of IM at the cultural and systemic levels (or in 

integral nomenclature, within the “lower quadrants”)2, rather than on transforming individual 

consciousness. Hochachka (2015) referred to its work as “the integral you don’t see” because it 

involves activism conducted in corners around the globe, mostly by people who wouldn’t 

participate in the academic discourses where integral perspectives reflecting an “upper left 

[quadrant] bias” have tended to take prominence. In other words, IWB is occupying a distinct 

position within the integral space and has a significant contribution to make within the 

community of practitioners and researchers who constitute that space. In particular, given Ken 

                                                 
2 The quadrants are one of five archetypal patterns that constitute the major building blocks—but not the entire 

story—of IM. This document provides a very cursory overview of these patterns in the “Systems Analysis” section 

at the end of Chapter 1. In subsequent chapters, these building blocks will come up again in discussion of what IM 

has to offer to the project of reimagining sustainability leadership. 
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Wilber’s role on the board of the organization, its impact can be directly viewed as a part of his 

legacy. In short, the work of IWB offers a sense of what is possible when Wilber’s ideas are 

applied in the context of international development or social change activism. 

Organizational Context 

IWB fosters impact by “supporting practitioners and organizations to bring greater 

clarity, depth, and rigor to their global development efforts” (IWB, Vision and purpose, n.d.). 

The board is committed to helping agents of social and environmental change generate deep 

transformation, by providing “support for the advance of an integral approach” within their 

initiatives (IWB, Vision and purpose, n.d.). As Hochachka, noted, IWB does not generally 

conduct hands-on development activities, but is primarily focused on fostering ‘double- and 

triple-loop’ changes and advancing meta-paradigmatic frames within which such activities can 

be more effectively conducted (G. Hochachka, personal communication, October 14th, 2016). 

Their activities include “igniting and sustaining a community of practice” through a number of 

touchpoints. For example, IWB has convened international gatherings—bringing practitioners 

together to explore integrative approaches—in France, Turkey, Canada, South Africa, Nepal, 

Colombia, and most recently Guatemala. IWB offers in-depth online training courses—where, 

practitioners may bring a project that they are engaged with in the real world and work on it as 

part of a cohort over a series of weeks or months. IWB also regularly convenes online calls 

addressing timely or specific topics that are open to community members on an “à la carte” 

basis. Further, during the course of this research, IWB conducted its first Spanish language call 

to support Spanish-speaking members of its network.  

In addition, IWB has developed and curated resources to assist practitioners in the field, 

and its members are available to provide mentorship and consulting to leaders of change 
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initiatives (IWB, What we do, n.d.). IWB’s relatively informal structure and smaller size have 

allowed it to operate in a nimble fashion, often partnering with agencies and practitioners on an 

ad hoc basis and taking on specific opportunities such as fee-for-service contracts to advance its 

mission. The organization is connected with practitioners leading efforts in various locations 

around the globe, including members of its field-based team. These practitioners may volunteer 

in different capacities, attend events or online trainings offered by IWB, participate in 

community forums, or consult with members of IWB on the design and execution of specific 

initiatives for which they hold responsibility. Hence, in a certain sense, the “without borders” 

portion of IWB’s name is quite fitting; in many ways, although it is an incorporated NGO in 

Canada, it also operates as a global hub in a conversation that “involves many participants from 

different cultural contexts around the world” (G. Hochachka, personal communication, 

December 27th, 2016). 

IWB’s approach is consistent with the view expressed in the literature that IM, along with 

other integrative metatheories, can make a deep contribution to social change praxis (Edwards, 

2010; Hedlund, Esbjörn-Hargens, Hartwig, & Bhaskar, 2016; Stein, in review); in other words, 

IM serves an important function in “the task of leading humanity beyond itself by rearticulating a 

shared vision of human nature and the nature of the universe” (Stein, 2016 p. 39). Given the 

centrality of this task to planetary transformation, and the rapidly evolving demands and scope of 

sustainable development, IWB has naturally seen value in identifying opportunities to reach out 

to and collaborate with change agents outside of its community. For example, during the research 

design phase, Hochachka remarked that it might be worthwhile to explore what IWB could be 

doing to support large international meetings such as the climate conference that took place in 

Marrakech in November, 2016 (G. Hochachka, personal communication, November 19, 2016).  
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Systems Analysis 

 The ability to thrive in complexity, or to “see” systems and work with them effectively, 

has been identified as a hallmark of post-conventional (or “integral”) consciousness (Wilber, 

2000; Brown, 2011; Torbert et al., 2004; Cook-Greuter, 2013). This is the very consciousness 

that IWB’s offerings seek to foster and encourage within change agents and sustainability 

leaders. A quick review of the resources on IWB’s website (IWB, Resources, n.d.) reveals a 

range of sophisticated and creative approaches for working with complexity and mapping system 

dynamics. Indeed, IM’s quadrants and their associated “quadrivia” (or methodological 

perspectives from which to engage reality) disclose different phenomena within human systems 

and can help illuminate the ways in which those phenomena arise together (Wilber, 2006d). 

Perhaps as a consequence of IM’s usefulness as a framework for addressing systems change, the 

organization often attracts practitioners involved in very complex, multi-jurisdictional and/or 

multi-stakeholder initiatives that require systems leadership. 

Given this context, IWB is positioned to engage in the broader field of international 

development from a unique vantage point. Reflecting on the field as a whole, Hochachka (2008) 

noted that the mainstream development community is organized into discrete focus areas, where 

both practitioners and funders tend to reify or embody a compartmentalized view of the world 

that reflects the division between these areas. For example, efforts are often directed to separate 

focus areas such as gender equality, disaster relief, sustainability, or education when there is little 

in practice to suggest that the challenges of the developing world would fit neatly into such 

pigeonholes. As Hochachka put it, “one of the impacts of this simplification into silos is that it 

misses the true complexity at hand, often resulting in partial responses that are less attuned to the 

full range of factors and needs present” (p. 59). Further, social change organizations can be 
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grouped into three major buckets based on worldviews and approaches that reflect different 

degrees of developmental complexity: (1) those that provide aid in the form of charity to those 

most in need, (2) those that seek to optimize scale and efficiency through economic solutions and 

incentives, and (3) those motivated by sensitivity to systemic and cultural oppression who 

operate with an emphasis on social and environmental justice (Hochachka, 2013).  

One aspect of IWB’s approach involves trying to integrate these existing paradigms. 

IWB’s goal is not to eradicate methodological or epistemological differences within the field of 

sustainable development or deny that they exist, but rather to unify the entire field in a way that 

brings illumination and clarity concerning the full range of action and participation that is 

possible within it—not to mention how it might be transformed. Concerning the three “buckets” 

arising from developmentally distinct worldviews, IWB acknowledges each of their particular 

strengths and drawbacks, while viewing its own approach as the embodiment of a fourth 

(“integral”) bucket (Hochachka, 2013).  

Given IWB’s informal structure and its dynamic community, its stakeholder map has the 

potential to evolve to reflect emergent commitments or focus areas. That being said, several 

types of stakeholders have an important influence on the organization’s ability to fulfill its 

purpose. In Figure 1, these stakeholders are organized as agents, targets, sponsors, and 

champions/supporters; some stakeholders occupy multiple roles in this inquiry. 
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Figure 1: Diagram of IWB’s stakeholder ecosystem. 

 

Funders and potential funders warrant special consideration within this inquiry. Until 

now, IWB has met most of its financial requirements through fee-for-service contracts related to 

a specific event or initiative, supplemented on occasion by support from private philanthropists. 

Given the energy and resources consumed in the grant application process, and the restrictions 

that are often placed on recipients of grant funding—which, as noted above, is often allocated in 

a siloed fashion that does not reflect on-the-ground complexity—IWB has chosen consciously to 

not pursue grants. Although the rationale and commitment behind this choice does not appear 

likely to change, Hochachka has expressed an interest in thinking creatively and 

entrepreneurially about the range of funding opportunities that it could create or that might be 

available to IWB (G. Hochachka, personal communication, November 19, 2016).  

It is important to acknowledge the dynamic, diverse, energized, growing, and at times 

overlapping communities that form an important part of IWB’s stakeholder ecosystem. The 
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broader field of international development includes NGOs that are involved in important 

conversations and actions targeted at advancing development and promoting a just and 

sustainable future on the planet. Of significant interest to IWB within this group are “green-exit 

activists,” or individuals who have been operating from a postmodern set of assumptions about 

reality and society, but are attracted to inhabiting more evolutionary, existential, embodied, 

intuitive, transforming ways of being often associated with post-postmodern, or integral, 

consciousness (Dierkes, 2015). IWB would like to understand how to make its offerings more 

relevant to green-exit activists, and as noted earlier, in what ways it might be able to support 

large international gatherings in the development community.  

 Finally, the broader integral community is a growing, evolving, passionate group of 

individuals, likely numbering into the thousands or tens of thousands. Collectively, this 

community is stewarding the advance of the integral vision in a wide variety of domains, and 

IWB is a part of that effort. Although the specific role the broader integral community might 

play in supporting the next iteration of IWB has not been determined, it is committed to seeing 

integral metatheory applied in ways that generate positive impact in the world. Therefore, the 

broader integral community is naturally and deeply aligned with the work of IWB and its future 

success.  

Integral Metatheory—its impact on IWB and the systems it is part of. 

 Meadows (2008) believed that the most powerful leverage points to intervene in a system 

involve transcending and transforming “shared ideas in the minds of society”, including our 

“deepest set of beliefs about how the world works” (pp. 162-163)3. Any metatheoretical 

                                                 
3 Meadows called these deep shared beliefs “paradigms”, however I have avoided that term here because, as we will 

see in Chapter 2, it is inconsistent with Wilber’s view of paradigms: not as ideas but as specific practices and 

injunctions that enact data or disclose aspects of reality. 
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endeavor—and IM is no exception—is concerned with precisely such leverage points (Edwards, 

2010). Thus, to fail to see IM as a force acting within and upon IWB-as-a-system would be to 

disregard an important dynamic in the systems analysis. Wilber (2017a) described IM as 

“psychoactive for virtually all of its elements and dimensions” meaning that studying it and 

engaging with it transforms people (and hence, systems those people are part of) in a multiplicity 

of important ways (p. 47). 

  In the review of the literature in the subsequent chapter, I offer what I hope are creative 

connections between IM and the possibilities for reimagining sustainability leadership. However, 

an ultrashort summary of some of IM’s major components—five archetypal patterns—is 

appropriate as part of the systems analysis for this inquiry. First, it introduces key concepts that 

will resurface in later chapters for readers not versed in IM. And second, it highlights important 

aspects, both of the shared “map” that IWB’s stakeholders use to navigate the “territory”, and of 

practices which bring (parts of) that territory into being thus influencing IWB’s stakeholders’ 

opportunity set for interacting with the systems they are part of (Wilber, 2006b, p. 3). 

Archetypal Pattern 1: The four quadrants. 

IM understands all events within the universe in terms of two polarities present since (at 

least) the big bang: interior-exterior and individual-collective. Taken together as a matrix as in 

Figure 2, these two polarities give us four irreducible “quadrants” or dimensions of reality: 

psychological, cultural, material (or behavioral), and systemic. IM insists that phenomena in each 

of these quadrants can only be detected with methodologies specific to that quadrant, and that 

evaluating claims about the nature of phenomena in a particular quadrant requires using validity 

conditions innate to that quadrant (Wilber, 2006b). The four quadrants present us with eight 
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methodological families or “zones”, two in each quadrant, that IM holds as a basic minimum to 

gain an understanding of what is taking place in any given moment (see Figure 3).  

While many approaches to sustainability or social change have attempted to reduce issues 

to a single quadrant—as in critical / social constructionist approaches which tend to view change 

strictly in terms of the lower left quadrant—IM insists that reality “tetra-arises” (Wilber, 2006a), 

which is to say that the four quadrants constantly and recursively emerge together in patterns of 

mutual influence and constraint. Hence an informed and effective approach to change must take 

all four quadrants seriously. Change agents familiar with IM often find the four quadrants 

immediately relevant and applicable as a framework for assessing complex situations in terms of 

multiple facets and identifying specific areas to address in the light of a “big picture” perspective 

(Brown, 2007, 2012). Dozens of patterns for applying the quadrants to change initiatives and 

mapping the relationships between them have been identified (Esbjörn-Hargens, 2014). 

 

Figure 2: The four quadrants. Adapted from Integral psychology: A startling new role for 

religion in the postmodern world by Ken Wilber, ©2007. Printed with permission. 
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Figure 3: The eight methodological zones. Adapted from Integral psychology: A startling new 

role for religion in the postmodern world by Ken Wilber, ©2007. Printed with permission. 

Archetypal Pattern 2: Developmental levels (or stages of complexity). 

 IM recognizes that a pervasive pattern, observed in domains as diverse as biology, 

chemistry, culture, economics, technology, and psychology is that individuals and groups tend to 

increase in complexity over time. While such evolution can at times be gradual, there are also 

junctures when entirely new stages or levels seem to emerge in the history of a society, a 

population, or an individual; in such moments the new stage that appears is somehow 

qualitatively distinct from the previous one; its components have been reorganized into a new 

structure with different ways of metabolizing energy or information (Wilber, 2006c, p. 80). This 

phenomenon is what famously led Piaget (1971), for example, to comment that a seven-year old 

is not generally an incrementally more intelligent four-year old, but rather an entirely different 

mind, a completely distinct embodiment of intelligence. Piaget (1971) also noted that children 

tend to progress through stages of cognitive complexity that are predictable. Although with 
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immense variation, predictable stages of evolution can clearly be identified in each of the four 

quadrants, with correlates in each of the other three (as broadly indicated in Figure 4).  

Developmental stages are important to sustainability leadership in a number of ways. 

First, leaders operating from mature developmental stages or “action logics” are able to see, 

know, and do things that other leaders cannot and seem to be better equipped to reliably foster 

large-scale systems transformations (Torbert et. al, 2004; Brown, 2011). Second, understanding 

the worldviews of each developmental stage is useful for designing messages and experiences 

that will motivate participation in sustainability initiatives from individuals occupying those 

stages (Leonard, 2004; Brown, 2011). Third, leaders with a sense of how systems and 

organizations advance through stages may be better positioned to invite healthy and resilient 

progression of a whole system from one stage of complexity to the next (Brown, 2011).  

 

Figure 4: Developmental levels. Adapted from Integral psychology: A startling new role for 

religion in the postmodern world by Ken Wilber, ©2007. Printed with permission. 
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Archetypal Pattern 3: Developmental lines (or domains of complexity). 

 Within any individual, culture, or society, numerous “lines” or growth trajectories are 

simultaneously unfolding and interacting with each other. Each of these lines may be at varying 

stages of development. Perhaps the most well-known explication of this principle is Gardner’s 

(1983, 1993) theory of multiple intelligences, which proposed between seven and nine distinct 

“streams” or lines of intelligence that an individual can exhibit, whereby they may be 

exceptionally skilled in one line but not-so-developed along another. Mapping multiple 

intelligences, or any combination of lines in the Upper Left quadrant, tells us something about an 

individual’s “integral psychograph” (Wilber, 2000), as in Figure 5. In addition to lines in the 

upper left quadrant, it is possible to observe subcultures that produce artefacts reflecting varying 

levels of complexity within a culture (distinct lines in the lower left quadrant), sectors of the 

global economy exhibiting different levels of maturity (distinct lines in the lower right quadrant), 

and so forth. 

 

Figure 5: Integral psychograph (lines of development in the upper left quadrant). Adapted from 

Integral psychology: A startling new role for religion in the postmodern world by Ken Wilber, 

©2007. Printed with permission. 
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Archetypal Pattern 4: States. 

 Regardless of their developmental stage, brains, minds, cultures, and social systems can 

each occupy various “states”—reflecting the overall energy, quality, mood, reactivity, or 

equilibrium that they exhibit or possess. Different states lead to very different outcomes, no 

matter which quadrant you are looking at. Typically, practitioners working with IM have tended 

to focus on state development in the upper left quadrant. An important question here is whether, 

by training their minds to perceive increasingly subtle phenomena with greater clarity, they can 

produce different leadership outcomes. Increasingly within the integral community, practices for 

working with states in the lower left quadrant are also being explored (Patten, 2013; see also the 

anthology, Cohering the integral we space, by Gunnlaugson & Brabant, 2016, for a range of 

approaches and perspectives by different practitioners). 

Archetypal Pattern 5: Types. 

 IM recognizes that different entities of the same class often exhibit patterns whereby they 

can be organized according to type, for example: masculine, feminine; Monera, Protista, Fungi, 

Plantae, Animalia; introverted, extroverted; metals, nonmetals; and so forth. Not a great deal has 

been written about how this aspect of IM applies to sustainability leadership, although leaders 

(not limited to the integral community) often engage with typological tools within the upper left 

quadrant—for example, Myers Briggs, Enneagram, Motivation Factor, the Big Five, and so on—

to better understand themselves and the people they work with. 

Thesis Overview 

This initial chapter provided an overview of the inquiry project, including conditions—

both within IWB and surrounding the broader issue of sustainability leadership for the current 

planetary moment—that gave rise to the inquiry question and subquestions. The significance of 
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this inquiry to IWB and to the integral community in the context of the “metacrisis” our species 

is currently confronting was considered, followed by a discussion of the systemic and contextual 

forces that could impact the inquiry—including an “ultrashort” introduction to IM itself. 

Chapter 2 is a literature review that begins by exploring contradictions embedded in 

current notions of sustainability leadership and considering the possibility that those 

contradictions are linked to our inability to confront the mortality of our species. Aspects of IM 

are then reviewed, raising new possibilities for relating to the physical world, the entire panoply 

of beings with which we coexist, and what our future together could be. 

Chapter 3 summarizes this study’s methodology, specifically integral action research 

(IAR) framed in the context of the action research engagement (ARE) model. Next, the process 

by which data were enacted throughout the study is described, including the participants, 

methods, and analysis techniques involved in that process. Ethical issues relevant to the study are 

then discussed. 

Chapter 4 presents five major findings from the enacted data and offers four conclusions 

drawn from consideration of those findings as well as the literature reviewed in Chapter 2. It also 

assesses the scope and limitations of the inquiry. 

Chapter 5 provides recommendations to IWB based on the findings and conclusions 

presented in Chapter 4. The study concludes with an exploration of the broader implications of 

the inquiry and of possibilities for future research. 
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature 

As we have seen, IWB is focused on developing integral practitioners in various 

sustainability-related fields. The organization offers training, mentorship, and a community in 

which members support each other and build capacity for participating in large-scale cultural and 

systems transformations.  

The present inquiry asks how the stakeholders of IWB might reimagine sustainability 

leadership in a way that increases their collective capacity for wise and transforming action in 

the world. An unconventional literature review follows in response to this question; it would 

have been possible to dissect the inquiry into three easily contained topics—for example, the 

evolution of sustainability leadership since the 1970s, the relationship between knowledge and 

imagination, and the application of IM within social change work—but such an analysis would 

likely embody a kind of tone-deafness to the urgency and opportunity of this historical moment. 

This is not to say that such topics are unimportant; each of them, especially the last, occupy 

starring roles in this inquiry. But our real task here is to confront circumstances for which no 

resolution exists. More than a framework upon which to hang our analysis in subsequent 

chapters, what is needed are provocations that can turn things, turn us, inside out. To put it 

another way: we are concerned with expanding the possibility space for sustainability leadership, 

not in order to ‘make progress’ towards a sustainable future, but because—given the trajectory of 

the human species, and the systems it has enacted—sustainability leadership inasmuch as we can 

understand it seems an impossible feat.  

We must first face the impossibility of sustainability leadership, rather than proceed—

“astralized right out of the muddle of thinking into the practice of business as usual”—as if we 
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could march onward, “refusing to know and to cultivate the capacity of response-ability; or 

refusing to be present in and to onrushing catastrophe in time” (Haraway, 2016, pp. 36, 35). To 

do this, the present chapter first turns towards the minority reports in the literature, where the 

aporias of sustainability leadership—and the truth of our powerlessness to unbolt them—have 

been starkly admitted. The intent of acknowledging the finality of our stuckness is not to 

encourage or excuse inaction, but precisely the opposite: to invoke the conditions of rhetorical 

tension that can light our collective imagination on fire, and maybe—just maybe—surface new 

possibilities for being and action. The harshest truths are the most liberating. The way out is 

through. 

Next, what may occur to some readers as an oddly chosen doorway into discussing IM’s 

role in reimagining sustainability leadership is opened; however, I assert, what is on the other 

side of that doorway is potentially relevant and potent. Instead of more obviously pragmatic 

topics, such as what the literature offers concerning the use of the four quadrants to guide 

intervention on specific sustainability issues, or how developmental perspectives can help us 

understand leadership in a sustainability context, the discussion turns to more philosophical 

questions: what it means to exist and unfold together in-and-with the universe; and what it could 

look like for members of the human species (in collaboration with non-members?) to participate 

collectively in bringing forth a transformed reality.  

Following Stein (2015, 2016a) and Kauffman (2016b), I contend that the deep structures 

embedded within civilization—the ones that give us much of our reality and our identity prior to 

our knowing about them—must be addressed in order to understand what sustainability 

leadership could be in today’s moment. Hence, the latter part of this chapter attempts to explore 

ways of understanding and engaging those deep structures that might disclose new possibilities 
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for being and action in the context of sustainability leadership. Because a central focus of this 

inquiry has to do with ‘imagining’, I take certain liberties in this latter half that some readers may 

find frustrating: namely, I weave back and forth between (contentious) ideas in physics and 

metatheory while being far from an expert in either, and I conclude the chapter having laid out a 

number of ‘loose ends’, without tying them together in a way that clarifies how the narrative 

should proceed. My intent is not necessarily to establish a tight theoretical track for the 

remainder of the inquiry, although most of the larger points discussed will be relevant and 

helpful in subsequent chapters. Instead, I aim to foster the conditions for an inquiry that could be 

transformational, recognizing that this entails some risk as a writer. 

The Way Out is Through 

From the moment “espoused theories” were first distinguished from “theories in use” 

(Argyris & Schön, 1974), indifference to the gap between the two has been understood as one of 

the most pernicious obstacles to wise leadership. What does the literature on ecological 

emergency tell us about the role of such gaps within contemporary performances of 

sustainability leadership? This section begins with an exploration of what is perhaps the most 

glaring contradiction within the mainstream project of sustainable development: the pledge to 

simultaneously promote economic growth and forestall global warming. The underlying sources 

and ultimate implications of this contradiction are investigated within the context of the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and Paris Accord. Discussion then turns to recent 

ecological philosophy to further illustrate the absurdity of the circumstances surrounding the 

project of sustainable development. Additional contradictions are explored, particularly in the 

context of education. The section closes with a comment on optimism. 
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Inadequate theories. 

Here is the part of the story that ‘we all know very well’; which is to say it is the part of 

the story that is essentially taken-for-granted in serious discussions about global warming. We 

have passed the point where, for there to be any hope of preventing global temperatures from 

rising well outside the envelope of relative climate security, carbon emissions need to be cut 

dramatically within a short timeframe (IPCC, 2014). Those emissions are a function of four 

variables: (1) the number of people on the earth, (2) Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per person, 

(3) the amount of energy it takes to produce a unit of GDP, and (4) the carbon burned per unit of 

energy used (Kaya, 1990). To keep warming within acceptable limits, one of these variables 

would likely have to reach near-zero levels within a few decades (Gates, 2010; Koomey, 2012; 

Millar et al., 2017). Between the years 2000 to 2015, only the third variable declined—by 21% 

on a global basis, which is not nearly enough to move toward near-zero emissions targets—while 

the first two increased significantly and the fourth stayed essentially unchanged (IEA, 2017, p. 

15). Despite worldwide agreement for over a quarter of a century on the policy imperative of 

drastically reduced carbon emissions—reiterated in 2015 with the acceptance of the Paris Accord 

and the Sustainable Development Goals—the volume of carbon being fed into the atmosphere 

has done nothing but increase (EIA, 2017; Deutch, 2011; UN General Assembly, 2015; Paris 

Agreement, 2015). In recent years, only the economic nosedive of 2008/2009 produced a modest 

temporary decline (EIA, 2017, p. 38; Mason, 2017). By 2015, we were emitting over 33 

gigatonnes of carbon into the atmosphere each year, leaving us with, at best, two dozen years 

before we consume our entire “carbon budget” barring a radical turn of civilization—except that 

the rate of consumption is projected to continue increasing, so that window gets even shorter as 

we burn through it faster each day (EIA, 2017; IPCC, 2014; Clark, 2014). 
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In such a situation, we are witnessing the failure to learn take place on a planetary scale. 

Argyris (1991) described the mechanism behind such failure as a tendency for individuals to 

minimize threats to their identity, beliefs, and meaning-making processes. Such “defensive 

reasoning” about one’s actions, Argyris observed, impairs discernment: decision-makers, unable 

to detect inconsistencies between their espoused theories and theories-in-use, falsely construe the 

relationship between their actions and the consequences they produce.  

Concerning our collective response to global warming, this manner of self-deception is 

playing out in a variety of ways. For example, although the international business community 

and nearly every government in the world have offered lip service to the need for immediate and 

massive climate action, the market valuation of energy reserves tells a different story: either 

companies with fossil fuel holdings “are really worth much less than their share prices indicate, 

or nobody believes we’re going to cut our carbon use” (Mason, 2017, p. 248). Perhaps, it should 

not be surprising that expecting global financial markets to lead us toward sustainability is 

“utopian thinking” (Mason, 2017, p. 249). We might, however, have hoped to encounter more 

transformational wisdom in the SDGs, given their ambitious nature and the inclusive, 

collaborative, and democratic process that gave birth to them (Trouba, 2015). 

This turns out not to have been the case. A target—in Goal Eight—of seven percent 

annual GDP growth in the world’s developing nations, at the same time as—in Goal 13—

decisive action against climate change is, as Hickel (2015) put it, “profoundly contradictory, to 

the point of being self-defeating” (para 7). The “monumental crisis” of humanity’s oversized 

ecological footprint, he argued, “proceeds from the deep logic of capitalism” (para 11), but 

nowhere do the SDGs consider the uncomfortable possibility that such logic cannot be the basis 

of a sustainable future. Because the theory-in-use that gave rise to the SDGs was never 
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distinguished as such, its inadequacy as a theory could, at most, have been a nagging intuition in 

the minds of the signatories to the UN’s 25th of September 2015 resolution. 

Five years before the SDGs were finalized, Mark Edwards (2010) considered the manner 

in which theories can and do limit the possibilities for sustainability leadership. Because his 

reflections were part of an effort to show how integrative metatheory can overcome those 

limitations, and because he homed in on precisely the contradiction we have been discussing, he 

is worth quoting at length: 

At this moment at the beginning of the twenty-first century we are...caught in the prison 

of our conceptual inadequacies—inadequate economic theories, inadequate 

organisational theories, inadequate theories of change and inadequate theories of 

sustainability. The economic growth models that inform so much of contemporary life 

have gained a powerful position in the minds and behaviors of societies, organisations 

and their members. Theories of economic production and consumption are driving our 

values and actions to the point where even the concept of “sustainability” is often framed 

within dominant functionalist assumptions about economic growth. In order to achieve 

sustainable development we are urged to work ever more furiously towards increased 

economic targets. As we degrade our atmospheric, biological, and social environments on 

a global scale we are simultaneously ramping up the drive for growth as if that might lead 

us out of the impasse. In one moment we are calling for reductions in our reliance on 

carbon-based energy systems and in the next spending countless billions to fire up 

economic activity. We are caught in an economic vicious circle on a vast scale. One that 

cannot be revised without reassessing the big picture of what organizational change and 

organisational sustainability might mean. (Edwards, 2010, p. 11). 
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On Edwards’ account, not only do reductive theories constrain sustainability leadership, they 

function below the radar of conscious awareness. The result: we are caught up in actions that 

block urgently needed change, but we recognize neither the Chinese finger trap we have gotten 

stuck in, nor its emergent nature; we simply cannot see any other options. Perhaps a new 

conception of sustainability leadership is needed, one that has been liberated from inadequate 

theories. To begin to imagine this kind of sustainability leadership—would we even recognize it 

as “sustainability leadership”?—we require no less than the courage to tell ourselves the truth 

about our theories-in-use. The way out is through. 

The end of the world. 

 Considering the ways in which theories of sustainable growth can cloud our vision, 

Mason (2017) explained that “for advocates of green capitalism, it is easier to imagine the end of 

the world than to imagine a non-market, low-carbon economy” (p. 250). Indeed, even if we do 

not maintain a neoliberal stance toward growth, “it is probably as difficult for us to imagine a 

sustainable society as it was for the people in the 16th century to imagine the industrial society of 

today” (Haberl, Fischer-Kowalski, Krausmann, Martinez-Alier & Winiwarter, 2011, p. 11). 

Throughout history, social and ecological systems have been coupled structurally under three 

major “socio-metabolic regimes”: hunter-gatherer, agrarian, and industrial; two thirds of the 

global population is in the process of making a rapid transition from the agrarian to the industrial 

regime, but “a globalization of our industrial metabolism is impossible,” for reasons that should 

be obvious (Haberl et al., 2011, p. 6). We cannot sustain our current ecological footprint, let 

alone the one that such growth would entail.  

What is needed is a transition to a fourth regime, one that fundamentally reconfigures the 

relationship between societies, economies and the planet’s ecosystems (Haberl et al., 2011); but 
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as we have seen, attempts to bring about such a regime are laden with contradiction. The 

prevailing approach to sustainability leadership at best realizes incremental improvements to 

structures that the world cannot ultimately abide, temporarily buttressing those structures when 

what is needed is transformation (Abson et al., 2016). How transformation should be pursued 

and what it ultimately represents are not well understood, however (Feola, 2015). Further, our 

attempts to pursue it through innovation often seem to “be driving development in directions 

directly opposed to sustainability” (Westley et al., 2011, p. 763). In short: we are in the horns of 

a dilemma, the likes of which we have never experienced.  

To avoid the discomfort of grappling with such uncertainty and contradiction, two paths 

are often taken (Haraway, 2016). Although these approaches anticipate dramatically different 

futures, they are similar in that they both tend to be “focused on the state of our techno-

economic-ecological exteriors” (Gafni & Stein, 2015). One path is to hope for technological 

miracles, an act that Haraway (2016) has dismissed as “comic” (p. 3). The second path is to 

declare that there is nothing we can do; the apocalypse is nigh. Or, as Scranton (2015) pellucidly 

stated in his unvarnished treatise, Learning to die in the Anthropocene, “We’re fucked” (p. 16).  

 Instead, Haraway (2016) has advocated “eschewing futurism, staying with the trouble” 

(p. 4). By this she means attending curiously and in a way that goes “beyond inherited categories 

and capacities” (p. 7) to the realities of “living-with and dying-with each other” (p. 2) in a thick, 

layered, partially intertangled, multispecies, finite coexistence (pp. 1-16). Both hope and despair 

concerning the future are, on Haraway’s view, fragile and inflexible stances to take, when what 

is called for in this moment is the ability to transform-together with other critters “in unexpected 

collaborations and combinations, in hot compost piles” (p. 4). 
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 On the other hand, perhaps acknowledging the futility of our theories-in-use can help us 

shake free of them, enabling us to engage the current moment with more courage and presence—

indeed, to stay with the trouble. It is such an exorcism from ideology, and not panicked despair, 

that Scranton (2015)—a veteran of the Iraq war—has attempted to incite. Scranton practiced 

“owning” his death, meditating on it in vivid detail each day, to free himself from paralyzing fear 

as a soldier. His assertion is that our collective survival in the Anthropocene depends on our 

ability to do something similar: “We need to learn to live with and through the end of our current 

civilization. Change, risk, conflict, strife, and death are part of the very process of life, and we 

cannot avoid them” (p. 22). Scranton’s assessment of the predicament we are in is rich and 

evocative: 

The greatest challenge we face is a philosophical one: understanding that this civilization 

is already dead. The sooner we confront our situation and realize that there is nothing we 

can do to save ourselves, the sooner we can get down to the difficult task of adapting, 

with mortal humility, to our new reality. 

 Carbon fueled capitalism is a zombie system, voracious but sterile. This 

aggressive human monoculture has proven astoundingly virulent but also toxic, 

cannibalistic, and self-destructive. It is unsustainable, both in itself and as a response to 

catastrophic climate change. Thankfully, carbon-fueled capitalism is not the only way 

humans can organize their lives together. Again and again throughout our history, we 

have shown ourselves to be capable of shedding maladaptive systems of meaning and 

economic distribution, developing resilient social technologies in response to precarity 

and threat, and transforming obsolete social practices into novel forms of life. 

Humanity’s survival through the collapse of carbon-fueled capitalism and into the new 
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world of the Anthropocene will hinge on our ability to let our old way of life die while 

protecting, sustaining, and reworking our collective stores of cultural technology. (p. 23) 

In other words, “We cannot escape our fate. Our future will depend on our ability to confront it 

not with panic, outrage, or denial, but with patience, reflection, and love” (p. 27). The end of the 

world is, perhaps, precisely the gasoline we need to pour over the coals of our hearts and our 

imaginations; precisely the fuel that will allow us to listen and respond creatively, wisely, 

skillfully, authentically; precisely the medicine that can transform us in the face of an eldritch 

tribulation that none of our theories have prepared us for, and which none of them can describe. 

 The ground-shaking realization that civilization has already ended—and is not simply 

about to end—leads to an eruption of new questions, not about how to ‘sustain’ it, but about who 

we are and how to live. Such an eruption, such a “quake in being,” has been explored by Morton 

(2013) as a consequence of what he termed the “time of hyperobjects”. Hyperobjects are things 

that are so enormous—so “massively distributed in spacetime”—that they exist outside of the 

realm of human accessibility (p. 5). They include, among other examples, the Cascadia 

Bioregion, Mexico City, intercontinental transportation systems, the Atlantic Ocean, the apparel 

industry, global warming, the human species, Planet Earth, and of course, UY Scuti—the largest 

known star, five billion times the volume of our sun with a diameter of two and a half “light 

hours”.  

In the vein of Harman’s (2011) Object Oriented Ontology, Morton has maintained that, 

as with all objects, hyperobjects are mysteriously and “irreducibly withdrawn from access,” 

meaning that no two objects can interact completely with each other. However, the immense 

spatiotemporal scale of hyperobjects, relative to human-dimensional perceptual space, makes 

them doubly inaccessible to us. That is, we cannot even contact them in the same way as 
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‘ordinary’ objects: we can’t inhale global warming, but only this smoke-filled air billowing over 

here from that burning forest; indeed, we can’t ever really see the forest, let alone the biosphere, 

for the trees; and it is not capitalism we have purchase on, but this piece of ‘property’, that 

particular ‘debt’.   

Hyperobjects, and their ontological—i.e., not merely epistemological—inaccessibility, 

according to Morton, “have brought about the end of the world. Clearly, planet earth has not 

exploded, but the concept world is no longer operational, and hyperobjects are what brought 

about its demise” (p. 6). From where we stand, inextricably stuck to and covered in these 

incomprehensibly large beasts—Morton compared our coexistence with hyperobjects to being 

Jonah in the belly of a whale; elsewhere he described hyperobjects as demonic agents that 

“appear to straddle worlds and times” (p. 29)—there is no way for us to talk about the world that 

makes sense. Thus, hyperobjects make manifest the postmodern insight that a metalanguage is 

impossible, but without the performative contradiction that postmodernism is known for: 

No longer are my intimate impressions “personal” in the sense that they are “merely 

mine” or “subjective only”: they are footprints of hyperobjects, distorted as they always 

must be by the entity in which they make their mark—that is, me. I become (and so do 

you) a litmus test of the time of hyperobjects. I am scooped out from the inside. My 

situatedness and the rhetoric of situatedness in this case is not a place of defensive self-

certainty but precisely its opposite. That is, situatedness is now a very uncanny place to 

be…(p. 5). 

It is uncanny because, although there is an objective reality with causal consequences—one 

indeed consisting of “viscous” hyperobjects that penetrate and stick to us—we are unable to 

stand outside of that reality; there is no background, and hence no foreground, no horizon. This 
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renders us into a state of “hypocrisy” where every way we could possibly engage the question of 

coexistence involves making choices about situations we cannot entirely access. 

Indeed, as Morton, has said, “the deep reason why sustainability leadership fails as a 

concept has to do with how we are not living in a world” (p. 116). However, there is a sense in 

which acknowledging the uncanniness of coexisting without a horizon can free us from both 

apocalyptic mania and cynicism, for in such circumstances, “every position is ‘wrong’: every 

position, including and especially the know-it-all cynicism that thinks it knows better than 

anything else” (p. 136). The way out is through: 

The idea [that the world will end if something isn’t done quickly] is very active in 

environmentalism. Yet...this ideas is not effective, since, to all intents and purposes, the 

being that we are supposed to feel anxiety about and care for is gone. This does not 

mean that there is no hope for ecological politics and ethics. Far from it. Indeed...the 

strongly held belief that the world is about to end “unless we act now” is paradoxically 

one of the most powerful factors that inhibit a full engagement with our ecological 

existence here on Earth. (pp. 6-7) 

Relating to the choices we have within a framework of inadequate theories ultimately thwarts 

and suppresses agency rather than invoking it. Hence, we ought to “awaken...from the dream that 

the world is about to end, because action on Earth (the real Earth) depends on it” (p. 7). We must 

shake off our inadequate theories. The way out is through. 

You get a car! And you get a car! 

 Indeed, the narrative of impending apocalypse against which humanity must marshal its 

collective resources not only limits the degree to which we can act wisely in uncanny 

circumstances of coexistence; there could be other ways in which it produces harm. For example, 
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Luke (2017) observed that such a narrative rests on a simple and uncritical analysis of the 

moment, as if hyperobjects were within our reach; and worse, it provides a political rationale for 

extreme exercises of instrumental reason and consolidation of authority into the hands of 

(neoliberal) economists and geo-technologists who “supposedly know ‘Nature’ best” (p. 81). 

These experts, we are told, have precisely the cure for our ‘systems problems’. The commons 

becomes evermore degraded as a result of the propagation of the illusion that we are in a contest 

that makes sense and can be ‘won’ simply by following ‘smart’ policies.  

 Rather than apocalypticism, the SDGs (as we have seen) embody a techno-economic 

optimism that appears ironically to defy mathematics. As far as the rhetoric of imposed world-

saving programs goes, however, that optimism is merely the other side of the apocalyptic coin. 

While it would be difficult not to agree with the universal commitments—for example, freedom 

from poverty for all—outlined in the SDGs, we find upon closer inspection that those 

commitments are made in service to an explicitly neoliberal framework (Fuchs, 2017; Toukan, 

2017; Weber, 2017). As Weber (2017) put it, the SDGs:  

aim to implement a highly contested (and contentious) macro-political framework that 

ultimately privileges upholding commercial law as the ordering principle of development. 

The justification of this approach is the assumption that it is the most efficient means to 

realise (and secure) economic growth, which is configured as conditional for achieving 

any of the goals in the list. (p. 407, emphasis in original) 

Even the goal of quality education for all—again, hard to disagree with—has been crafted in 

somewhat pernicious ways to prepare children to participate in the global engines of trade, 

without much of a second thought about other purposes that education might have (Toukan, 

2017). Hence, when it comes to the oft-repeated commitment within the goals to leave no-one 
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behind, “one could be forgiven for reading into [that commitment] an element of compulsion” to 

take part in a global scheme of production and consumption that ignores the limits of growth 

(Weber, 2017, p. 404). Perhaps it is not inconceivable that these seventeen goals, to some extent 

at least, are the product of colonized imaginations (Faust, 2017), in turn perpetuating a form of 

colonization whose essence we might find in the words of Oprah Winfrey, “You get a car! And 

you get a car!” (Possibly electric). Education for all! Meaningful work within the free markets 

for you, and you, and you! All you have to do is “get with the program”. But is it a program of 

freedom, enslavement, or both? (Toukan, 2017). 

 When liberal values first emerged onto the scene, it was nothing short of a significant 

achievement for humanity (Toukan, 2017; Wilber, 2017b). The predominance of these values 

within contemporary sustainability discourses, however, obscures important realities of 

coexistence and planetization from view, making unwise action more likely. Fuchs (2017) saw it 

as particularly glaring that the SDGs give zero consideration to the challenges that the 

institutions of global finance and capitalism pose for sustainable development, particularly in 

light of the fact that the goals were crafted in the years following the 2008 financial crisis, while 

its effects continued playing out. In the same article, Fuchs pointed out that the SDGs largely fail 

to consider “communication and culture”—which are along-the-lines of what is referred to in IM 

as “interiority”, or the left quadrants—as important aspects of sustainability. Although Fuchs 

conceded that Goal 4, Quality Education, does, in principle, touch on interiority, Toukan (2017) 

has shown that even Goal 4 is characterized by what might be understood as an impoverished, 

utilitarian conception of wellbeing. 
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Reimagining education. 

What then, might a ‘quality’ education look like? Can you come up with a resonant 

mental image or model, or is your imagination, as well as mine, hobbled as a result of having 

been colonized by hyperobjects, in the way Habermas (1981) understood that the lifeworld is 

colonized by the system? The act of reimagining something—be it education or sustainability 

leadership—requires willingness to grapple with the unfamiliar. In order to do this, we must turn 

to the part of the story that we all do not know very well. We may even need to become lost in 

the forest for a time, venturing into the parts we do not know at all. 

 The literature on education for sustainable development contains clues that may serve as 

a starting point from which to venture into the unfamiliar. For example, Sterling (2014) called 

for education that cultivates “sustainability competencies” including “an anticipative perspective 

and future orientation, an ability to think critically, creatively and systemically, an action 

competence, an ethical sensibility and ability to manage in conditions of change, uncertainty and 

risk” (p. 91). Such competencies appear potentially important for any project seeking to 

transform the contradictions of sustainability leadership in our time. But Sterling seems to have 

positioned them in a way that ignores these contradictions; on his view, if humanity is able to 

learn and change quickly enough, we can still get “the future we want”—i.e. the unconsciously 

self-contradictory future specified in the SDGs; and if we fail to learn and adapt, we will instead 

get “the future we deserve, and that nobody will want” (p. 94). Implied here again, is a choice 

between undergoing the apocalypse, or, if we do something quickly, saving the world. It is true 

that Sterling (2001, 2009) has elsewhere prescribed moving beyond instrumental reason and its 

associated dualisms—for example, of humanity separate from nature, and of present separate 
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from future—within education, but in this case, there is a sense in which he has failed to 

complete the job.  

 O’Brien and colleagues (2013) appear to have gone farther. They listed participatory, 

integrative, and epistemologically inclusive approaches to knowledge creation as desirable in 

terms of education for a sustainable future, while acknowledging that calls for such approaches 

are “neither new nor innovative, but rather a repetition of many earlier attempts to 

‘revolutionize’ education to meet the challenges of global environmental change” (p. 52). Hence: 

The repeated calls for more interdisciplinary research, new framings of environmental 

problems, more stakeholder participation, and so on can indeed be considered a 

revolution—but only in the sense of “revolving in a circle”. In other words...a continuous 

motion around an unchanging and even unrecognized or invisible axis, exemplified by 

the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle in process management. (p. 52) 

Instead of a “circular revolution”, O’Brien and colleagues inquired into the possibility of an 

“axial revolution” that would shift the fundamental assumptions, including dualistic assumptions, 

that sustainability education is tethered to (p. 52). For example, although O’Brien and colleagues 

appreciated the value of sustainability competencies such as systems leadership, fostering 

resilience, and futures literacy, their quest for an axial revolution led them to imagine that 

perhaps we don’t even know what competencies are demanded by an as-yet-undiscovered 

sustainability education paradigm. As they put it, sustainability educators have an “inability to 

recognize that we are stuck in our own specific paradigms, with specific assumptions, beliefs and 

values about education and capacity needs” (p. 56). In other words, we should not presume to 

know too much about what a quality education is. 
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 A similar point can be taken from Stein (2009) who observed that we are in the midst of 

an education crisis because the rapidly increasing “task demands” associated with navigating this 

historical moment are outpacing human capacity in unprecedented ways. Hence, we find 

ourselves in a “scramble for usable knowledge” concerning pedagogy: there is an increasing 

need to discover educational approaches that are relevant, i.e. that can help humans develop the 

capacity for wise decision-making in today’s moment. In this regard, the connection between 

sustainability and education is clear. As Stein put it, “if the task demands of building sustainable 

systems and lifestyles are more complex than the capabilities of those asked to do so...then no 

matter how much money we throw at achieving sustainability, our efforts will fail” (p. 358). But 

part of the issue here is not simply that more robust pedagogies are needed to accelerate human 

development and deliver it more reliably, though that would surely be a good start; there is, 

again, a sense in which we do not understand what capacities are needed to navigate this moment 

in the first place; indeed, it may be that such capacities cannot even be developed. In an age of 

hyperobjects—which Morton (2013) has also called the “age of asymmetry” to reflect the 

uncanniness of existing within and amongst objects that are impossibly massive in comparison to 

us—even the most developed humans begin to appear feeble, puny, insignificant. 

 For somewhat different reasons, Stein (2009) has urged developmentalists to practice 

“epistemic humility” when it comes to matters of ‘consciousness raising’. But awareness of the 

asymmetry of our moment, if nothing else, can help us remember to remain humble concerning 

human development and our ideas about what it can achieve. There are certainly good reasons 

for pursuing development: on an individual level, it may help us attend to our own circumstances 

and to those of the beings around us with greater awareness, clarity, and skill; on a collective 

level—in circumstances where education has undergone radical changes—such effects may be 
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greatly multiplied. But there are some mysteries that human development, by virtue of the fact 

that it is human development, may not be able to solve.  

Most of all, given what has been said so far in this section, we must bear in mind the 

strong possibility that the goal of quality education “for all” contains “an implicit normative bias 

towards a certain kind of education that may not, in fact, entirely align with the aspirations of 

diverse groups and communities” (Toukan, 2017, p. 305). In fact, it is questionable whether an 

education in neoliberal values—as signaled by Goal 4—can be said to align completely with the 

interests of any of us homo sapiens, not to mention the whole panoply of species, in this moment 

of ecological emergency. Western liberalism has proven to be an inadequate theory of many 

desirable outcomes, for example: “communalism for the many (rather than the few), compatible 

relationships between humans and the planet, the presence of emotion and affect, [and] 

cooperation rather than competition as an operating principle of society” (Toukan, 2017, p. 307). 

But aren’t these the very issues that a theory of sustainability leadership for our age urgently 

needs to address? 

Traditional ecological knowledge and other forms of knowledge related to Indigenous 

practices may be far better positioned than neoliberalism to clarify and address certain aspects of 

coexistence. Prioritizing Indigenous knowledge as valuable and profoundly necessary at this 

historical juncture is a promising avenue that could help inform a more adequate narrative of 

sustainability leadership. Contemplative traditions, as well, contain valuable knowledge about 

transformation, and about a form of wellbeing that neoliberalism is not equipped to trade in—

what mindfulness teacher Shinzen Young (2016) has called “happiness independent of 

conditions” (p. 39). Toukan (2017) noted that Indigenous and contemplative traditions serve as 

fertile epistemological ground for broadening the possibilities of education for sustainable 
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development because they “give insight into aspects of the nature of individuals and society that 

do not adequately fit in the narrow “rational actor” definition provided by market logic” (p. 307). 

These traditions allow us to turn, again, to the part of the story that we do not know very well. 

What would a glacier or a mountain tell us if we took a year, or a lifetime, to listen? (Allison, 

2015). Could an awakened relationship with the biosphere give us information about climate 

change that behavioral economics cannot? How might we be transformed if we were able to 

listen like a mountain, “tuning in at a hyperobjective frequency” to the howl of wolves and the 

roar of cars and the cacophony of politics, as in Leopold’s (1949) poem, Thinking like a 

mountain? (Mickey, 2016, p. 199). Through such acts of perception, there is hope we can venture 

into the forest, beyond the paradigms that keep us stuck, and into the unknown. True, it is not a 

journey that is altogether free of peril. But the way out is through. 

A call for optimism. 

 In this section, we have examined some of the contradictions in contemporary 

sustainability leadership: the vision of the future that a broad international community agreed to 

in 2015 is belied by our theories-in-use; our efforts to “save the world” are actually keeping us 

stuck; education and employment “for all” can simultaneously free and enslave people; 

sustainability education, at times, is the very thing that prevents us from understanding the issues 

we most need to address, and so forth. I have attempted to use the literature to engage in what 

Patten (2013) has called “ragged truth-telling and truth-listening” concerning the state of 

sustainability leadership in the current moment (p. 37). Like Patten, I believe the harshest truths 

are the most liberating, the way out is through. Of course, there is plenty that I, and the scholars I 

cited, may have gotten wrong. But what if these findings are at least partially right? How should 

we feel about it? 
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 In response to that question, I would like to close this section with a quote from Patten’s 

(2013) essay, Enacting an integral revolution. For I believe that it is only when we stand naked 

in front of the absurdity of our existence, when we surrender into our collective fate as it stares 

us down, that we can become the people this moment calls for. And this, actually, is something I 

long for, am excited by, and experience awe when I think about. As Patten put it: 

Many scientists today are sounding the alarm, and their data asks us to 

contemplate a level of planetary devastation (to human-friendly conditions) that is so 

disorienting as to evoke reflexive denial and avoidance. Thus, it is my assessment that 

denial is a pervasive response (perhaps even healthy in some respects) that is nearly 

universally socially reinforced by our consensus to attend to “business as usual.” It is 

likewise my assessment that most “optimism” masks underlying denial. I have arrived at 

a radically positive orientation to awakening, activism, and cultural transformation. 

However, there is an important distinction between grounded, soberly realistic optimism 

and optimism that defends against a deeper existential confrontation with the disorienting 

dilemma of being alive in a time of global threats to human civilization and our 

biosphere, and I intuit that only the former is equal to the task before us. 

In the face of that imminent enormity (even though it does not eclipse or diminish 

the innate joy and freedom granted by the even greater immanent and transcendental 

enormity) I am compelled to change my own life, certainly, and to risk making myself a 

nuisance attempting insight and action catalyzing a breakthrough enabling us to change 

our lives on every scale and in every arena where I sense real possibility. The times 

present us all with a series of impossible questions that we, and I, cannot ignore. Like a 

Zen koan, this mega- and meta-question must be lived as an ongoing inquiry with 
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sincerity and authenticity and fierceness and surrender, and with no escape. This may 

yield insight and even acceptable partial “answers” at times, but its greatest power...is 

that it can exert a transformational pressure and pull upon our consciousness, behavior, 

and relations. (p. 7) 

In the current era we are dealing with issues—and devastation—of a scale that renders them 

inaccessible and incomprehensible to us, resulting in uneasy contradictions in contemporary 

sustainability leadership efforts. Most deeply confounding is the hypocrisy, born into each 

hyperobjective moment, that imperils any course of action we can imagine charting in response 

to those issues. But if, as Morton (2013) asserted, “every position, including and especially the 

know-it-all cynicism that thinks it knows better than anything else” is wrong (p. 136), then such 

hypocrisy ought not lead us ultimately to inaction; for to refuse to act is still action, and a most 

indulgent one. Instead, this section has explored how acknowledging the gap between our 

espoused theories and theories-in-use, and remembering that we are ‘already dead’ could 

empower us beyond our hypocrisy, and into new ways of knowing and responding to the 

ecological emergency. Yet we must face those truths, and dwell in the questions they present us 

with, without any guarantee: “as an ongoing inquiry with sincerity and authenticity and 

fierceness and surrender, and with no escape” (Patten, 2013, p. 7). The way out is through. 

An Obscure Doorway into a Discussion About Integral Metatheory and Planetary 

Transformation. 

Near the end of the previous section, I touched briefly on the idea that mountains might 

be more than simply comatose geological structures. What if, as has been the experience of 

Indigenous cultures around the planet since before the planet was understood to be ‘round’, it is 

indeed possible to listen to a mountain, listen like a mountain? How should the possibility space 
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for sustainability leadership transform if we related to the biosphere—not to mention rivers, 

trees, photons, dragonflies, molecules and ‘Mother Earth herself’ as alive, lit up, and buzzing 

with consciousness? Moreover, what if we came to understand consciousness not as ‘immaterial’ 

to the unfolding of the future, i.e., not as a Cartesian ‘ghost’ that ‘supervenes’ helplessly on a 

physical machine, but as inextricably implicated in all of reality and in the becoming of the 

world? 

Panpsychism—often held to be unfalsifiable (Harris, 2016), or abstract and unconnected 

to social or environmental change—has not been a typical entry point for scholars looking to 

summarize the practical applications of IM to social and environmental activism. Nevertheless, 

as formulated by Wilber (2006a, 2006c), IM takes an explicitly panpsychist position, although it 

rejects the idea that several of the objects I’ve listed above, including the biosphere, mountains, 

rivers, and probably the planet could have a mind of their own. In this section, I explore these 

issues. I propose that possibilities for planetary transformation to a sustainable future are limited 

by several assumptions embedded inconspicuously in modern scientific practice, and hence in 

many international trade, policy, and governance institutions—namely (1) that the biosphere is 

composed mostly of dancing dust and chemical reactions having nothing to do with 

consciousness, (2) that all those dance moves and chemical reactions are determined and entailed 

from the beginning, and hence (3) our minds and spirits do not affect outcomes, no matter how 

much it might seem otherwise. I explore the possibility that IM might help social change activists 

recover—in a profound sense—their creativity and their capacity to transform human existence, 

drawing on the recent writings of Stuart Kauffman (2016a, 2016b) whose interpretations of 

classical and quantum biology support a story of being in the universe that is compatible with 
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IM. Near the end of this section, I address some of IM’s applications to social change, exploring 

in particular how IM could inform structures that enable a more just and sustainable civilization. 

Turtles and electrons. 

As noted in chapter one, IM’s four quadrants stem from two polarities taken to be 

fundamental within the universe: interior-exterior and individual-collective. Hence, individual 

“holons” comprise collectives, either as parts of more complex individual holons or as members 

of complex social holons; and second, they have both exterior (e.g. physical, inter/behavioral) 

and interior (e.g. phenomenological, cultural) dimensions (Wilber, 2006a). A holon is often 

conceived of as an autopoietic entity—which is to say, as a living (or autocatalytic) system that 

has a boundary, a metabolism, and that recursively regenerates its parts; although I am unsure 

whether this would be an appropriate way to think about holons at the quantum scale. 

Regardless, Wilber (2006c) has proposed that “it’s turtles all the way down” for individual 

holons, meaning that these polarities—interior-exterior and individual-collective—apply at the 

level of dolphins, geese, redwoods, cacti, honeybees, peptides, electrons, and bosons, as well as 

humans (p. 61). In other words, no matter how simple or how complex, holons “tetra-arise” in all 

four quadrants simultaneously.  

The upshot of such an ontology is that insects, molecules, and quantum particles are lit up 

with some kind of interior experience, proto-prehension, qualia, consciousness, or whatever you 

want to call it. In other words, “even electrons have to interpret their environment, and even 

quarks possess intersubjectivity” (Wilber, 2006a, p. 79). Likewise, Kauffman (2016a; 2016b) has 

theorized that quantum particles measure or observe their environment, including one another, 

and make decisions based on those measurements or observations. On Kauffman’s view, such 
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behavior is consistent with a plausible explanation of quantum mechanics in which, not only do 

counterfactuals obtain, but mind plays an indispensable role in the unfolding of the universe. 

On the other hand, contemporary theoretical physicists à la Brian Greene (2014) have 

tended to conclude that we live in a determined universe in which there is “nothing for mind to 

do and no way for mind to do it” (Kauffman, 2016b, p. 103)—i.e., in which our minds neither 

can nor do cause anything whatsoever to happen, and are simply passengers, ‘along for the ride’ 

at best. But such a position flies in the face of our most fundamental intuitions and experiences 

of being-in-the-world. If we define leadership, with Erhard, Jensen, Zaffron and Echeverria 

(2017), as “realizing a future that wasn’t going to happen anyway,” (p. 46) then there is no real 

possibility of sustainability leadership in a deterministic universe. Indeed, there is no possibility 

of doing anything different from what has already been written in the cards, or for that matter, 

thinking thoughts different than those we are fated to think. Could that seriously be right? And 

yet many contemporary physicists seem adamant, if we know the boundary conditions of a 

system, and the location and movement of all the parts in that system, then predicting the future 

is just a matter of writing out the equations. Consciousness has nothing to do with it. 

Kauffman (2016a, 2016b) took a radically different position, however, arguing from 

classical chemistry and biology, as well as from quantum physics, that the boundary conditions 

of the universe are “unprestatable”; we do not, and cannot, know what the world will become; 

we are living in a universe that is “beyond any entailing laws” (2006a, p. 46). It is notable that 

these arguments seem to parallel Wilber’s (2006a, 2006b) articulation of the “unfoldment” of 

reality—or the interplay between karma and creativity. Given the limitations of this study, I do 

not summarize Kauffman’s reasoning from the classical life sciences, although as a layman I find 

it compelling and illuminating concerning the possibility of counterfactuals, i.e. whether events 
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in the universe could have been any different than they turned out to be. Instead, I focus on 

Kauffman’s interpretation of quantum mechanics, which goes even further to position mind and 

measurement at the heart of a creative universe, and thus, could potentially inform and validate 

an integral approach to sustainability leadership in important ways. 

Evoking early interpretations of quantum mechanics, Kauffman (2016a, 2016b) 

postulated the existence of ontologically real possibles, or “res potentia” that are converted to 

actuals, or “res extensa” by measurement—a process mediated by consciousness, which in turn 

gives rise to new possibles that serve as acausal enabling constraints for new actuals to arise. 

Such an interpretation, on Kauffman’s view, provides a way to make sense of quantum 

mechanics’ most troubling mysteries, including superposition and nonlocality. 

Superposition. 

As those with introductory-level knowledge of quantum mechanics understand, it appears 

to yield the baffling result—mathematically and experimentally—that objects can exist in more 

than one state, or more than one location, simultaneously. This result, in layman’s terms, is the 

phenomenon known as superposition, as when, notoriously, a single photon is thought to proceed 

through two slits at the same time, behaving as two “superposed” waves interfering with each 

other, until a measurement event “collapses” the wave function and registers the photon as a 

single dot on a strip of film behind the slits. A recent experiment demonstrated it is possible to 

place a strip of metal—contained in a vacuum and cooled to within a fraction of a degree from 

absolute zero—into a state of superposition that is visible with the human eye, such that the 

macro-scale metal strip, containing millions of atoms, can be seen simultaneously vibrating and 

not vibrating (O’Connell, 2011). Not only is superposition an astonishing phenomenon that, as 

Kauffman (2016a, 2016b) observed, does not conform to Aristotle’s law of the excluded middle; 
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there is, importantly, no agreed-upon explanation for it. Theoretical physicists have attempted to 

come to grips with this phenomenon—as in the Copenhagen interpretation—by asserting there is 

no meaningful way to speak about the physical state of matter when it is not being measured, 

hence scientists should limit themselves to calculating probabilities and avoid speculation on 

deeper questions; or—as in the multiple worlds interpretation—by claiming that the wave 

function doesn’t actually collapse, but the universe instead splits into different histories 

representing each distinct state of matter when observed; or—as in the Bohmian interpretation—

by maintaining that matter in fact does consistently obey Aristotle’s law of the excluded middle, 

i.e. although particles may appear to act as if they are in two states at once, this is never the case, 

they are always in one spatiotemporal state which measurement eventually reveals. Although 

each of these interpretations have sympathizers, they are thought to be unsatisfying and 

problematic when it comes to the issue of superposition in quantum mechanics. 

The concept of res potentia, although acknowledged as “radical” by Kauffman (2016a, p. 

36), seems to move towards resolving the issue of superposition while taking it seriously as an 

issue. For such a concept to get off the ground, we need to grant possibilities ontologically real 

status. With a nod to Charles Peirce, whom incidentally occupies a station within the canons of 

metatheory (Stein, 2016), Kauffman has proposed we do precisely that.  

Consider “The cat is dead.” This is either true or false. So is the proposition “The cat is 

alive” either true or false. “The cat is simultaneously dead and alive” is a contradiction! 

Superpositions do not obey the law of the excluded middle! 

 C.S. Peirce argued that actuals and probables do obey the law of the excluded 

middle; possibles do not. Thus, “The cat is possibly alive and simultaneously possibly 

dead” is not a contradiction.  
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 I now take Peirce seriously and propose a new non-substance dualism: res 

potentia, ontologically real “possibles” defined as not obeying the law of the excluded 

middle; and res extensa, ontologically real actuals that do obey the law of the excluded 

middle, linked by measurement. If measurement is ontologically indeterminate and real, 

as [it] is on most interpretations of quantum mechanics, then measurement converts 

possibles to actuals. (2016a, p. 39) 

If possibilities are “things” that exist, we suddenly have a framework for conceiving how a 

photon could be a wave and a particle at the same time. As a non-physicist, I am undoubtedly 

insufficiently equipped to understand, or comment on, whether this approach yields a satisfactory 

explanation of “where the photon goes” or how it ceases to obey the law of the excluded middle 

when it flashes through a two-slit gate; or, for that matter, whether those questions are indeed the 

ones that ought to be asked. But res potentia seem to grant a way of understanding 

superpositions, some of which—as is the case with the aforementioned vibrating-and-not-

vibrating metal strip—apparently materialize at a non-quantum scale and can be witnessed with 

the naked eye. 

According to Kauffman (2016a, 2016b), this model of the world—res potentia, converted 

to res extensa through acts of measurement involving consciousness—can also help explain, in 

part, how the classical world, or a “classical enough world,” comes to coincide with the quantum 

one (2016a, p. 43; 2016b). For this, a panpsychic universe is helpful. Kauffman postulated that 

the quantum Zeno effect, where rapidly repeated measurement keeps unstable particles frozen in 

a single state, could be enough to realize a “classical enough” world given conscious particles 

that measure one another. In his words: 
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The quantum Zeno effect demonstrated experimentally that if a quantum system in 

superposition is measured, it can fall to a single wave function but remain quantum. This 

single wave function obeys the law of the excluded middle, so is an actual on my 

[Kauffman’s] terms. If not remeasured, the system slowing in time flowers new waves, or 

amplitudes. But early after the first measurement, the amplitudes of the new waves are 

tiny; so if remeasured, the probability, by the Born rule, that the system is remeasured in 

the initially measured state is very high. If measured very rapidly, the system is 

essentially frozen into a single wave function and the Schrödinger wave stops 

propagating. 

 Now, if two quantum variables can co-measure one another, one can ask if they 

can co-trap one another in a very small subset of their possible states for a long time. 

Such co-trapping may be the basis of a classical enough world. (2016a, p. 43). 

Indeed, that it is necessary to place a metal strip in a vacuum and cool it to a temperature 

approaching absolute zero before it can be induced into a superposition may lend support to this 

way of understanding the world. The creator of the experiment in which that metal strip 

simultaneously vibrated and did not vibrate seemed to agree, describing the result as a 

demonstration “that an everyday object also follows quantum mechanics” (O’Connell, 2011, 

3:16). Noting that inanimate objects are prevented from exhibiting quantum behavior by “other 

passengers” such as photons and air molecules O’Connell devised an experiment to remove 

those passengers, such that: “all alone...the little chunk of metal was free to act however it 

wanted” (5:10). Under such circumstances, it behaved quantum mechanically. As long as it was 

in the presence of “other passengers” such as photons, however—potentially because it was 

being measured by them?—it behaved, as we would expect, classically enough.  
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O’Connell’s intuition about the implications of this experiment is that although we “hear 

a lot about how quantum mechanics says that everything is all interconnected...that’s not quite 

right, it’s actually...more than that. It’s deeper. It’s that...your connections to everything around 

you literally define who you are” (7:22). Of course, it is not currently possible to determine 

scientifically whether subatomic particles are consciously measuring one another, and hence 

somehow freezing each other in a single state. O’Connell’s experiment simply gives a result that 

seems compatible with that understanding of reality. 

 Kauffman (2016a, 2016b) tentatively cited another set of experiments by Dean Radin 

that implicate consciousness in measurement events. In these modified split gate experiments, 

the width of bands in the interference pattern were altered in slight but statistically very 

significant ways when participants focused their awareness on the split gate as photons 

proceeded through it—sometimes at long distances (Radin, 2016). If confirmed, these results 

could have important implications for quantum mechanics; they would seem to indicate that 

consciousness by itself is a factor in collapsing the wave function. Kauffman (2016b) not only 

noted that these experiments are consistent with his interpretation of quantum mechanics—res 

potentia converted to res extensa through conscious measurement. Kauffman further speculated 

that they hint at consciousness influencing measurement nonlocally, raising questions about 

whether the body-mind itself is not a quantum device. 

Nonlocality. 

Nonlocality is the second mystery that an interpretation of quantum mechanics involving 

res potentia may help to explain. As Kauffman (2016a) put it, “if measurement yields new 

actuals, then these can instantaneously and acausally yield new possibles” (p. 39). Here, what is 

suggested is that new actuals alter what is possible throughout the universe, and in a way that 
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seems to flout or transcend the spacetime continuum. In other words, new actuals give rise to 

new possibles that instantaneously and acausally alter what can physically take place. This is 

ostensibly as true in the classical world as in the quantum one. For example, if I am in Miami 

and you’re in Manhattan and the threat of an imminent disaster along the eastern seaboard 

grounds all flights in and out of the region, then any possibility that you and I will meet at an 

airport somewhere along the Pacific coast—for example, YVR or SFO or SJC or PVR or PDX or 

SAN or LAX—later this afternoon seems to have vanished instantly. Or Kauffman’s (2016b) 

example, from evolutionary biology: In the exact paleontological instant in which a swim 

bladder appeared in some species of fish, a brand new ecological possibility space (niche) was 

created, enabling an array of new biological forms, including new microbial ecosystems and 

parasites adapted specifically for swim bladders. Of course, the appearance of swim bladders 

invited but did not force the evolution of new symbionts: “the swim bladder does not cause but 

enables—makes possible—the evolution of the worm or bacterial species, but not the giraffe, to 

evolve and adapt to live in the swim bladder. But enablement is not a ‘causal’ category; it is a 

‘making possible’” (2016b, p. 121, emphasis in original).  

Kauffman’s (2016a, 2016b) main point here was that, when new actuals emerge, they 

instantly alter possibilities. And because possibilities do not exist in spacetime in the same way 

as actuals4, changing them immediately and acausally changes what can unfold throughout the 

universe. Hence, when measurement converts one member of an entangled pair of electrons in a 

superposition into a single, actual state, the set of states its partner electron can occupy is 

instantly and acausally altered. If one is measured spin up, the other is instantly guaranteed to be 

spin down. So, we can observe changes at a distance, but those changes do not technically 

                                                 
4 Kauffman (2016a, 2016b) has theorized that possibles exist in time but not space, or they may exist in time and 

throughout all of space. 
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involve “action” in the physical sense—they occur outside the spacetime continuum, hence, are 

not so “spooky” as Einstein famously feared. 

The biggest mystery of all. 

A cyclically unfolding, participatory, universe—in which each emergent actual (“what”) 

instantaneously and acausally gives rise to new possibles (“so what”) that become new actuals 

through interactions (“now what”) involving mind and measurement—though not necessarily 

equatable with Wilber’s articulation of IM, seems inherently compatible with it. Both 

Kauffman’s QM and Wilber’s IM appear to address one of the most fundamental mysteries in 

the cosmos—how things can change while staying the same—in a similar way. Wilber (2006c) 

presented that mystery this way: 

Moment to moment, the universe hangs together. Somehow, the universe of this moment 

and the universe of the previous moment are both similar and different: similar, in that 

the present moment resembles the previous moment in important ways; different, in that 

it is also significantly new. The more you think about it, the more mysterious the whole 

thing is.... (p. 4) 

Wilber (2006a) introduced the concepts of karma and creativity in response to this question; 

karma as what already exists and is carried into this moment from the past; creativity as the 

flowering of novelty within a range of greater or lesser freedom accessible to each holon, given 

by the degree to which the patterns implicated in that holon’s existence are “fixed and ingrained 

as Kosmic habits” (p. 78).  

Readers familiar with Whitehead (1978) might recognize his influence in such a 

formulation; in fact, both Wilber’s (2006c) and Kauffman’s (2016b) otherwise quite 

idiosyncratic approaches to spelling out the creative universe can trace some of their similarities 
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back to Whitehead. Specifically, however, Wilber has maintained that Whitehead’s appraisal of 

novelty is incomplete, mandating inclusion of the whole “AQAL matrix”—AQAL means “All 

Quadrant, All Level”, but is actually short-form for all five archetypal patterns of IM introduced 

in chapter one—as essential components of every proceeding step: 

...the entire previous moment of AQAL space is handed to this moment’s AQAL space as 

an a priori, even though that space itself, when it first emerged in the previous moment, 

emerged in part as creative freedom (not determined, not given), but a freedom that, 

when passed on to the succeeding moment, is passed on as determinism (which the 

succeeding moment must include, on pain of pathology, and then go beyond by adding its 

own creative freedom that is not determined by the previous moment). 

These Kosmic givens thus include...the entire world of past actuals—that is, all of 

the actual occasions that have already emerged (an emergence molded by the entire 

AQAL space in which it arose), a creative emergence that is then handed to succeeding 

moments as causal influence, morphic resonance, formative causation, prehensive 

unification, cultural context and social memory, morphogenetic grooves, deep patterns 

and waves of development, and so forth. These types of inheritances are givens: they are 

given by the past to the present, and they pre-exist any subject’s awareness of them 

(although when they were first laid down, they were themselves co-created by the 

subjectivity that is part of the AQAL matrix at every moment. That is, these givens do not 

pre-exist subjectivity and its interpretations, since subjectivity is one of the four 

dimensions of all actual occasions; rather, these givens pre-exist the subjectivity of this 

moment, not the subjectivity of the previous moment, which helped co-create them. But 

the point is that, once laid down, the previous moment’s entire AQAL space is handed to 
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this moment’s AQAL space as a given which pre-exists any registration by this moment: 

it pre-exists the subjectivity, and the objectivity, and the intersubjectivity, and the 

interobjectivity of this moment—but not of the moment before, although the moment 

before received its own a priori givens, and so on.” (pp. 71-72)  

Every discrete situation in spacetime involves a union of, in Kauffman’s terms, “res extensa” and 

“res potentia,” or as Wilber (2006a) referred to them, “facts” and “interpretations”, “karma” and 

“creativity”, “inheritance” and “emergence”, “inclusion” and “transcendence”. Importantly, 

while “interpretations” illuminate the present moment and imbue it with indeterminacy—in a 

sense positioning subjectivity at the crux of the universe’s advance into novelty—Wilber did not 

suggest that these two aspects of being, actuals and possibles, can be reduced to the right- and 

left-hand zones of the quadrants respectively; that this is not the case is clearly indicated in the 

passage above. Instead, it is the entire AQAL configuration of each moment that acts as an 

enabling constraint on what is possible in the next. 

How to transform the world. 

The phrase “punctuated equilibrium” (Eldridge & Gould, 1972) is used to highlight the 

fact that not all moments in a holon’s trajectory display the same degree of creativity; evolution 

within systems often proceeds in long intervals of relative stability, interspersed with short bursts 

of novelty. Consider, for example, what were once unprecedented developments that now seem 

routine and expected: fish became terrestrial animals, expert mind became achiever mind, 

economic structures increased in complexity from primary to secondary to tertiary to quaternary 

and beyond. These days, neither mammals nor rational cognition nor complex transactions are 

unexpected; these established forms continue to show up without the need for repeated 

breakthroughs. Nevertheless, it can boggle the mind to consider the vast array of surprising 
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patterns, from coarse to delicate to hypnotic to bizarre, that have indeed arisen since the 

beginning of time. During moments when unforeseen structures first surface, they often seem to 

reach back into the past and change the meaning of everything that came before: 

At instances of great evolutionary novelty, when emergent leaps of transcendence make 

the creativity component of each moment’s karma-and-creativity significantly outweigh 

the dull density of the karmic components, then entirely new levels, new classes, new 

orders of holons stunningly emerge on the scene, testament to Spirit’s lila or 

spontaneously creative play, but a play that tetra-meshes with Spirit’s own play of the 

moment before, embracing, enfolding, and agapically loving that which came previously 

in the dance. (Wilber, 2006c, p. 80) 

The historical moment we have entered appears to be beckoning another leap in emergence; one 

that, if navigated effectively by our species, could result in sociocultural and sociometabolic 

adaptations beyond anything imaginable from within prevailing sustainability paradigms. For the 

first time in history, conditions exist that could enable democratic, planetary participation in the 

relatively rapid emergence of such astonishing and unprecedented structures.  

Consider, for example, Wilber’s (2006a) comments concerning transformational social 

change. Wilber acknowledged Marx’s groundbreaking insights concerning two aspects of social 

reality: first, that lower-right structures have a profound influence on subjectivity and culture; 

and second, that when more complex modes of production emerge along with more complex 

worldviews, societal patterns and norms can be thrown out of balance, to the degree that 

“revolutions are often required to put the quadrants back in sync” (p. 37). Of course, Wilber 

insisted on two major revisions to Marx’s formulation. Although “the type of techno-economic 

base of a society constrains its various probability waves in very strong ways” (p. 34), the lower-
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left superstructure is not, from an AQAL perspective, determined by the lower-right base. 

Instead the four primordial dimensions (quadrants) of reality co-arise, influencing each other in 

ways that, as our earlier discussion illuminates, may include but go beyond causality. On this 

point, Wilber described each quadrant as a source of “selection pressures” on the other three; 

they “tetra-evolve” in a kaleidoscopic evolutionary unfolding (p. 34). Moreover, society includes 

many layers of complexity in a morphing stratigraphic holarchy of “tetra-enacted” structures: 

It is not that each society has a single monolithic technological mode and a single 

monolithic worldview, and that the two somehow have to match up. Rather, each society 

is a spectrum of AQAL actualities: there are individuals at every level of the spectrum of 

consciousness, at least up to the average level of that culture (with a few moving 

beyond). And there are pockets of every mode of techno-production up to the leading 

edge: even in industrial societies, there are red [warrior/opportunistic stage] street gangs 

foraging for their existence, and the farmers of Kansas are still out there planting seeds. 

So there is no single base and no single superstructure, such that an internal contradiction 

between them could propel the major transformations that have marked history. Marx’s 

general idea—that of a mismatch between LL and LR causing internal communal 

contradictions and tensions—is still true, but the mismatch spans the spectrum of 

consciousness up to the highest average wave in that society, and in all four quadrants 

with their many waves and streams (all of which have to tetra-mesh in the AQAL 

configuration, or something has to give). (pp. 37-38) 

One possible implication here is that every genuine revolution in “authenticity”—a technical 

term Wilber (2006a) has used to designate hierarchical complexity, and thus the very types of 

performances that are possible within a given society—can never be precisely understood or 
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imagined in terms of the patterns and outcomes of previous revolutions. Indeed, as Wilber 

(2006a) noted, “if we could predict [such transformations, they] would not be emergent” (p. 51). 

In each successive revolution, not only do the highest probability waves enable unprecedented 

forms of interaction involving individuals who tend to operate from those waves; but what seems 

less celebrated is how the previously existing waves all become, to some degree, repositioned 

within a newly configured framework. Those who occupy “earlier” layers in such a transfigured 

developmental stratigraphy should very much be understood as part of a social enterprise that 

affords them with new possibilities for being and acting. Artefacts, groups, and individuals 

embodying the most complex developmental patterns within that society affect the potentials of 

individuals operating from less complex levels, by virtue of proximity alone (Vygotsky, 1986). 

Speaking broadly, the context in which developmental capacities manifest has a profound 

influence on how those capacities are expressed (Fischer, 1980). 

If we think of development as a spiraling ladder, then we could be forgiven for drawing a 

coarse analogy to the quaternary structure of DNA, which can undergo intriguing changes over 

time as the molecule ‘folds in on itself’ in different ways. To be rather unsophisticated about it, 

with each new “rung” of complexity within a society, there is some extent to which that society’s 

overall “quaternary structure” of development may morph, producing fundamentally new 

interpretations of that society’s evolutionary trajectory, what it means for its members to exist 

and grow, and the relationship of each rung on its developmental ladder to the other rungs. At 

points when sufficient levels of complexity are reached, the entire holarchy could turn itself 

inside out and unlock new evolutionary potentials, like a caterpillar whose body begins to break 

open after consuming too much food. If something like this were true, it could give integralists 
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grounds for thinking and speaking much more creatively concerning what has been heralded as 

the emergence of “second tier” or “integral” cognitive, cultural, and social structures. 

Despite these qualifications concerning genuine revolutions in authenticity, what do we 

currently understand about their nature, and specifically, how they occur? Wilber (2006a) has 

noted that they often begin with a “legitimation crisis”—or a “breakdown in the adequacy of a 

particular worldview and its capacity to command allegiance,” such that members of a society 

find themselves questioning the institutions and power structures associated with that worldview 

(p. 43). Citing Kuhn’s (1970) theory of scientific revolutions in depth, Wilber noted that 

confrontation between paradigms is an example of a legitimation crisis. 

Wilber (2006a) pointed out that despite widespread misconception, what Kuhn meant by 

“paradigm” is not a new representation of reality, but instead the set of injunctions and practices 

involved in enacting new categories of data and new representations of reality in the first place. 

Hence frequently, theorists of sustainability and other important domains have falsely purported 

to put forth a ‘new paradigm’—inevitably to little real effect. “All they had was a new theory, 

not a new base, not a new set of injunctions to generate new data, not a new exemplar at all” 

(Wilber, 2006a, p. 42). When real, however, new paradigms may disperse through societies, 

becoming accessible to members of the population who embody different cognitive structures. In 

such circumstances, the new paradigm forces a conversation between the discoveries it generates 

and prevailing worldviews that are unable to assimilate those discoveries (Wilber, 2006a, p. 41). 

This conversation results in a legitimation crisis, and hence fosters conditions that may support 

society-wide changes in authenticity: 

Whenever a new (and real) paradigm enacts and brings forth new data, the old 

worldviews and theories are thrown into a crisis that can only be resolved by a 
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progressive increase in depth to keep pace with the increase in depth in the new paradigm 

or techno-economic base. (2006a, p. 42) 

A legitimation crisis does not inevitably lead to authentic increases in depth within society, 

however; transformational change “can be either progressive or regressive—that is, the vertical 

shift in levels can be either breakthrough or breakdown” (Wilber, 2006a, p. 45). Just as 

heliocentrism was violently resisted by established authorities when first proposed, we should 

not expect that new narratives concerning the nature of coexistence, or of this ecological 

moment, will be uncontested—particularly when they threaten to disrupt the planetary pecking 

order. Moreover, the majority of what are called “revolutions”—especially when it comes to 

power and politics—do not involve vertical increases in depth; one government overtakes 

another, one group wrests control from another, but these “horizontal revolutions” are only 

“surface-structure changes in essentially the same AQAL space” (p. 48). The stratigraphy, the 

quaternary structure, the shape of what is possible within society, remains the same. 

Factors that bring about revolution. 

Nevertheless, there are moments in the history of a civilization when the probability of a 

vertical leap in its mode of organization and governance greatly increases. Current geopolitical 

and techno-economic circumstances can be taken to suggest not only that our moment embodies 

that potential, but that for the first time ever we are seeing it reflected not on a national or 

regional scale, but a planetary one. Wilber (2006a) noted that (1) weakened government, (2) 

disruptions to orthodox allocations of elite status and power, (3) increased competition for 

resources, and (4) a lack of international consensus all tend to foment legitimation crises to the 

point of horizontal revolutions, which regularly involve war and human suffering (p. 49). One 

does not need great expertise in international relations to understand the troubling manner in 
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which these conditions map onto the present day. In 2006, Wilber could write that “the only 

places in today’s world not touched by those four factors are Europe and North America” (p. 49). 

In 2018, that is no longer the case.  

Importantly, however, a fifth factor weighs heavily in Wilber’s (2006a) theory of social 

transformation; he maintained that a qualitative increase in complexity in any of the quadrants, in 

conjunction with the first four factors, makes a vertical leap in authenticity—rather than an 

inevitably violent horizontal revolution—substantially more likely (pp. 50-54). Which is not to 

say that ‘going vertical’ guarantees a society will sidestep human conflict; historically, societal 

transformations in authenticity have varied between peaceful reforms and combative uprisings 

(p. 54). Moreover, the presence of all five factors presumably cannot be taken as assurance that 

such a revolution will launch successfully; the Arab spring protests at the beginning of this 

decade seem to serve as an example of how potential revolutions of depth, perhaps when they 

lack a sufficient structural foundation in the lower right quadrant or are otherwise premature, can 

misfire, undergo false starts, or worse be leveraged opportunistically by regressive elements 

within a society. What does seem clear however is that, in this historical moment, something 

unprecedented and magical is happening. We are witnessing the presence of all five factors 

across the globe; which is to say that the set of conditions which tend to encourage society-wide 

qualitative transformations in depth and complexity are precisely the circumstances that are, for 

the first time in history, playing out on a planetary scale.  

Indeed, it is not at all certain whether the phrase “an increase in depth in any of the 

quadrants” goes far enough to describe the currently unfolding reality. Since the dawn of the 

millennium we have witnessed, three times, the advent of new information and communication 

technologies—first search, then social, and finally mobile—that have altered our relationship not 
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only to one another, but arguably to spacetime itself (Hagel, Seely-Brown & Davison, 2010). 

The vast mélange of cultural artefacts that citizens around the world are co-creating and 

swimming in as a result of these technologies is a staggering worldwide development. Any 

baseline ideas we once had concerning what it means to be a human could quite easily be 

questioned within the context of this new techno-cultural stew. Such a verdict, we may recall, is 

not unlike the conclusion Morton (2013) reached concerning, more broadly, the “Age of 

Asymmetry” in his treatise on hyperobjects. And, of course, although these changes in 

communication and culture are instructive examples of the disorienting shift in existence 

currently taking place, they are not the half of it. Blockchain, CRISPR, artificial intelligence, and 

other developments, known and unknown, seem to be leading us rapidly down the path to an 

unrecognizable future: 

Some argue that the species as a whole faces an impending identity crisis as the 

unchecked proliferation of informational and biological technologies create abrupt 

discontinuities in the intergenerational fabric of the lifeworld, catapulting us out of 

history and into forms of life that are incongruent and incomprehensible.  

(Stein, 2016a, p. 36). 

This is truly an age in which all bets are off. Perhaps the only way that it makes sense to see such 

a situation is as one in which we are not merely adding another layer to the top of our tetra-

arising stratigraphic cake. Like Optimus Prime, or a caterpillar that has eaten its last meal, or 

some alien hyperobject we did not know we were possessed by, the layer cake we comprise is 

exploding outward from the middle, a thousand lotus petals unfurling and unfolding into a 

radically new shape that renders “the serviceability of our orientation” to the holarchies we 
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inhabit, and to reality itself, totally “impaired” (Burke, 1984, p. 21). The quaternary structure of 

the whole evolutionary enterprise is morphing into one hell of a surprise. 

The ruler creates the outcome. 

A situation in which our orientation is thus impaired seems to demand improved ways of 

making reality manifest within civilization. Noting that measures and measurement practices 

literally structure and enact realities—often in concealed and taken-for-granted ways—Stein 

(2015) drew a connection between the inadequacy of our measurement infrastructures to deal 

with complexity and the serious global crises that confront humanity in today’s moment: 

All the systems that are in crisis are dynamic, complex, and nonlinear: economies, 

ecologies, human minds, and human bodies. None of these can be understood based on 

assumptions of linearity or measures that track only a single variable but claim to capture 

the majority of important variance. The future of measurement must go from the linear 

and simple to the nonlinear and complex. This would mean that if we only have tools for 

tracking linear growth and behavior, we should not talk and act as if we have a handle on 

what is going on. (p. 40) 

The unsuitability of present-day measurement infrastructures to sustainability leadership is 

exemplified in attempting to increase wellbeing as a function of GDP growth towards specified 

targets (Stein, 2015). As noted earlier, the manner in which GDP is incorporated in the SDGs has 

been shown to be contentious and problematic. In a related vein, Stein (2015) demonstrated that 

GDP as a measure doesn’t merely paint an inadequate picture of the economy, but in fact 

diminishes the commons by thwarting many highly desirable and valuable forms of human 

cooperation through a narrow emphasis on sales and profits (pp. 29-30).  
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 Insufficient capacity to apprehend nonlinearity and complexity is not the only issue that 

plagues contemporary measurement infrastructures. Stein (2015) pointed out one of the effects of 

these measurement infrastructures—although largely invisible because they are mostly taken to 

merely describe reality rather than enact it—is to inflict and perpetuate injustices upon society. 

The “measures of total abstraction” that shape the global commons and inform international 

collaboration deny interiority, uniqueness, and context (p. 19). Such universalizing measures 

helped to correct many forms of injustice when first implemented; however, Stein suggested that, 

at this point in humanity’s rapid trajectory of planetization, they are imposing harms that demand 

urgent consideration. 

 Given the seriousness of crises confronting humanity, borne of measurement 

infrastructures that enact an insufficiently true, good, and beautiful reality, Stein (2015) 

concluded that integral transformation praxis ought to focus on reforming measurement 

infrastructures in order to produce a “revolution in the source code” of society (p. 8). In addition 

to calling for “the democratization of global standards-based regulatory practices, as well as 

absolute transparency and credibility in measurement science and practice” (p. 7), Stein proposed 

that measures and standards should be rethought and redesigned in ways that take their impacts 

across all four quadrants seriously. He imagined such efforts as a kind of “sacred activism” to 

assist humanity in moving beyond “flatland” and into a richer, more soulful, more meaningful 

world: 

Activism addressing the redesign of measurement infrastructures and standards-based 

regulatory practices should be understood as a kind of sacred activism. It is an endeavor 

to make measurement practices sacred again by reclaiming ancient ideas about role of 
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measurement in the creation of basic structures that align with natural realities as well as 

human aspirations for justice, truth and beauty. (footnote 5, pp. 13-14). 

To the degree that such a form of activism were successful, it would by definition be an instance 

of enacting an integral “paradigm” on a broad scale and not simply of making integral ideas 

accessible to more people (Wilber, 2006a; Stein, 2015). Such efforts could conceivably also help 

to ensure healthier and more integrated growth in complexity across quadrants and domains, 

assuming that it is not only complexity we ought to strive for, but a sense of the sacred in all that 

we create together on this planet. Several emergent endeavors to democratize or improve the way 

value is measured and understood—ranging from blockchain ledgers to the metacapital 

framework (Metacapital, 2018) to calls for basic universal income—all seem to provide fertile 

ground for those seeking to enact sustainability leadership in unprecedented ways. 

Is there a “chasm” between quantum and classical measurement? 

The latter half of this chapter included significant discussion of what the literature says 

concerning how measurement ‘gives us’ reality—at the quantum scale, but also at the scale of 

social practices and infrastructure. What has not been explicitly discussed is whether these 

differently-scaled processes of measurement-bringing-forth-reality should be thought to be 

related in any way. Nonetheless, as readers may already have done, it is possible to speculate—in 

a very tentative manner—about the possibility of such connections given the premises we’ve 

explored: first, that conscious measurement is implicated in how “actuals” arise in the universe; 

second that conscious measurement is “turtles-all-the-way-down”; and finally that everyday, 

“classical enough” objects behave quantum mechanically, which is to imply that we don’t live in 

two separate worlds—a quantum world and a classical one with different rules—but in one world 

operating on the same principles at both scales.  
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Integral metatheorists frame enactment as the observer, the method of observation (or 

measurement), and the observed coming together in each instant of reality-arising (Wilber, 

2006b; Esbjörn-Hargen, 2010, Stein, 2015). Is it then a stretch to imagine that everyday 

“classical enough” measurement functions quantum-mechanically? Indeed, Kauffman’s (2006b) 

discussion of theoretical implications of his interpretation of quantum mechanics seemed to 

approximate Wilber’s (2015, 2006b) principle of enactment very closely:  

our choice of what to measure, thus the question we ask of Nature, and Nature’s answer 

measured by our consciousness, jointly co-create reality. This co-creation of reality is 

truly stunning and is a profound alteration of our view of reality. (Kauffman, 2006b, p. 

26) 

What conclusions can validly be drawn from what we have discussed concerning mind and 

measurement? I do not know how to answer this question, however I think it is safe to say that 

this area is relevant to the task of reimagining sustainability leadership. And that how we pay 

attention matters. 

Summary of Literature Review 

 This chapter investigated theories that underpin contemporary performances of 

sustainability leadership, with the goal of identifying theoretical tensions that could foster new 

ways of thinking about what sustainability leadership is and could be. It began by zeroing in on 

contradictions in the SDGs, and pointing out how those contradictions are rooted in inadequate 

theories of sustainability leadership. Literature acknowledging that many of our attempts at 

sustainability leadership are self-defeating was reviewed. The possibility that, in an age of 

hyperobjects, what we are trying to sustain is already gone was discussed. These lines of critique 
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were explored with the intent of fomenting a crisis of theories of sustainability leadership, in 

order to create some space for new theories to emerge. 

 Fertile areas for IM to contribute to the project of reimagining sustainability leadership 

were then explored; specifically: the dynamics involved in bringing forth new structures in the 

lower quadrants, as well as how practitioners in today’s moment ought to relate to those 

dynamics. Non-reductionist ways of understanding our collective participation (with humans and 

non-humans) in the moment-by-moment enactment of reality were considered—using both IM’s 

AQAL framework and Kauffman’s non-mainstream interpretation of quantum mechanics—to 

invite ideas that expand the possibility space for sustainability leadership. 

 The subsequent chapter explains in detail the research methodology used to conduct this 

inquiry.  
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Chapter Three: Methodology 

In chapter three, I discuss how data were enacted and interpreted through the course of 

this research. In IM, “enacted” is a technical term that rests on particular epistemological, 

methodological, and ontological foundations. My discussion explores those foundations and 

chronicles their incorporation into the design and performance of the research methods, as well 

as the analysis of the data—all of which are described in detail, but only after I draw 

comparisons between action research (AR) and integral research, providing a rationale for 

integral action research (IAR)—carried out in the context of the action research engagement 

(ARE) model—as the methodology for the study. I conclude by addressing the ethical 

considerations of this research. 

The purpose of this research was to produce knowledge that helps IWB realize a deeper 

embodiment of its commitments. To serve this purpose, and in collaboration with IWB, I 

developed the main inquiry question: “How might the stakeholders of IWB reimagine 

sustainability leadership in a way that increases their collective capacity for wise and 

transforming action in the world?” Five subquestions informed the inquiry: 

1. How is sustainability leadership currently showing up (being enacted) in the 

world? 

2. What is the future that IWB’s stakeholders are committed to bringing about 

through sustainability leadership? 

3. How would sustainability leadership need to show up (be enacted) in the 

world to bring that future into being? 

4. What could sustainability leadership be, in this historical moment? 
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5. What is the role of IWB’s stakeholders in enacting the highest possibilities of 

sustainability leadership? 

The objective of this research was to expand the possibility space for sustainability leadership. 

Methodology  

This inquiry employed IAR, a form of AR with specific metatheoretical and meta-

methodological underpinnings that are discussed below. Specifically, this methodology was 

applied in the context of the action research engagement (ARE) model (Rowe, Graf, Agger-

Gupta, Piggot-Irvine, & Harris, 2013), which engages the stakeholders at the early stages of an 

AR initiative in conversations that prepare them to undertake change. 

Integral action research. 

AR is not one thing. As Rowe et al. (2013) noted it is “a loose term covering a variety of 

approaches for social research within organizations and other social systems” (p. 17). These 

approaches have nonetheless been broadly generalized as espousing (1) “research in action, 

rather than research about action”, (2) “a collaborative, democratic partnership” that invites 

active participation by members of the system being studied in generating the inquiry and its 

outcomes, and (3) “a sequence of events and an approach to problem-solving” involving iterative 

cycles of action and reflection (Coghlan & Brannick, 2014, p. 6). I adopted IAR as the 

methodology for this study: an embodiment of AR that is explicitly informed and influenced by 

IM’s AQAL framework and enactive stance. Further perspective on the relevance of IAR to this 

study is offered in the following paragraphs.  

AR has an explicit interest in integrating first-, second-, and third-person knowledge, and 

in the paradigms (i.e., practices, injunctions, validity conditions) that give rise to each (Floyd, 

2012; Teehankee, 2017; Torbert et. al, 2004; Rowe et. al, 2013). Having first been conceived by 
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Kurt Lewin in the context of deeply pragmatic inquiry concerning organizational change, AR 

linked awareness and motivation with performance and results from the beginning (Burnes, 

2004). As with IM’s four quadrants, AR thus acknowledges both exterior and interior 

dimensions of social reality, concerning itself with action and its practical outcomes, yet 

emphasizing subjectivities, cultural contexts, and embodied knowledge as irreducible elements 

of action and the outcomes it gives rise to (Coghlan & Brannick, 2014; Stringer, 2014). In this 

sense, AR moves to transcend the “split between the knower and the known”, uniting ‘in here’ 

and ‘out there’ into a single process or event (Coghlan & Brannick, 2014, p. 51). Such a move is 

compatible with IM’s principle of “enactment”—that is, the stance that reality is “brought forth” 

at the intersection of specific practitioners carrying out specific injunctions that generate specific 

data. This is reflected Hochachka’s intuition concerning IAR, which she distinguished as a 

process in which participants are “very aware that the observer and observed co-arise, such that 

nothing is not-already-unified from the perspective being taken” (G. Hochachka, personal 

communication, February 9th, 2017).  

Enaction (or “tetra-enaction” as Wilber, 2006b, has called it) is the moment-by-moment, 

co-creative, participatory emergence of reality, taking place within four irreducibly enmeshed 

dimensions of reality: subjective, objective, intersubjective, and interobjective. As Wilber 

(2006b) explained, who is performing the observation is inseparable from the reality that is 

enacted: 

Subjects do not perceive worlds but enact them. Different states of subjects bring forth 

different worlds. For AQAL, this means that a subject might be at a particular [level] of 

consciousness, in a particular [line] of consciousness, in a particular state of 

consciousness, in one quadrant or another. That means that the phenomena brought forth 
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by various types of human inquiry will be different depending on the quadrants, levels, 

lines, states, and types of the subjects bringing forth the phenomena. A subject at one 

[level] of consciousness will not enact and bring forth the same worldspace as a subject at 

another [level]; and similarly with quadrants, [lines], states, and types. (p. 27, emphasis in 

original) 

While IM does not—contrary to certain versions of constructivism—deny that there is something 

‘out there’ which we can know, and which we may call, for example, a Rorschach test, it is 

deeply attuned to the ways in which what is known may have more to do with the shape of the 

observer’s mind than the shapes of the ink blots in front of them. In a sense, all reality is a 

Rorschach test, mirroring the awareness within which it arises back to itself. IM offers a very 

detailed map of how structures and states, as well as types, of consciousness affect what we 

know and what we can know (Esbjörn-Hargens, 2010). 

 If objects really are ‘out there,’ then what is their nature, how do they persist through 

time, how do they interact with us and/or with each other, and what is occurring when they 

change as a result of those interactions? The answers to such questions—if they can be known—

have profound practical and ethical implications for any activist, sustainability leader, or agent of 

social change. IM sees a specific object as neither a single thing (positivism) nor many 

constructed things (relativism), but something in between: a dynamic multiplicity of overlapping 

entities with vague boundaries, arising in participation with those observing it and the methods 

of observation they use (Wilber, 2015; Esbjörn-Hargens, 2010).  

 Hence—enacted by different observers (who are themselves enacted) and different 

(enacted) methods of observation—climate change is: a source of confusion or despair or 

purpose (depending who you ask), and diminished crops correlated with less rain for farmers in 
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subsaharan Africa, and an unavoidable and intractable moral imperative confronting humanity, 

and a few extra category five hurricanes that seem to indicate a tipping point has been reached 

(Esbjörn-Hargens, 2010). It is more than any of those things, yet somehow not equal to all of 

them. Similarly, this research views sustainability leadership as a real, yet complex, 

multilayered, multidimensional thing that is “enacted in part by the method of interacting with 

it,” and whose “ontological status...is not entirely independent of the actor or action involved” 

(Esbjörn-Hargens, 2010, p. 145). This methodological frame has been woven into the main 

inquiry question and sub questions of this research; an exploration of what sustainability 

leadership actually is, and what it could be in this historical moment, was pursued with an 

explicitly enactive stance. 

One additional area of compatibility between integral research and action research is 

notable. Action research is inherently normative and is often concerned with the emancipatory 

potentials of action (Coghlan & Brannick, 2014; Walker, 2009; Wittmayer and Schäpke, 2014). 

By its very nature, in other words, it involves an attempt to create a better lifeworld; one that is 

more free, just, desirable, and sustainable for its inhabitants (Reason & Bradbury, 2001). 

Similarly, IM is seen by its proponents as having the potential to be an “an emancipatory, 

visionary, and transformational force vis-a-vis our complex twenty-first-century challenges” 

(Hedlund et al., 2016). In this sense, both integral researchers and action researchers are 

interested in innovation and cohesive development within social systems. 

Research Overview 

 For this research, I used a multi-method approach, consisting of several qualitative 

methods that were adapted to the needs of IWB’s stakeholders. More detail is presented about 

these methods in the sections that follow, however, in brief: I interviewed eight individuals with 
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significant connections to IWB, seeking a deep understanding of their experiences and their 

relationship to the inquiry questions. I hosted two focus groups—one that convened an eclectic 

group of activists and integral practitioners to explore the main inquiry question in a broad sense, 

and one that brought together IWB’s core team to focus specifically on the organization’s future. 

And I conducted an open space session at a gathering of social change agents organized by IWB 

in Guatemala. This research adhered to the Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for 

Research Involving Humans (TCPS, 2010) and was approved by the Royal Roads University 

Research Ethics Board. 

Project Participants 

 This research sought to understand how the stakeholders of IWB might reimagine 

sustainability leadership in a way that could increase their collective capacity for wise and 

transforming action in the world. The stakeholders of IWB were defined as individuals who: 

were part of the IWB’s core team, and/or had contributed to IWB’s initiatives, and/or had 

chosen to participate in IWB-convened gatherings or online courses, and/or were somehow in 

IWB’s “orbit” through professional engagement and/or relationships. Research participants also 

demonstrated an active interest in social change and/or sustainability leadership through their 

vocational and/or volunteer undertakings. As these criteria suggest, potential participants were 

identified through purposive sampling; they were seen to embody circumstances directly relevant 

to the inquiry questions, and thus to be in a position to contribute meaningfully to the creation of 

knowledge that advances the aims of this research (Creswell, 2013; Palys, 2008). However, 

specific methods entailed circumstances that required combining purposive sampling with other 

selection strategies. 
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 Snowball sampling, for example, supported selection of potential research participants in 

interviews. Glesne (2016, p. 50) noted that selection strategies often evolve in response to data 

that is generated, as was the case with this method. Initially, inclusion was restricted to IWB’s 

core team—all board members and a key field member in Latin America. However, as themes 

inviting deeper exploration surfaced, I worked with IWB’s cofounders to identify individuals 

who were positioned to provide reflections that could inspire creativity or challenge assumptions 

in relation to those themes. I then extended four additional invitations, and two were accepted. In 

total, I invited 12 individuals to participate in this method, and interviewed eight. 

I facilitated three large group methods that supported data triangulation, as inquiry 

questions were approached from different angles with three quite distinct groups of participants. 

Two of these were focus groups—the first of which took place in Vancouver. To help organize 

this event, the research Sponsor identified a select group of locals (and in one case, an individual 

known to be traveling in the area) who fit the inclusion criteria noted above. These individuals 

were invited to assemble at one of the participant’s homes where the focus group would take 

place following a meal. In total, nine individuals participated in this focus group: four members 

of IWB’s board and five others professionally engaged in some combination of environmental 

activism, social innovation, and/or large-scale systems change—typically all three.  

The open space lab was conducted in Spanish, at an IWB-convened multi-day gathering 

of social change practitioners in Guatemala. IWB advertised this gathering to its international 

email list, shared the event on its social media channels, and asked Latin American members of 

its network to spread the word to their contacts in sustainability-related fields. Convenience 

sampling played a role here, since only individuals who attended the gathering received an 

invitation to participate. Nonetheless, attendees of the gathering met the inclusion criteria for the 
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study and constituted a diverse group whose knowledge and experiences were unquestionably 

relevant. Fourteen individuals participated in the open space lab, representing Canada, Colombia, 

El Salvador, France, Guatemala, Paraguay, and the United States. 

The third large group method—a second focus group—was conducted online using 

Zoom, with participation restricted to IWB’s core operating team—all board members with one 

exception, plus a key field volunteer. All seven invitees participated in this focus group, which 

involved an exploration of the organization's future, and of specific issues that its members felt 

drawn to explore. 

The Sponsor of this research, Gail Hochachka, was included as a participant in the 

methods described above. As a cofounder, longstanding board member, and until recently the 

Executive Director of IWB, she is a significant steward of the organization’s integrity, and of its 

vision and purpose. Hochachka carries these responsibilities—as well as an interest in the 

success of this research—in partnership with the rest of IWB’s core team. Given this context, to 

disallow her participation in the large group methods would have excluded a key perspective and 

flouted the principle of “a collaborative, democratic partnership” noted above (Coghlan & 

Brannick, 2014, p. 6). Significant strategic decisions about moving recommendations from this 

research forward will be made collaboratively by the members of IWB’s core team. 

Inquiry team.  

Two translators helped me conduct the open space lab in Guatemala: Cuca Revilla—an 

Spanish-language science educator based in Calgary with prior exposure to my facilitation of 

IM-related concepts and practices, and Claudia Ramirez—a professional translator from 

Colombia who had worked with IWB in the past. In addition, I piloted methods and discussed 

issues that emerged in this research with Rebecca Greenan—a member of my cohort in the 
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Master of Arts in Leadership program at Royal Roads University who was also conducting 

research for an organization committed to fostering sustainability leadership. Each of these team 

members was required to sign a letter of Agreement (Appendix A) compelling them to abide by 

ethical standards and maintain the confidentiality of the participants and the data enacted. In 

addition, I contracted two services—one to produce transcripts of all English video and audio 

recordings generated during this research, and one to produce a transcript of the Spanish file and 

then translate it, along with several written artefacts from the open space lab, into English.  

Methods of Enacting Data 

As previously noted, data were enacted in this research through eight interviews, two 

separate focus groups, and a (Spanish language) open space lab. These techniques are 

representative of only the methodological families of Zone 1 (e.g. phenomenology) and Zone 2 

(e.g. hermeneutics), raising the issue of whether this research falls short of addressing the 

putative injunctions of IMP to integrate first-, second-, and third-person data-perspectives. 

However, Hedlund (2010) noted that to define integral research as only research that utilizes 

mixed methods—something like at least one method/ology from each quadrant—is problematic 

in that it might lead to a “default privileging of span over depth” and can be prohibitive to 

researchers in terms of time, resources, and methodological expertise (p. 8). Instead, Hedlund 

proposed that research which, first, has an integral/enactive disposition woven through multiple 

phases, and second, involves “at least some reflexive disclosure of aspects of the epistemological 

and methodological conditions of enactment” meets minimum conditions to qualify as integral 

research (p. 10). He also theorized that: 

 If effectively constructed, [such a] definition of Integral Research can be enacted as a 

psychoactive attractor—exerting a developmental pull on researchers—thereby 
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supporting increasingly optimal, integral performances in the domain of research. 

Therefore, such a definition could possibly increase the already marked transformative 

potential of Integral Research for the researcher her/himself (p. 9). 

In the case of integral action research—where knowledge is generated collaboratively, and the 

boundary between ‘researcher’ and ‘participant’ is relatively indistinct from a practical as well as 

theoretical standpoint—it is possible to imagine participatory conditions under which an 

emergent transformative potential might be fostered by many or all members of the system being 

studied.  

 Here, a question that naturally suggests itself is: what comments can I, as the author of 

this research, offer to demonstrate epistemological and methodological reflexivity? Specifically, 

I have enacted an undertaking to reimagine sustainability leadership during this most puzzling 

“time beyond time” in which the sixth great extinction, A.I., big data, economic turmoil, 

democratic breakdown, ‘fake news’, fascism, fires, floods, quantum biology, and an urgent 

planetary crisis of truth, values, and identity (to name a few) are all arising, enacted by observers 

who are themselves enacted, using enacted methodologies, moment by enacted moment. What 

constitutes an ethical response to these circumstances, and what it means to exist and evolve 

together during this era in history, are questions that burn in my heart, mind, and belly. 

Conducting this research involved designing and facilitating a series of qualitative 

methods, in which I elicited metaphors, perspectives-from-the-future, and embodied insights 

from individuals and groups of ‘participants.’ I did this in a deliberate but also somewhat random 

and intuitive manner, drawing on an eclectic background of literature and personal experience to 

craft research interactions that I hoped would produce potent and colourful pictures of what 

sustainability leadership could be. For example, collaborating with design thinking educators a 
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number of times has left me with me an appreciation for the use of metaphors to inspire original 

solutions to problems. I have also utilized metaphor elicitation techniques in market research and 

advertising contexts (Zaltman, 2003). Further, my interest in the philosophy of language has 

meant that over the years I have thought about how the propositional content of a statement (e.g. 

“his eyes are oceans”) can be false and yet it can convey understandings that are difficult to put 

into words; not to mention the more basic insight that words don’t simply describe reality, but 

also bring it into existence (Austin, 1975; Grice, 1989; Searle, 1969; Wittgenstein, 1991). 

Together with countless other influences, these experiences provided a background context that 

influenced my decision to explore metaphors with participants and the manner in which I did so. 

Similarly, my decision to invite perspectives from the future in the research was 

influenced by several years’ worth of training in “ontological” approaches to coaching and 

leadership (see Erhard et al., 2017 for a thorough description of this approach and background on 

the “Being a Leader” course I attended in 2013), and by Otto Scharmer’s (1991) practices for 

“leading from the future as it emerges”. Kauffman’s (2016a, 2016b) idea of the adjacent possible 

as an enabling constraint on how the future unfolds, which I was discovering at the same time as 

I planned and refined some of this study’s methods in detail, was also a factor here. 

I participated in courses and encountered a number of practical exercises for working 

with embodied insight and knowledge in the years leading up to the creation of this study; often 

within the framework of “head”, “heart” and “hara”, or what almost all cultures recognize as the 

three main energy centers within the body—for example, the upper, middle, and lower Dan Tien 

in Qi Gong. In particular, two courses—“The World is Your Stage” (Landmark), created and led 

by Werner Erhard and Sanford Robbins (W. Erhard & S. Robbins, personal communication, 

November 2014) in which participants worked with techniques inspired by acting methods to 
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embody new ways of being, and “The Body of the Embodied Practitioner”, created and hosted 

by Jesse McKay and Bill Torbert (J. McKay & B. Torbert, personal communication, July 2015) 

that focused on nurturing the embodiment of nuance and skill in many situations—shaped my 

sensitivity to and awareness of these energy centres. Prior to becoming a student at Royal Roads, 

I also experimented merging embodiment with design thinking and teaching it in a course, where 

different elements of the innovation process related to different energy centres, for example, 

“ideation” for head, “inspiration” for heart, and “implementation” for hara. All of these 

experiences shaped my inclusion of embodiment-related concepts within the research methods. 

I designed interviews to encourage deep and open-ended exploration (Gillham, 2000; 

Rubin & Rubin, 2005). My intent was that the two focus groups—one with minimal moderation 

to encourage an emergent and open discussion, and one structured methodically to home in on 

specific issues of importance to IWB—would serve as platforms for co-creation of knowledge, 

allowing ‘participants’ to share and connect with “multiple perspectives on a similar experience” 

(Glesne, 2011, p. 130). I chose an open space lab format to support emergence, surfac ideas and 

themes that were most important to ‘participants’ but that I may not have anticipated, and build 

meaningful connections between ‘participants’ around their shared interests (Owen, 1997).  

I have done this as part of, and together with, a community of integral practitioners with 

whom I share numerous dispositions, including an often vaguely but intensely apprehended 

soteriological or emancipatory impulse to participate in planetary transformation—an impulse 

that is deeply embedded in the performance of this research. I engaged in this performance while 

occupying my own particular (enacted!) developmental altitude, which was assessed (for 

personal interest) near the completion of the data generation phase of this research using 
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O’Fallon’s (2011, 2013) StAGES survey instrument5. Along with a peculiar matrix of 

developmental structures of consciousness, I also brought my own unique preoccupations, 

experiences, shortcomings, and blind spots to this research—as did all ‘participants.’ All of this 

was situated within the meta-methodological and metatheoretical context of IAR. 

Study Conduct 

Interviews.  

Upon receipt of ethics approval from Royal Roads University’s Research Ethics Board, I 

piloted an interview with a member of my inquiry team to refine the questions and attempt to 

anticipate issues with the process. Next, I emailed potential participants a letter of invitation 

(Appendix C) containing an information letter (Appendix D) along with a consent form 

(Appendix E). Once interviews had been scheduled, I provided participants with a framing 

document for preconsideration (Appendix F) that included examples of the types of questions I 

was likely to ask. I developed a script (Appendix B) which could be more-or-less followed for all 

the interviews. I made a conscious effort not to allow the script to prevent participants from 

taking the conversation in directions they deemed significant, and commonly asked them to 

elaborate on issues that they had raised before reverting to prepared questions. 

Interviews were conducted in an online environment (Zoom) and were approximately one 

hour in length. A transcript of each interview was generated and provided to the interviewee, 

giving them the opportunity to confirm the authenticity of the data and provide clarification or 

additional information as they deemed necessary. In total, 8 interviews were conducted. 

                                                 
5 Although I have considered how the developmental patterns I am currently inhabiting may have impacted the 

research process, for a variety of reasons it does not seem fitting to offer detailed observations about that here. 
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First focus group: Activists and social change practitioners.  

This method was ultimately convened in a relatively ‘ad hoc’ manner; scheduling was in 

flux in the days prior to the event, and it had become unclear whether it would take place. In the 

end, a suitable opportunity was arranged by the Sponsor of this research, who contacted potential 

participants and invited them to a gathering, informing them that the focus group would take 

place following a meal. Once they arrived, participants received and reviewed an information 

letter (Appendix H) and signed a consent form (Appendix I) prior to the intervention.  

I facilitated this focus group in a relatively open and unstructured manner. To begin, I 

reminded participants of the aims of this research, and asked them to take the case that we were 

about to “enact [a conversation] that [could] not only make a difference, but even make the 

difference” (Patten, 2013). I asked them to consider how they would show up in such a 

conversation, how they would listen, and what they might need to let go of. I also encouraged 

participants to maintain an awareness of their bodies—in particular, which of three “energy 

centres” (head, heart, or “hara”) they were speaking from or ‘knowing from’. Finally I reminded 

participants of the main inquiry question, and informed them that I was especially interested in 

their thoughts about images, stories, or artefacts that might be used as metaphors to illuminate 

(current and emerging) aspects of sustainability leadership. I then opened the conversation with 

three questions: “What is coming up for you now? What do you want to say? What truths need to 

be told?”. When clarification (for example, about the scope or meaning of sustainability 

leadership) was requested, I offered intentionally ambiguous or paradoxical suggestions, or 

posed the question back to the group in the form of a question such as “who might be able to 

comment on that?” to invite participation and creativity from the group. Near the end of session, 
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I invited participants to offer a closing statement and gave each person a final opportunity to 

speak. A transcript of the focus group was generated, and identifiers were removed. 

Open space lab.  

This method took place as part of a multi-day IWB-convened gathering held at a retreat 

centre in Antigua, Guatemala. On the first night, I informed attendees, through a translator, that I 

would be facilitating an open-space lab as part of a research project. The open space lab took 

place on the third day of the gathering. That morning, all who were present received an invitation 

letter (Appendix K) and information letter (Appendix L) for review, as well as a consent form 

(Appendix M) to sign before participating in the open space lab.  

I worked closely with two translators in the days leading up to the open space lab, 

reviewing with them the aims of the research, the injunctions of open space technology, specific 

details concerning the manner in which I planned to carry out the method, and the process we 

would follow (Appendix J) to introduce the lab to participants. With their support, I facilitated 

the lab in a way that conformed quite closely to instructions for open space technology as 

originally conceived by Owen (1997), except for two significant modifications. First, the event 

took place on a shorter time scale, of approximately 2 hours in total. And second, I included 

some focus on the embodied nature of action-inquiry in the design. I asked conversation 

conveners to indicate which of three “energy centres” (head, heart, or “hara”) they felt moved to 

inquire from, and the type of conversation they wanted to have: head for generating vision and 

ideas, heart for connecting with what matters most in life, and hara for enacting change and 

bringing forth a more desirable reality. They did this by selecting one of three sticky note colours 

corresponding to these energy centres, writing the title for their conversation on it, and sharing 
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briefly about the conversation they wanted to have before posting it on one of nine available 

openings in the schedule. 

At the end of the forum, a “harvest session” was conducted. During the harvest session, I 

asked participants to reflect on what was present in that moment for them, and what they were 

taking from the lab. This session was recorded, transcribed, and translated, comprising part of the 

data set for this method, along with notes and drawings created by participants during the open 

space lab (which were also translated). For direct quotes used in this report, I verified accuracy 

with back translation and provided participants with an opportunity to review and clarify their 

remarks. 

Second focus group: IWB’s core team.  

As the IWB’s needs continued to surface throughout the course of this research, I 

responded by reframing this method to focus on the highest possible future of the organization 

and the adjacent possibilities for being and action on the path to enacting that future. Because of 

the organization’s commitment to sustainability transformation and activism, this framing 

supported a discussion that was relevant to the original inquiry questions, while also allowing 

participants to explore important dilemmas concerning what’s next for IWB. Once a suitable 

time for the focus group was agreed upon, I emailed potential participants a letter of invitation 

(Appendix N) containing an information letter (Appendix O) along with a consent form 

(Appendix P). I provided participants with a document (Appendix Q) containing specific 

questions for contemplation in advance of the focus group. I also requested that they bring an 

artefact to the focus group to represent “the next version of IWB that wants to emerge.” I 

developed a script (Appendix R) for this focus group and followed it closely, providing a 
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structured approach to facilitation to ensure participants all had the opportunity to engage and 

that key issues were addressed as effectively as possible in the time available.  

This focus group was conducted in an online environment (Zoom) and lasted 

approximately ninety minutes. A transcript of the session was generated. I reviewed this 

transcript and provided my notes on the session to participants, giving them the opportunity to 

confirm the authenticity of the data and provide clarification or additional information as they 

deemed necessary.  

Data Analysis 

Hedlund (2010) noted “the word ‘coding’ is of Greek origin, meaning ‘to discover,’ yet 

from a post-metaphysical perspective, coding is as much about enacting, disclosing, and bringing 

data-perspectives into being as it is about ‘discovering’” (p. 15). Such an observation is at least 

as true of discussion and interpretation of data as it is of coding. Thus, while I undertook to 

unearch the factors that might have informed my enactment of coding, theming, and knowledge 

creation, my underlying intention was not the ‘elimination of bias,’ as much as embodied, self-

aware, generative participation with the data in order to bring this research to life and amplify its 

transformational potential. In this sense, my reflective practice served not only the 

trustworthiness of the data but also its “transformational validity” (Glesne, 2016, p. 154)—

though I understood transformational validity in terms of its integrative impact, rather than as 

deconstruction of knowledge. Indeed, Hedland observed “Integral Research...can transform the 

act of research itself from a drab modernist task of world-describing into a conscious, 

participatory process of world-enacting in service of individual and collective emancipation” (p. 

14).  
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I adopted a thematic approach to analysis, which was appropriate for this research 

because it disclosed patterns that informed a nuanced understanding of how sustainability 

leadership is—and could be—enacted by IWB’s stakeholders (Glesne, 2016). I coded data using 

the MAXQDA software application. I began by reviewing all the transcripts and making note of 

frequent topics of conversation and possible codewords. I then commenced the ‘first round’ of 

coding, making a conscious effort to “be overgenerous in judging what is important to code,” so 

as not to “foreclose any opportunity to learn from the field by prematurely settling in on what is 

or is not relevant” (Glesne, 2016, p. 198). Following the initial round, I journaled using 

Saldaña’s “codeweaving” technique (as cited in Glesne, 2016, p. 200) and experimented with 

various visual arrangements, particularly “metapatterning” the codes in constellations reflecting 

the basic elements of social reality (i.e. the four quadrants) as outlined in IM (Hedlund, 2010). 

Juxtaposing the codes in this way produced insights that significantly altered the coding system I 

used in subsequent rounds of coding. 

Ethical Issues 

Noting that “respect for human dignity requires that research involving humans be 

conducted in a manner that is sensitive to the inherent worth of all human beings and the respect 

and consideration that they are due,” the Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for 

Research Involving Humans (TCPS) laid out three core principles of human dignity: respect for 

persons, concern for welfare, and justice (TCPS, 2014, p. 6). These three principles, which 

“transcend disciplinary boundaries and, therefore, are relevant to the full range of research” 

covered by the TCPS, guided my consideration of ethical issues and conduct in the design and 

execution of this project (TCPS, 2014, p. 6). 
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Respect for persons.  

Respecting persons means respecting their freedom and autonomy, and “includes a 

commitment to accountability and transparency in the ethical conduct of research” (TCPS, 2014, 

pp. 6-7). I undertook to ensure that potential participants have a complete and clear 

understanding of the aims of this research and its intended outcomes, as well as the potential 

risks and benefits of their involvement (Stringer, 2014, p. 89). In the case of the open space lab, 

this included working closely with translators to produce accurate information about this 

research that was accessible to participants. There were minimal issues concerning power over 

others in this research, but where perceived conflicts of interest may have existed, they were 

disclosed to participants in information letters to support their free, informed, and ongoing 

consent. 

Concern for welfare.  

“The welfare of a person is the quality of that person’s experience of life in all its 

aspects.” To ensure concern for welfare, I considered every dimension of research participants’ 

wellbeing that could be impacted as a result of the research (TCPS, 2014, p. 7), and took 

applicable steps to protect their wellbeing. For example, I ensured that participants understood 

the way in which data would be collected, used, and disseminated prior to giving their consent. 

Data was treated with due care and stored in secure digital and physical locations to minimize 

risks to participants’ privacy. They were informed of the measures being taken to do so. 

 Another important determinant of welfare is social participation. Many of IWB’s 

stakeholders have a profound sense of belonging to the “integral community.” I considered ways 

in which participating in this project could impact their relationship to that community and took 

steps to minimize risks in this area, throughout the course of the research. 
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Justice.  

“Justice refers to the obligation to treat people fairly and equitably” (TCPS, 2014, p. 8). 

In this study, an important aspect of treating people fairly and equitably means ensuring 

“inclusion criteria that are justified by the research question” (TCPS, 2014, p. 9). I took steps to 

do this, for example: extending an invitation to every attendee at the gathering in Guatemala to 

participate in the open space lab, and providing an opportunity for every member of IWB’s core 

team to participate in an interview. 

Summary of Chapter Three 

This chapter introduced the research methodology—IAR conducted in the context of the 

ARE model—for this inquiry. Participants, methods of enacting data, and ethical issues I was 

responsible for attending to as a researcher were discussed. The findings and conclusions that 

surfaced through this approach are explored in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 4: Findings and Conclusions 

 In this chapter, I present the findings, conclusions, and scope and limitations of the 

inquiry. The main question this research sought to explore was: “How might the stakeholders of 

IWB reimagine sustainability leadership in a way that increases their collective capacity for wise 

and transforming action in the world?” Five subquestions informed the inquiry: 

1. How is sustainability leadership currently showing up (being enacted) in the 

world? 

2. What is the future that IWB’s stakeholders are committed to bringing about 

through sustainability leadership? 

3. How would sustainability leadership need to show up (be enacted) in the 

world to bring that future into being? 

4. What could sustainability leadership be, in this historical moment? 

5. What is the role of IWB’s stakeholders in enacting the highest possibilities of 

sustainability leadership? 

Study Findings 

Participants in this study considered their enactment of sustainability leadership as 

stakeholders of IWB. As described in Chapter 3, participants shared their insights and 

perspectives through eight interviews, two focus groups, and an open space lab. Data generated 

during each of these research events were transcribed, translated if necessary, and analysed. 

Through this process, five major themes related to the inquiry questions emerged. These themes 

are presented in Table 4.1 and subsequently discussed in detail in this section. 

On the whole, participants painted what could be described as a provocative picture of 

sustainability leadership for this moment—one that could help inspire the field to reach beyond 
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conventional thinking and approaches in important and impactful ways. I have presented these 

findings through participants’ own words, not only to highlight their depth, capacity, and 

creativity, but also in an attempt to deliver a valid interpretation of their enactment of existing 

possibilities for sustainability leadership, as well as of IWB’s role in realizing those 

possibilities.6  

Table 4.1 

Themes and Subthemes  

Emphasis Theme Subthemes 

IWB Theme 1: IWB as an attractor for 

integral social transformation 

praxis.  

(To what extent can IWB be a 

beacon for sustainability 

practitioners seeking to nurture 

their integrative intuitions?) 

Subtheme 1.1: Embodying clarity.  

(IWB embodies a robust and coherent 

theory of social change.) 

Subtheme 1.2: Nurturing praxis within 

community.  

(IWB fosters a community of praxis 

characterized by depth and care.) 

Subtheme 1.3: A seed that might flower.  

(Is IWB prepared to realize a deeper 

expression of its commitments?) 

IWB Theme 2: Embodying IWB’s 

commitments.  

(How can IWB embody its vision 

with aliveness, audacity, and 

precision?) 

Subtheme 2.1: Focus.  

(What IWB stands for.) 

Subtheme 2.2: Relationships.  

(How IWB can meet the world where it 

is at.) 

Subtheme 2.3: Structures.  

(What structures can energize and 

elevate IWB.) 

Subtheme 2.4: Resources.  

(How IWB attracts and honours 

resources.) 

 

                                                 
6 Throughout this research, I use the following nomenclature to refer to the sources of direct quotations: 

● Interviews are denoted by I, followed by a dash and randomized participant number. For example, “I-3” refers 

to the interview conducted with Participant 3. 

● The Open Space Lab is denoted by OSL. 

● The first Focus Group is denoted by FG1, the second Focus Group is denoted by FG2. 
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IWB and 

Sustainability 

Leadership 

Theme 3: Funding integral 

transformation praxis.  

(How can adequate approaches for 

funding Integral Transformation 

Praxis be identified and realized?) 

Subtheme 3.1: Can existing funding 

models sustain integral praxis?  

(To be compatible with integral 

approaches, funding models need to 

reflect a different definition of value, 

including how it is created and 

measured.) 

Sustainability 

Leadership 

Theme 4: Transforming power 

structures. 

(Sustainability leadership involves 

transforming power structures in a 

way that fosters a more just, 

creative, and secure existence.) 

Subtheme 4.1: Economic criticalization.  

(Late capitalism presents an opening for 

new forms of sustainability leadership.) 

Subtheme 4.2: Consciously owning the 

“destroyer” role.  

(Sustainability leadership calls for the 

wisdom to engage issues of destruction 

and loss so that liberating structures can 

emerge.) 

Subtheme 4.3: Beyond systems thinking.  

(Deep structural change is more than 

systems change.) 

Sustainability 

Leadership 

Theme 5: Interiority.  

(How can sustainability leadership 

attend to interior dimensions of 

reality, including developmental 

complexity, being-with one 

another, and altered states?) 

 

 

 

 

 

Subtheme 5.1: Developmental 

complexity.  

(Sustainability leadership benefits from 

embracing developmental hierarchies.) 

Subtheme 5.2: New ways to be together.  

(Demonstrating new paradigms for 

coexistence is a central element of 

sustainability leadership.) 

Subtheme 5.3: Causal leadership. 

(Extremely subtle phenomena have 

important consequences that blend into 

all aspects of sustainability leadership.)

  

 

Theme 1: IWB as an attractor for integral social transformation praxis.  

Research participants envisaged IWB as an attractor for integral social transformation 

praxis. For example, one participant portrayed the organization as “supporting and nurturing [a] 

holding space and challenging the field to believe in this holding space, and then, kind of just 

waiting, but intentionally provoking the field where [possible]” (I-4). Participants agreed IWB 
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has carried out its role by embodying a clarified vision of socio-cultural change, convening and 

developing community, and nurturing praxis. They surmised that developments within the arena 

of social innovation, as well as increasing acceptance towards integrative approaches by 

sustainability practitioners, suggest that the resonance between the organization and the field it 

serves is deepening. 

Subtheme 1.1: Embodying clarity.  

Participants conveyed that IWB embodies clarity about the nature of social change, and 

envisioned the organization as a “think-and-do-tank with praxis that is the intellectual precursor 

to what's next” (FG2). They suggested that IWB represents the possibility of “a conscious 

engagement with change work that is far more coherent, constellated, and powerful” than many 

sustainability leadership paradigms that tend to focus on easily measured, linear results in one or 

two quadrants (I-4). Further, one participant flagged “heart and consciousness and the 

willingness to step into the cultural frying pan in a different way” as emblematic of “the unique 

offering [IWB] brings that isn’t already out there” (FG1). Aligned with this notion, many 

participants shared their belief that an embodied approach is key to enacting deeper and more 

radical change (I-1, I-4, I-6, I-7, FG1, FG2, OSL). 

Many change agents appear to be receptive to the approach that IWB offers to clarify and 

support their work. For example, one participant observed how IWB is more frequently hearing 

from people who are interested in an integral approach: 

For the sustainability field...when people...start tipping into these [discoveries] like, 

“Whoa! ...We speak of consciousness-raising but, like, what the heck? How does 

consciousness change?” As soon as that question occurs, archetypally, in a subtle way, 

we're holding this space...People will find us and be like, “what did you mean about this 
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integral approach? What does it say about consciousness?” And we get those questions 

more and more. (I-4) 

Another participant expressed a similar sentiment concerning the contribution that IWB can 

make to practitioners seeking coherent methods for delivering real change: 

People everywhere are having conversations around social change without defining what 

a way forward looks like. The framework that [IWB uses] can be really helpful in that 

conversation. That’s a conversation I never had before Integral Without Borders, and it 

seems like such an obvious question to be asked. And, yet, it makes a lot of sense to me 

that [postmodern] resistance to hierarchy has resisted defining that. (I-3) 

In other words, IWB embodies a robust theory of social change that can be valuable to 

practitioners looking for more cogent approaches to sustainability leadership, provided that those 

practitioners do not feel too conflicted by notions of developmental complexity. As one 

participant suggested, IWB can potentially help provide something “vital to the movements...that 

seek to build a more just, sustainable, peaceful, regenerative future” because deep attunement to 

consciousness and metatheoretical grasp of change are part of its DNA (I-6). 

Subtheme 1.2: Nurturing praxis within community.  

Participants agreed that a significant strength of IWB is praxis. One participant put it: “I 

think what IWB has in bucketsful is praxis: Experience of actually using integral theory.” (FG2). 

In light of this strength, participants believed IBW, with its “more edgy, activist orientation” can 

and does ably support the transmission of know-how between practitioners—in both subtle and 

hardboiled ways (I-4). One participant described IWB’s role in fostering integral practice as 

“getting people to understand that it is the embodiment that's important. So [they] get the theory, 
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get the praxis, get the embodiment” (I-1). This work, participants explained, is generally 

achieved in community, through mentorship or facilitated peer-to-peer interaction. 

The IBW community was frequently cited as unique and important. In one focus group, 

participants conveyed their appreciation for the “precious refuge in community” (FG2) that IWB 

has generated by convening practitioners who have homed, or are beginning to home, integral 

expressions of their skills and gifts. As one participant observed: 

We’re gathering people together to...learn different practices that [they] can then carry 

out, and we share practices. I mean, so much cool stuff is happening in our community 

that [people]...learn about, and they’re like, “Okay, you’ve used that in masculinities 

work, and gender. Well I’m going to use that in poverty alleviation.” (I-4) 

A number of participants expressed interest in conceiving of ways for IWB to foster even deeper 

connections between members of its community, which they viewed as invaluable (I-1, I-3, I-6, 

I-7). One participant imagined being “on the heels of [an] extraordinary convening” in the future, 

“in partnership with others, [because we] don't have all the answers, we...show and share...and 

give others an embodied experience [of] that feel for the praxis that we have and are developing” 

(I-6). That participant thought such a signature gathering could help provide a structure for 

practitioners to self organize into circles and chapters around the world (I-6). Similarly, another 

participant suggested that a way of strengthening IWB’s community could be to encourage and 

support the development of self-organizing chapters within different bioregions (I-7).  

Subtheme 1.3: A seed that might flower.  

Speculating into the future from IWB’s current strengths, participants conveyed a sense 

of curiosity about what IWB might become. One participant put it this way:  
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Integral Without Borders is a marvelous idea...it was always a marvelous seed 

which...never really flowered. And it could flower now. [IM] is everywhere now. In the 

old days it was like the drop of rain [here or there]. Now it's all over the place. And what 

Integral Without Borders can do is become a leading light to help guide people on what 

can be done [in terms of praxis], because we've gone through it and we've been there. (I-

1) 

Although participants expressed a desire to explore the strategies and structures that would 

support a fuller expression of the organization’s commitments, the best sources and uses of 

financial, human, and social capital to thrive as a “leading light” remained unclear (FG2). 

Participants grappled with the question of what it looks like to remain true to the “subtle 

archetype” IWB represents, while helping the organization advance into its next stage of 

maturity and service (I-4, FG2). 

 Although participants did not necessarily hold a single vision of how IWB’s work could 

be amplified in the future, many participants noted the fertile nature of this particular time. 

Participants observed that trends in social change and sustainability work seem to indicate the 

field is warming to integrative sensibilities. For example, one participant discerned integrative 

potentialities within influential (but not explicitly integral) movements that have clustered 

around three paradigms: social justice / intersectionality, the commons, and consciousness / 

spiritual awakening (I-6). Another participant noted that many practitioners focused on systems-

leadership are receptive to an integral worldview: 

There are an awful lot of people working on the lower right [quadrant] who we can try and 

move into a kind of second tier [integral perspective]. [Or] at least a peak into a second 

tier [integral perspective] to understand that [social change work involves] more than just 
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this flatland [process-materialism] they live in. And then, of course, [their behavior] will 

follow. (I-1) 

Another participant noted, “more and more, I feel that change agents are leaning into these 

similar questions and maybe in new ways, but in, in similar orientations to” an integral approach 

(I-4). Recognizing the unique opportunity of this moment for IWB to flower, a question that 

surfaces for IWB is: how might it best support those change agents? 

Theme 2: Embodying IWB’s commitments.  

Closely linked to the notion of IWB being an attractor for integral social transformation 

praxis, participants expressed a desire to cultivate aliveness and fluid collaboration within IWB. 

They demonstrated eagerness to foster conditions that support the organization in being a 

profound expression of its commitments and in generating meaningful impact (FG2). They 

explored “focus,” “relationships”, “structures”, and “resources” as important conditions for 

facilitating this deeper embodiment. 

Subtheme 2.1: Focus.  

Participants believed that the organization has reached a point in its trajectory that calls 

for clarifying what it stands for and how it should go about fulfilling its purpose (I-1, I-5, FG2). 

They agreed this requires both looking outward to discern dynamics within the field, and inward 

to discover how the organization can contribute. One participant asked, “What are the gaps [in 

the field], and how can we fill the gaps given the strengths that we have?” (FG2). That 

participant wondered how IWB could “translate [its unique gifts and strengths] into a particular 

strategy or offering or programmatic,” recognizing that the most elegant solutions to such 

questions are not necessarily obvious or intuitive (FG2).  
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Invoking a polarity that is central to the creative process, one participant imagined the 

next iteration of IWB unfolding this way: “from the vast, unbounded whole...precise, precious 

offerings” (FG2). Another participant appealed to the tension between freedom and constraint, 

intuiting that “the organization needs to pursue the disciplined pursuit of less” (FG2). In this 

way, participants raised the question of which activities IWB’s core team is resoundingly and 

enthusiastically committed to, so other options can be ruled out. It was not clear that participants 

yet agreed on those activities. They did agree, however, that they ought to be activities that 

energize the organization, its members, and the network it serves. One participant flagged the 

importance of: 

[getting] really clear on something that is very focused on what we can do, how we can 

channel our talents and our resources in that particular direction. And hopefully that would 

be life affirming and inspiring for us, and give us energy. (FG2) 

Participants felt that such an energizing and clarifying focus of IWB would in turn inform 

decisions about how to attract and use resources, who to serve and partner with, and how to 

structure the organization—suggesting that it occupies a certain primacy and should be addressed 

first in moving forward. 

Subtheme 2.2: Relationships.  

Participants believed the way IWB attends to depth within the lower left quadrant is 

already one of its greatest gifts (I-2, I-6, I-7, FG1, OSL). They perceived an opportunity to revisit 

the question of who IWB might serve or work with. One participant, after expressing 

appreciation for “coherence [and] shared resonance around the importance of relationships,” 

observed: 
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I do feel like, potentially a salient question is, does IWB want to play with other 

integralists exclusively, or primarily? Or does IWB want to play [with, and] connect with 

[and] generate and exchange value with those who are in the field who aren't integralists? 

Or even maybe, not integrally informed? (FG2) 

Another participant asserted that IWB could adopt a more systematic approach to maintaining 

relationships with people who have been in contact with the organization in the past: 

We have a lot of people of all different ages in our network, and we kind of bring them 

up and then we forget about them, and I think we need to find a way to getting their 

energy back into what we do...I don't know, but it would be quite interesting to get some 

feedback on, on what [people who had previously been connected to IWB] thought about 

it as well. (FG2) 

As these statements suggest, IWB could look for opportunities to support its strong capacity for 

depth in the lower left quadrant by seeking to put in place stable lower right structures that 

ensure ongoing support for its community, and by becoming more intentional about who it wants 

to collaborate with. 

 Subtheme 2.3: Structures.  

Participants expressed a desire to understand and enact structures that energize the 

organization and help it thrive. In particular, they wondered how IWB might develop into a 

collaborative, multi-centered institution with greater power to attract and honour the resources 

available to it. One participant, in particular, raised the question of dedicated expertise: “What I 

starkly perceive [the gap] to be is someone who's able to really throw themselves at, not praxis or 

content, but institution building, and formulate...a really solid base. You know, that's a different 

skillset…” (FG2). That participant went on to say: 
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We haven't even tried to put in place a...crystal clear structure of how to [empower 

someone charged with institution-building], and I think if that was in place, you 

know...obviously [IWB’s team demonstrates] energy and love and an ability to attend to 

this beautiful thing called Integral Without Borders, so that's not so much the issue. The 

question is, how do we create a container for that to be lifted and enabled? (FG2) 

Another participant expressed similar thoughts about developing a business model in support of 

integral praxis, asking “who [within IWB] would I have that conversation with?” (I-5).  

Participants wanted to create “a structure that supports the aliveness” within the 

organization (FG2). One participant noted that IWB “needs to be something which people feel is 

alive and energetic,” cautioning against becoming “too organized” or “too bureaucratic” (FG2). 

On the whole, however, they expressed a willingness to look at what could be done differently: 

Let's not throw out the usefulness of strategic planning. There's actually some real 

structures that...could really support with some [objectives]...There’s an emergence that's 

really beautiful about the current structure, and...maybe that's entirely fine. If there's 

something else that wants to emerge, unless the structure changes for how we're engaging 

it, it's gonna be really hard to actually pull that together. (FG2) 

As these examples suggest, participants demonstrated a preference for structures that would 

allow the organization to thrive and flourish, and were wary of structures that might cause it to 

grow in ways that seemed inorganic or forced. 

Subtheme 2.4: Resources.   

Invigorated by “getting real” about the gaps between what the organization has and what 

it would take to achieve a deeper realization of its purpose, participants considered how to work 

skillfully with resources. As one participant put it, “A lot of what we're doing at the moment is 
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simply interesting to people. And the decision [we face] is, without funding, will it, can it be 

anything else?” (FG2). Another participant expressed excitement in response to “the willingness 

to get real and serious about the opportunity costs and the limited...resources and the 

preciousness of our coming together in terms of where we want to take [IWB]” (FG2).  

The organization’s finances factored predominantly in this discussion, and participants 

perceived funds shaping, in significant ways, what the organization can become and the impact it 

will have. However, they also placed great emphasis on human capital and commitment. One 

participant observed: 

We’ve been working at this level now for quite some time doing little bits here and little 

bits there, and I am not sure whether there is enough energy or commitment to take it any 

further. I think that needs to be put on the table...And I think it is important to define 

something in the end that is going to be real and that people can commit to—particularly 

the younger members...this needs to be grounded in their wishes and their thinking. But it 

needs to be really grounded. It needs to be something which is real, not something which 

is “lala land,” you know?  (FG2) 

With respect to the availability of money, time, and energy, participants wondered about 

identifying specific activities that would fuel IWB’s members as well as the network they are 

serving; i.e. activities that might increase resources as opposed to draining them. As one 

participant put it, “we really need to find a way where how we work...becomes a positive to 

Integral Without Borders rather than a negative” (FG2). In some sense, such inquiry is echoed 

later in this section, in Subtheme 5.2, where the pattern of contributing on multiple scales 

simultaneously, as exemplified by honeybees, is discussed. Questions about how IWB structures 
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itself and collaborates with others, and how it pursues resources to carry out its purpose, prove 

significant to the following theme focused on how integral praxis can best be funded. 

Theme 3: Funding integral transformation praxis.  

From a broad perspective, participants spoke about funding integral transformation praxis 

as a puzzle for which solutions, in large part, have yet to be enacted. One participant framed 

investment finance within the context of a lifelong project to enact lower right structures that 

support sustainability:  

It's sort of the struggle of my life, I'd say, to try and figure out how technology...can be 

applied to the issue of sustainability. That's kind of the overarching path of my life at 

play…[and] I've moved in the past seven years from just using information technology as 

my tool for this...to also figuring out how capital can be used [in this way]” (I-7).  

Another participant highlighted the question of why more resources are not being marshalled 

towards integral movements and ideas: 

How do we get more share of resources, capital...financial, human, and otherwise? I'm 

really baffled by...the gap between the reality that I know that I want to create, the world 

that I want to live in, and where we are today...In so many different ways, the [creation of 

the] new system, the next system, is not receiving the attention and the support that it 

deserves. (I-6) 

Some participants implied that funding integral praxis seems to involve a chicken-and-egg 

predicament, in the sense that it takes “money to change the mindsets of people and show a 

different way” (I-5), yet the mindsets that need to be changed in order to increase funding for 

integral projects are those of funders themselves. 
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 These questions were reflected in participants’ more immediate concerns regarding what 

IWB should become, and how to ensure it has adequate resources to fulfill its commitments. One 

participant acknowledged broader acceptance and incorporation of IM in the field, but did not 

necessarily equate this with increased capacity for impact on IWB’s part: “It's that hundredth 

monkey thing...We've got enough monkeys now, and the experience to spread. So I think our job 

as IWB, should become easier. But again, it’s [going to come] down to whether we can get 

funding” (I-1). That participant said of IWB, “it can either remain a network of people who want 

to do things...There's nothing wrong with that. Or...we find some funding and get some bodies 

into it and really do some serious work” (I-1). The latter alternative, that participant noted, would 

require more commitment, raising the question of whether the organization’s members are 

willing to sign up for such a quest. 

Expressing similar sentiments, another participant explored the possibility that IWB, or a 

similar organization, could “change the way that people think about designing programs and 

measuring change,” and therefore change the way they are funded, by demonstrating the 

usefulness of the integral approach: 

If someone can say: "I have found that by developing individual world views (UL) on a 

scale by a certain number of points and increasing availability of resources (UR) by 

another number of points on a scale, then from data I can predict with relative certainty 

that the following changes will occur in the LL and LR and if I then make the following 

interventions in LL and LR then I can predict a tipping point and a quantum leap 

throughout my AQAL map that exceeds any of the inputs in any quadrant. If someone is 

working on this area then that is the kind of thing I am very keen to become involved 

with and am hungry for. (I-5) 
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Acknowledging that such an approach would require a large investment of time and resources, 

that participant maintained it would meet the needs of IWB’s stakeholders in a way they are 

currently not being met, and would, of necessity bring together “serious practitioners...who are 

mentoring a whole lot of other people in a very serious way” (I-5). Other participants, however, 

expressed a desire to avoid structures and processes that seemed unwieldy, bureaucratic, or prone 

to induce burnout (I-1, FG2), suggesting competing commitments within IWB’s community. 

That is, although stakeholders are interested in advancing the integral approach in a systematic, 

serious, and consequential way, the organization, with its historical focus on depth and 

relationships, contains antibodies to approaches that seem driven by scale, or that appear to 

reflect a ‘big business’ mentality. 

Subtheme 3.1: Can existing funding models sustain integral praxis?  

Participants expressed the belief that integral transformation praxis is not well-supported 

by the dominant funding paradigm. They drew attention to several areas of strained compatibility 

between the two, which are summarized in Table 4.2 and subsequently discussed. 

Table 4.2 

Incompatibilities between dominant funding models and integral transformation praxis.  

Dominant Funding Models Integral Transformation Praxis 

Short-cycle funding. Weaves multiple time scales into longer-

cycle initiatives. 

Pays for discrete outcomes.  Emphasizes structural transformation that 

could enable altogether new types of discrete 

outcomes. 

Measures (sees) change using Zone 6 

methodologies. 

Seeks “coherent”, elegant measurement 

approaches that integrate interiors and 

exteriors; “tetra-meshing”; IMP. 
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Incremental funding of linear change. Emphasizes non-linear, non-incremental 

change. Linear change is leveraged in 

support of qualitative transformation. 

Funds accessed through competition. Aims to increase impact through increased 

collaboration. Supports a constellated value 

chain / network. 

 

Time cycles. 

One participant portrayed integral praxis as “deeper change work [involving] longer 

timelines” (I-4). Another participant noted that systems change alone, for example, “may take 

years, decades, or generations for the full cycle to play out” (I-2). On top of that, supporting 

systems change requires a logic capable of integrating processes of different lengths and 

rhythms, because living systems can be “composed of many ecologies at different stages and 

states in their cycles” (I-2). Despite the long-term realities of systems change, participants 

observed that funding practices do not reflect these needs. One participant lamented the trend of 

“donors wanting to give shorter term contracts” (I-5). That participant continued 

[Short cycle funding] is a really negative thing because...if you're trying to prove things 

in a year, then that changes what you're doing. If...you've got a year, you're saying, 

"Look, if we want to make systemic change, we can't do it in a year. So let's forget 

systemic change and just do some things that the donor can see. Let’s do [water] pumps 

or something.” You know. I can see a pump I can count them. (I-5) 

To support integral praxis requires the enactment of temporal patterns and scales that are not 

commonly seen within the dominant social investment paradigm. 

Measurement.  

That same participant explained that the dominant funding practice is to “pay for 

outcomes” that can be measured using Upper Right / Zone 6 methodologies (I-5). On the other 
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hand, integral praxis calls for measurement approaches that “tetramesh” impacts in all four 

quadrants throughout various stages of an initiative (I-1, I-2, I-4, OSL). One participant asserted, 

“it’s not coherent to be throwing money at systems change or behavior change in the right-hand 

quadrants without having some sort of counterpoint [in the left-hand quadrants]” (I-4). Integral 

approaches therefore perhaps require greater creativity and more discerning approaches 

concerning measurement than are often found within dominant funding practices. 

Type of change sought.  

Noting that although funders prefer to sponsor initiatives incrementally and measure 

impact based on linear milestones, one participant acknowledged there are “a lot of 

organizations...who are desperate to find ways to do things better and get off a linear track” (I-5). 

That participant explored the possibility of finding donors to partner on initiatives that 

demonstrate the value of integral approaches to designing and measuring transformational 

change: 

Whether it's Rockefeller or whether it's Gates or whether it's somebody else, you’re going 

to want to say, "Listen, we think we can change the industry here and we've even got 

different sets of results and matrices and, predictabilities...around what it takes to change 

communities.”...It basically becomes a research project [to determine] whether...integral 

theory and practice, can deliver better and more understandable results. (I-5) 

In this way, the question of how integral practitioners might clarify their approach and 

communicate it to donors effectively was raised. 

Constellations of value creation. 

Participants portrayed existing impact investment models as pitting development 

organizations against each other. Organizations which are deemed to deliver value most reliably 
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or efficiently—typically measured in terms of a single variable—get access to funds, while 

others are excluded. As one participant observed, this approach limits the possibilities for 

enacting transformation: 

It can be disjointed to have deep consciousness change workers that are not in 

conversation with system change activists. That's not a constellated initiative. More and 

more...with notions like collective impact...it's like, "Oh, wicked problems need us to be 

working together.” (I-4) 

Another participant echoed these sentiments, celebrating the “all of us element” of integral 

praxis, “where there can be a constellation of value as opposed to…a fairly limited value chain” 

(I-5). By bringing multiple perspectives together, that participant noted, organizations can 

generate value in many domains and improve life conditions within an entire system through a 

single initiative. 

 The chicken-and-egg question of resourcing new structures from within an old paradigm 

that is incompatible with those new structures is complex and interesting. In the subsequent 

theme, “transforming power structures”, this question continues to inform the discussion. 

Theme 4: Transforming power structures.  

Participants expressed a commitment to support the development of deep structures that 

go beyond existing power structures to foster creativity, “thriveability” (FG2), and flourishing. 

Considering sustainability leadership broadly, one participant underlined “the capacity to 

discover and support enabling structures and...to encourage and support self-organizing 

generativity” on multiple scales (I-2). Others raised specific frameworks such as the migration of 

power away from nation states to bioregions and cities (I-7), post-capitalist or anti-capitalist 
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economies (OSL, FG1, I-3, I-6, I-7), and emerging (“teal”, see Laloux, 2014, for example) 

methods of organizing (I-3).  

Participants connected these approaches with a desire to see humanity—as well as non-

human species—liberated from harms brought about by the dominant techno-economic regime. 

As one participant put it, “We've basically ceased large mammalian evolution on this planet...I 

do feel a lot of responsibility for other life forms, to the extent that we can help [evolution] 

flourish again” (FG1). Another participant recalled a moment of resistance during which they felt 

like part of an historic shift: “I felt that at the WTO protests in Seattle in 1999...we were 

protesting what we saw these trade agreements were trying to do...to put in place these regimes 

that were counter to sustainability” (I-7). That participant went on to describe being in a 

relationship of influence with current projects that have the potential “to address some of the 

power structures which...are in urgent need of change” as a source of hope and confidence (I-7). 

This sentiment was common to many participants; they were energized by the work of “creating 

something new that makes the other thing obsolete” (OSL) and the perception of being part of a 

“shift from...business as usual” (FG1). 

Subtheme 4.1: Economic criticalization.  

Some participants expressed an intuition to the effect that planetary economic structures 

are in a state of criticalization (Goldstein, Hazy, and Lichtenstein, 2010), suggesting that this 

moment presents a unique opportunity—albeit one that is not without risks—to advance 

civilization towards greater justice and sustainability. As one participant put it, “I do think we're 

looking at the possibility of the capitalist logic being no longer dominant, no longer hegemonic 

in some near future” (I-6). That participant speculated that the decline of capitalism may 

coincide with “the appeal to a commons oriented economy and society” (I-6). Another 
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participant imagined that the energy of unfolding chaos and catastrophes could be leveraged to 

dismantle exploitative institutions: 

If there's some super cool “jiu-jitsu move” that's possible...where this shit [i.e., systemic 

chaos and disruption] is happening, and yet we can sidestep it [and] use its momentum 

against the power structures that we need to upgrade, then I'm all about that. That's the 

magic...To me, that's the nub of sustainability and leadership at the current time. (I-7) 

Although participants associated significant risks with technology, including the potential for its 

unethical and/or unwise use, they emphasized its unprecedented destabilizing influence as a 

significant factor quickening the radical transformation of society. One participant observed that 

information and communications technology is allowing “power and ownership and decision-

making to be decentralized, distributed, and democratized in all sorts of interesting ways” (I-6). 

Another participant noted that technology has the potential to “provide an infrastructure 

for...diversity of expression” (I-8). Participants felt these changes opened the space for startling 

new social and economic frameworks. 

One participant expressed a sense of enthusiasm about witnessing players in the global 

finance system struggle to accommodate technologies that could lead to its demise. That account 

is worth quoting at length:  

I was invited up to the [top] floor of [a financial institution’s] tower downtown here...and 

it was a thing put on by [a multinational] chamber of commerce. It was wine and 

canopies and everything, dah-dah-dah-dah-dah, the room was filled and then the 

presentation is all about how [a certain country] is a place to do blockchain-related stuff 

and went through the legal stuff, lawyers talking and all this kind of stuff. I have a picture 

of it. The room's full. The Consul General of [a certain country] is speaking, introducing 
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them and the mountains are there behind, shrouded in mist and the overhead says, "[A 

Certain Country]: From Banking to Crypto," or something like that. 

And so there I feel I'm in the existing power structure, the one that feeds me in 

terms of trying to build structures that will replace it that are more egalitarian, more 

democratic, more transparent, those kinds of things. But I feel I'm there in the belly of the 

beast and they're panicking about blockchain and crypto and how it's gonna undermine 

their models...I mean, they're not saying that, of course, because they can't. But it's pretty 

clear...I find that invigorating. (I-7) 

This raises an important issue that was explored by other participants: namely, the way in which 

their activism poses a threat to entities who benefit greatly from existing regimes—no matter 

how aesthetically and morally satisfying deep structural change may be from the perspective of 

its flag bearers. 

Subtheme 4.2: Consciously owning the “destroyer” role.  

In part, because of the threat structural change poses to beneficiaries of the current 

regime, participants expressed an interest in consciously exploring the implications of bringing 

about destruction and loss as practitioners of sustainability leadership. One participant observed 

that “a big shadow”—an area that remains unseen, avoided, or unconsciously denied—in 

sustainability leadership is “what is destroyed” (FG1). Drawing an analogy to interspecies 

competition within ecosystems, that participant highlighted “the leadership question of how do 

you destroy what you destroy? How do you hold that as a leader, what you’re destroying?” 

(FG1). Rather than ignore questions about what gets destroyed, participants stressed the 

importance of being present with such uncomfortable aspects of their work, allowing these 

aspects to inform their actions. As another participant put it: “In change, there's always 
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losers...there are losses that you have to address. How do you engage with people who have most 

to lose? How do you pace the loss? How you have a conversation about that?” (FG1). In the 

context of harsh political realities and potentially adversarial change work involving messy 

tradeoffs and pragmatic choices, for example, that participant frequently engaged in personal 

inquiry about the degree to which being authentic and transparent was wise or effective. 

One participant expressed that the most appropriate way to serve a system is sometimes 

to allow it to “continue to disintegrate...or fall apart until whatever held it together is so 

dissipated that it [becomes] an open system without patterns or borders to rediscover” (I-2). 

Reflecting a similar position, another participant viewed current global political events as “a 

recognition that...the status quo can't hold” (FG1). That participant continued: “And so, I feel 

like that's happening, and I'm curious and excited to be part of that” (FG1). As we will see next, 

the change in the status-quo they referred to, while perhaps most readily described in systems 

terms—particularly in the context of current discourses on sustainability leadership—was held 

by participants to be an all-quadrant affair. 

Subtheme 4.3: Beyond systems thinking.  

Participants indicated that making improvements within existing systems, although 

potentially desirable, is not the same as enacting deep structural change to transform the way 

humans coexist together and with other beings on the planet. For example, one participant, 

referring to “transformation in the very encoding underlying our economic behaviors and 

systems,” distinguished between “economic reconciliation, and the creation of a reconciliation 

economy” (FG1). That participant explained: 

Economic reconciliation [involves] integrating Indigenous people into the current 

economic system to share the benefits, and you can have equity goals and you can have 
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whatever, but it's actually really radical to think about a reconciliation economy, which is 

based on reciprocity and transformation of our understanding of what is value and what is 

good...It turns up on its head all of the ideas of how we're living and challenges capitalist 

assumptions. (FG1) 

Although they were not dismissive of systems interventions to alleviate harm, participants tended 

to recognize the limitations of those interventions as lasting responses to current crises—as 

contrasted with sweeping shifts in the underlying structure of social reality (FG1, OSL, I-3, I-4, 

I-6, I-7, I-8). In other words, although they supported the goal of dramatic reconfigurations of the 

techno-economic base—and even acknowledged dominant role of the lower right quadrant in 

shaping consciousness (I-6)—participants believed that, only by reaching past systems-

theoretical approaches to transform cultural and spiritual dimensions of reality, could the 

changes they hoped for be realized from the perspective of an emerging planetary civilization. 

Thus, participants, both explicitly and implicitly, appealed to the relevance of Integral 

Methodological Pluralism (IMP) and other integrative approaches in enacting sweeping shifts, 

which they saw as timely, exciting, and deeply necessary. Nonetheless, they continued to be 

challenged by the paradoxical nature of bringing into existence that which has never existed 

within the sphere of social reality. One participant grappled with this task in the following way: 

The question that perplexes me...I mean, one way to put it is a question of power, of the 

capacity to make the change because the nature of the vision is radical and 

transformative. It's about getting to the root of what's problematic in our society across all 

the quadrants and then [addressing that] through various strategies, through 

engagement...Both confronting the powers that be, and being “prefigurative”, by which I 

mean building the new models that make the old ones obsolete without having to 
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necessarily interact with the system that's stifling, or oppressive...or 

unsustainable...Again, the assumption is that we know what the future ought to be, and 

we're creating it. And so therefore, we ought to have more power. (I-6) 

Another participant suggested that such work requires a certain audacity, asking “how we could 

design or dare to think about a theory of everything related to the approach to poverty” (OSL). 

That participant went on: “We talk a lot about eliminating poverty, why can't we talk about 

transforming realities?” (OSL). This preference for a more holistic approach to deep structural 

transformation is further unpacked next, in Theme 5: “Interiority.” 

Theme 5: Interiority. 

Participants stressed that the best performances of sustainability leadership vividly 

engage the interior (i.e. psychological, spiritual, cultural, relational) dimensions of the situations 

they aim to transform. One participant underlined the necessity of “leadership that can raise the 

boats in all four quadrants, not just the ones in lower [and] upper right” (I-2). Others spoke of a 

growing conviction amongst practitioners that failing to skillfully incorporate interiors into 

sustainability initiatives makes them less likely to succeed. To introduce this perspective, I quote 

two participants here: 

For the most part, we know we're changing systems...And systems change is difficult 

because [systems are] heavy. So there's more and more really adept skills at how you can 

shift systems through some really fun tools, right? But no system is going to stay changed 

without a culture shift. And for the most part, in sustainability work, how culture changes 

is still really a black box. Not to mention, how consciousness changes to support that, or 

to co-arise with that...So...I think [the need to include interiors in sustainability work is] 

becoming more evident to change agents that are not integrally informed—just folks that 
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are out there trying to make the world a better place. It's this really clear sense of, like, 

wow, we're missing some key information and some key methodologies here. I think 

that's more and more the case. (I-4) 

Another participant described a specific initiative he’d been contacted to offer input to: 

We've got to get beyond these sustainable projects that are being pushed out at the 

moment. I mean, [I just got a phone call from] this professor of engineering. He's got UN 

backing...He's getting funding to work on 200 cities to make them more sustainable, to, 

you know, take them beyond sustainability. But it's all in the lower right, and in our 

discussions, he's accepting that he's got the human side missing. So I think finally in the 

world that, in the last 15 years, people are realizing, “hmm, there is more to it. There is a 

left hand side to it all.” (I-1) 

As these excerpts suggest, participants understood working with interiority in a skillful, 

integrated way as an indisputably important part of enacting sweeping changes to society. 

 Another participant observed that the most formidable expressions of activism are 

already signaling this capacity: “the best practices in the movements that have more organization 

and more power...[are] pointing in the direction kind of what I would call an integral or 

integrated sensibility” (I-6). Thus, although participants believed working with interior 

dimensions (through, for example, psychotechnologies of conscious development) remains 

contentious, they expressed an intuition that integral ideas are gaining ground within the culture. 

One participant suggested that social change paradigms will become increasingly contested: 

“Within the near to fairly close future, there’s going to be a lot of debates, and I hope out of 

those debates we [realize that] there’s really a whole level of consciousness that enables 

sustainability leadership” (I-2). That participant highlighted the role of interior-focused practices 
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in helping us “walk through the refiner’s fire” (I-2), transforming ourselves both individually and 

collectively. 

 In a related vein, participants underlined the value of attuning to subtle collective 

resonances and fields—what in conventional systems leadership might be analogous to “weak 

signals”—through embodied imaginal practices like systemic constellation work and subtle 

facilitation techniques (I-2, I-4, I-6, OSL). It should be noted here, as implied by the reference to 

weak signals, that these practices were understood by participants to enable individuals to better 

perceive and influence subtle physical and (inter)behavioral phenomena, as well as subtle 

psychological and cultural phenomena. Participants contended that imaginal and aesthetic 

practices can effectively shift reality in significant ways; they saw them as an opening for the 

emergence of new discoveries, attractors, values, and opportunities for responding to complex 

problems (I-6). In many cases, participants believed that these less tangible approaches offered a 

far more fertile starting point than traditional frameworks for social change (I-4, I-6, I-8). Their 

views will be further unpacked below, especially in the Subtheme 5.2: “New ways to be 

together,” and Subtheme 5.3: “Causal activism.”  

Subtheme 5.1: Developmental complexity.  

Given IM’s major developmental focus, it is not surprising that levels of consciousness 

were referenced ubiquitously throughout this study. Participants distinguished fomenting the 

growth of developmental complexity in change agents as a fundamental task of sustainability 

leadership. To encourage more sustainable food production, for example, one participant 

considered “elevating the consciousness of leaders...so they can lead the process of change 

within organizations from the beginning” as way of fostering sectoral transformation (OSL). 

Another participant characterized the increased leadership potential of practitioners occupying 
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later stages of development in terms of their ability to masterfully and alchemically navigate 

complex and paradoxical aspects of existence (I-6). As that participant put it: “I think there are 

profound capacities that people are developing at the...edge of consciousness that [are] going to 

have a profound impact on the future” (I-6). In a broad sense, participants agreed that change 

agents’ ways of being, including the structures of consciousness they have the fluid capacity to 

act from moment-by-moment, are more predictive of an initiative’s impact than its technical 

content. This is not to say, however, that participants equated an understanding of IM and 

integrative approaches with the presence of “integral” or “second tier” leadership capacities. One 

participant emphasized that later structures of consciousness are hard-won achievements, and 

developing them typically requires a commitment on the part of practitioners to follow a 

relatively “tough path” (I-1). That participant continued: “People say, I read the book, you 

know? I just use quadrants...No...your [developmental altitude] is going to determine what you 

see...and what you did and what you didn't do” (I-1). Another participant drew attention to the 

messy and challenging nature of enacting an integral approach in the field: 

Let's say you think about AQAL, and you're thinking, "Okay, so I've got the goal of that 

[nonprofit] organization as the development worker and we've got some power brokers in 

the community and I've got the farmers I'm working with.” So there’s often like four or 

five different levels of stuff. And all of them have a worldview, and all of them are part 

of a different community in a sense. You know, the government community or the NGO 

community or whatever it is. It's like, “man, you know, how does this stuff talk to each 

other? Whose worldview am I trying to understand to be the catalyst for change in this 

system?” (1-5) 
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As this example suggests, participants emphasized that, although an integrally informed 

understanding of social change provides an invaluable map for assessing opportunities and 

planning interventions, the map is inevitably enacted differently when viewed from different 

hierarchical structures of consciousness. 

One participant recognized challenges in expanding the degree to which an understanding 

of consciousness development, and how to potentiate it, is embraced within sustainability work: 

“It’s not on people’s radar, how these stages manifest through adulthood” (I-4). Not only is 

development not well-understood, however. Even discussing developmental hierarchies, can 

raise the suspicions of many practitioners who operate from a critical ethos and are wary of 

anything that feels remotely colonialist or prescriptive. That participant explained:  

There's still a really big knee jerk around even saying, “later stage” or “more mature 

stage.” It's like, "Whoa, whoa, whoa...You can't say that!" [To which one could respond], 

"Sure, I can't say that but oh, my God look at [a widely known political figure] for two 

seconds, and you will admit, that's a more immature way of showing up as a leader.” So 

[if] we know it, we see it, why are we so resistant to say it? (I-4) 

This raises the question of how to raise awareness of developmental complexity, and its 

relevance within the field of sustainability leadership, and of what IWB’s role in such an 

undertaking might be. 

 Subtheme 5.2: New ways to be together.  

Development is held by IM to occur within all quadrants, including the lower left, 

cultural sphere (Wilber, 2016; 2006c). Hence, participants unsurprisingly expressed the belief 

that this historical moment both demands and makes possible the emergence of radical and 

profound new ways to be together. They described developing new paradigms for coexisting 
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with other beings as a core imperative of contemporary sustainability leadership. One participant 

emphasized that this does not just mean rewriting the rules of society; it involves enacting 

collective performances of interiority that confound and unmoor entrenched cultural habits, 

liberating people and groups to adopt new narratives and identities: 

I think about [sustainability leadership] as a culture weaving, and culture engaging and 

transforming exercise as much as anything because there's work that we can do to change 

rules...but I feel like, [we still] live with a legacy of..the western scientific...Cartesian 

worldview and it's still embedded in so much of the hidden rules that operate. And so I 

feel like, in order to have people choose to make and enact different rules, they have to 

have a felt sense of something that is different from that. And they have to have a lived 

experience in a relational context of different ways of being. (FG1) 

Another participant explored the role of “facilitative leadership” in embodying collective 

transformation: 

People can be facilitated such that there's a demonstration. Both a lived experience for the 

collective that's being facilitated, and a demonstration of the way it could be 

collectively...Through grappling with an issue that's cultural or political or [a] public 

policy issue...And just simply creating the cultural groove of like, “Okay. This is how we 

can be together as human beings as we proceed to engage in doing the work of 

sustainability leadership.” (I-6) 

As these examples illustrate, participants observed that the possibility space for sustainability 

leadership is expanded greatly when it is framed not only in terms of changing behavior, but as a 

collective confrontation of our purpose and being as a species. 
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Bearing witness that the true value of things cannot be understood apart from the question 

of coexistence, one participant explored the concept of “sacred economy”: 

It's not so much about competing for what there is as it is sharing [compartir] what we 

already have. And in that focus of recognizing the universal connection that is very 

present with us in this moment, but also each day, in each moment that we pass we are 

different expressions of that universal energy. And from that perspective...if one has 

more, it’s also more for me, and if one has less, that is less for me. (OSL) 

That participant continued, “to give a gift to someone has much more value than just the cost, or 

even the resources that it has” (OSL), because the practice of giving transforms people, as well 

as the collective spaces they constitute.  

One participant raised the question of what humans “have to give in service to...all life on 

the planet” (I-2), invoking honeybees as a metaphor. Honeybees, that participant noted, have 

developed an “equation for resilience because they not only look after their hive—their city, their 

bee system—but by pollinating the plants [in] their ecoregions, they create renewable energy for 

next year” (I-2). In other words, in the process of fueling their hive, bees offer a profound 

contribution to the living systems they are part of. But what do humans have to offer? That same 

participant theorized that humanity is responsible for “being Gaia’s reflective organ,” as was first 

suggested by the physicist James Lovelock: “I think that [bringing interiority into sustainability 

leadership] will make us resilient if we follow the calling, as it were, to be reflective organs for 

this planetary system” (I-2). Another participant raised the Netflix series, Sense8, as a metaphor 

for a possible future in which humans are radically and profoundly attuned to their shared 

interiority: “What we can do is feel how we...are wired. And act as one. You know...I'm really 

curious about that” (FG1).  
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Thinking about sustainability leadership in terms of something like Sense8 takes us well 

beyond the embedded Cartesian worldview, which as you will recall, was referenced by a 

participant earlier in this Subtheme. For Descartes, such metaphors for acting together, being 

one, may have been impossibile est cogitare. But for the participants in this study, they were not; 

and their ability to look beyond separateness towards unity may be related to the following 

Subtheme: Causal Leadership. 

Subtheme 5.3: Causal leadership.  

As noted, participants embraced a conception of sustainability leadership that includes 

becoming attuned to and working with subtle energetic (UR, LR) and relational (LL) 

phenomena. Some participants, however, pushed this conception even farther by raising the 

possibility of shifting causal dimensions of being. For example, one participant indicated that 

causal performances of sustainability leadership involve a staggering or uncanny experience of 

one’s own agency: 

What is sustainability conceived of at that causal level? It's a whole different ballgame, 

really...So it's not just a co-creation of, say, sustainability, but it's like [being] aware of 

the construct and aware of you constructing the notion of sustainability. You know, it's 

you aware that you're constructing your very self, who's then witnessing...the 

construction of sustainability. It gets...a little interesting, right? But I will tell you, 

without a doubt, it's a very creative space. (I-4) 

That participant suggested “nudging” the “causal body” of sustainability leaders (i.e. something 

like the quality of space that those leaders embody or hold, and in which their personhood 

manifests) can impact subtle phenomena (e.g. the cultural atmosphere or energetic resonance of 
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groups they are part of) and ultimately, gross phenomena (e.g. where trees are planted or how 

much carbon is put into the atmosphere) (I-4). 

Participants expressed the belief that causal activism may ultimately have more impact 

than subtle or gross activism. One participant maintained that going “beyond our mind and... 

digging deep into our being” is key to sustainability leadership (I-8). Projects created in such a 

way, that participant explained, “are not just the projects that we want to do in the world, but 

when you source it from a deeper place, it’s the expression of the world itself” (I-8). Another 

participant that suggested the most valuable expressions of sustainability leadership in today’s 

world will ultimately be “expression[s] of transpersonal awareness in the domain of personal and 

political life, that is centered in love and appreciation of our oneness in the midst of our 

manyness” (I-8). In other words, they may be expressions of leadership characterized by a rather 

non-Cartesian, Sense8-like spirit and approach. 

On the whole, participants expressed many ideas and sentiments regarding the need to 

discover new frames and practices for coexisting and shared the belief that IWB could make an 

important contribution in this area. 

Study Conclusions: The “Four Rs” of Integral Transformation Praxis 

Chapter two explored what the literature has to say concerning challenging contradictions 

in contemporary enactments of sustainability leadership, as well as the possibility of a more 

potent form of social change activism—one that proceeds from a foundation compatible with IM, 

with the potential to transcend those contradictions. Then, in the first section of the current 

chapter, five major themes that emerged from this study were outlined. In this section, 

conclusions that synthesize both insights from the literature and findings from the study are 

presented in response to the main inquiry question: “How might the stakeholders of IWB 
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reimagine sustainability leadership in a way that increases their collective capacity for wise and 

transforming action in the world?”. Taking inspiration from the familiar “Four Rs” of waste 

management, these conclusions are offered as the “Four Rs” of Integral Transformation Praxis—

Revive, Reidentify, Recode, and Reconfigure. These Four Rs are summarized in table 4.3 and 

subsequently discussed. 

Table 4.3 

The “Four Rs” of Integral Transformation Praxis 

Conclusion Definition 

Conclusion 1: Revive Demonstrating that consciousness matters. 

Conclusion 2: Reidentify Embodying a new narrative of coexistence that 

champions co-creativity, collective mystery, and 

common good. 

Conclusion 3: Recode Transforming how value is measured and understood. 

Conclusion 4: Reconfigure Co-creating new practices for funding integral 

transformation praxis. 

● Enacting structures that enable IWB to attract 

and honour available resources. 

 

Conclusion 1: Revive. 

Throughout the study, participants considered consciousness not simply as an indicator of 

change, but as a central factor in sustainability leadership with the power to birth new 

possibilities and effect the unfolding of realities. As we have seen, participants regarded 

consciousness as profoundly relevant within social change work—from the way collectively 

embodied states and values inform patterns of coexistence, as in Subthemes 4.3 and 5.2; to the 

impact of developmental complexity on leadership performances, as in Subtheme 5.1; to the 

influence of different states of consciousness on creativity and agency, as in Subtheme 5.3. 
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However, some sustainability leadership approaches, operating from a largely neoliberal frame, 

do not meaningfully engage consciousness (Fuchs, 2017; Toukan, 2017; Weber, 2017). Where 

sustainable development initiatives do set out to include consciousness, this is often done 

through instrumental practices such as awareness campaigns that position interiority as opinions 

to be surveyed and corralled towards a desired target (Weber, 2017); or for example, by 

advancing education regimes whose primary objective—to enable narrowly conceived economic 

growth—is measured as a function of the degree to which students succeed against standardized 

tests (Stein, 2016b).  

On the whole, the sustainable development paradigm advanced in the context of the 

SDGs does not sufficiently acknowledge consciousness, let alone foster its potential to address 

the fundamental questions of coexistence that confront us in the crucible of the current moment 

(Allison, 2015; Stein, 2009; Toukan 2017; Wilber, 2016c). There are consequently ways in 

which the SDGs may restrict the opportunity set for bringing about the transformations 

demanded by the ecological emergency that they seek to address. 

The stakeholders of IWB can reimagine sustainability leadership by ‘breathing life’ into 

(our relationship with) the biosphere, and into efforts to sustain it. They can enact possibilities 

for courageously demonstrating that the way we pay attention to things matters (Kauffman, 

2016a, 2016b), that change agents’ level of developmental complexity matters (Hochachka, 

2008; Stein, 2009; Stein, in review), that free will is not only necessary for sustainability 

leadership but exists everywhere in our lit-up-on-the-inside universe (Wilber, 2006c, Kauffman, 

2016a, 2016b), and that states of consciousness impact outcomes—so that, for example, 

“sustainability conceived of at that causal level…[is] without a doubt a very creative space” (I-

4). Indigenous and contemplative traditions, developmental psychology, new interpretations of 
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quantum mechanics, and IM may all be sources of perspectives and practices that could help to 

revisit what it means to participate in sustainability leadership and social change in this historical 

moment. IWB’s stakeholders may build on these sources, amplify them, or identify, experiment 

with, and enact new ways to demonstrate that consciousness matters. 

Conclusion 2: Reidentify. 

Amongst all participants, I observed strong commitments to live out new narratives of 

coexistence and to enact creative, liberating performances of culture, communication, and 

collaboration. These commitments take on special significance in light of what we saw in 

Chapter 2, namely: first that prevailing paradigms of sustainability leadership are plagued by a 

number of internal contradictions, at least in part because they reflect inadequate theories 

concerning the meaning of collective existence, limiting and distorting opportunities for action 

available to change agents; and second, that a principal function of metatheories is to furnish 

humanity with “languages of transformation” out of which new narratives and new patterns of 

collective identity can be born (Stein, 2016).  

As Chapter 2 also showed, Kauffman (2016b) linked aspects of humanity’s unsustainable 

trajectory to the propagation of a modern scientific materialist worldview after Newton, Locke, 

Smith, and Darwin—the same worldview that one finds embedded in the SDGs. Kauffman 

called for a revised mythic structure that places us within a sacred, illuminated, unentailed 

universe reverberating with creative consciousness. Such a mythic structure could foster 

instincts, he suggested, that are needed to turn our civilization and its institutions towards a 

richer, fuller, more sustainable existence. We might become increasingly inclined to revere 

collaboration alongside competition, to view our environment not entirely as something that can 

be rationally controlled, to take account of the mystery and magic of being together in each 
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moment, and to foster an “ever-clearer understanding of how to wisely garden the Adjacent 

Possible into which we rush, but cannot prestate” (p. 271).  

IWB’s stakeholders collectively have the capacity to reimagine sustainability leadership 

by reimagining the very act of existing together—humans and non-humans alike—as part of the 

universe. As we saw in Subthemes 1.1, 1.2, 5.2, and 5.3, IWB’s key strengths and interests 

include embodying collective identity within an expansive integral frame, providing a lived 

experience of transcendent collaboration, and deepening praxis within community. The 

organization and its stakeholders can enact more whole, integrated ways to be together. In this 

way, they can offer a sense of direction to the broader community of change agents and activists 

involved in the work of sustainability leadership. 

Conclusion 3: Recode. 

Participants, as noted in Theme 4, demonstrated a commitment to upgrading unjust or 

malfunctioning power structures to live into a new form of sustainability leadership. In Subtheme 

4.3, participants interpreted this task not only as a matter of altering the processes by which 

power is enacted and distributed within society, but as one of transforming the ontological and 

axiological assumptions that underpin civilization’s most basic institutions and practices. 

Chapter 2 began by exploring how current mainstream efforts at sustainability leadership are 

limited by assumptions about value and social reality that have tended to dominate approaches to 

international trade, collaboration, and governance since the industrial revolution. That is to say, 

while the surface structures have changed, it could be argued that many of the deep structures 

have not. Consequently the ‘future we want’, or rather the future prescribed in the SDGs, is 

weighed upon by intractable—and odds-on unresolvable—contradictions (Hickel, 2017; Mason, 

2017). As an example: aggressive targets for growth in GDP and international trade are 
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uncritically included in an imagined global regime where waste, emissions, and pollution have 

been drastically reduced. But such a regime is incoherent (Edwards, 2010). Another example: 

education goals intended to liberate and empower children to participate in the global economy 

bear the unintended consequences of constraining or distorting their perception of value and of a 

good life, propelling them into a financial system that is unsustainable and unjustifiable (Fuchs, 

2017; Toukan, 2017; Weber, 2017).  

As Subtheme 1.1 suggests, IWB’s stakeholders can help to transform the field of 

sustainability leadership by clarifying the underlying nature of these contradictions and by 

transcending them in creative ways to produce elegant, surprising outcomes. One of IM’s 

important contributions to distinguishing how new structures within the lower quadrants emerge 

is that it makes what has often been invisible—the paradigms encoded into society at the most 

fundamental levels—visible (Edwards, 2010). Members of IWB’s community are consequently 

positioned to demonstrate “a conscious engagement with change work that is far more coherent, 

constellated, and powerful” than what is possible from within prevailing paradigms (I-4). 

Similar praxis-oriented recoding activities could be, and have been, carried out in any 

number of domains, from art to community development to research to business. In each case, 

the tools and practices by which reality is observed, measured, attended to are involved; when 

new injunctions of measurement are created, or when they are altered or combined in new ways, 

they “give us” a different reality (Stein, 2015). Integral Methodological Pluralism, a meta-

methodological framework of such methods for enacting data, can guide institutions towards a 

more complete accounting of the benefits they provide and the costs they exact from members of 

a society (Esbjörn-Hargens, 2010; Stein, 2015; Wilber, 2016b, 2016d). At the society-wide level, 

when measurement practices are institutionalized and integrated into measurement 
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infrastructures along with standards, they are largely responsible for determining the types of 

actions and outcomes that are possible within a society. Measurement infrastructures enacted by 

members of society who have an awareness of each of the four quadrants may create the space 

for wiser sustainability leadership based on a more complete assessment of what is good, true, 

and beautiful (Stein, 2015).  

Numerous entry points exist for the stakeholders of IWB to become involved in 

“recoding”; these include: making IMP accessible to individuals involved in the creation of 

measurement infrastructures, developing innovations in measurement, advocating for the 

transformation of measurement infrastructures within the field of international development, or 

simply creating projects that reflect more integral ways of attending to and observing reality, and 

sharing those projects with others. It remains to be seen how IWB’s stakeholders might enact the 

organization’s unique role in such a process. 

Conclusion 4: Reconfigure. 

This study’s fourth conclusion, “Reconfigure,” is in a relationship of tension with the 

third. Where in Conclusion 3, we explored the possibility of reimagining sustainability 

leadership via an inquiry into transforming the underlying encoding of society, Conclusion 4 is 

concerned with the specific issue of how to adequately resource that kind of activism from 

within a system built on the ‘old’ code. The paradox-laden question of powering integral 

transformation praxis with financial capital-measured-in-terms of the very paradigm it aims to 

transform is central to Conclusion 4. This is a question of vital importance to both the Integral 

project per se as shown in Theme 3, and to IWB as an organization as shown in Subtheme 2.2. 

Assuming that the ecological emergency requires both transcending and including the logic of 

capitalism in order to move towards a sustainable planetary civilization, what feasible adjacent 
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possibilities exist for improving how we measure, honour, and exchange resources? How might 

individuals and organizations within the Integral movement reconfigure flows and stores of 

resources through various partnerships and agreements to support their commitments to bringing 

about social transformation? What specific structures can IWB enact to increase the financial 

viability of its projects and enhance or extend its impact?  

A second paradox of advancing an integral ‘source code’ is that because it makes more of 

reality accessible to practitioners, it can be time consuming and costly—in the context of current 

measurement practices—to put into action (Riddell, 2013). IM is rightly heralded as a framework 

that puts qualitatively better outcomes within reach (Brown, 2011), yet in complex domains such 

as sustainability leadership a deep wisdom and creativity is required to efficiently and 

meaningfully integrate the multiple horizons enacted through Integral Methodological Pluralism. 

One question that surfaces for the stakeholders of IWB in light of this issue is, are there ultra-

efficient ways of reconfiguring relevant resources and financial structures to advance the integral 

project? The same question applies to all individuals involved in integrative and transdisciplinary 

approaches to social change. 

Conclusion 4 is intended as a provocation: how can the entire Integral community 

creatively engage the paradoxes of “building the new models that make the old ones obsolete” (I-

6) and fund its projects effectively? How can its members work together and with others in the 

world to co-create robust, efficient, “enabling structures” that “encourage and support self-

organizing generativity” on multiple scales (I-2)? Conclusion 4 suggests that we can reimagine 

sustainability leadership by reconfiguring economic relations in ways that integrate the present 

with the future, simplicity with complexity, and creativity with depth. 
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Scope and Limitations of the Inquiry 

This inquiry was exceedingly broad and open-ended, asking not how to address a specific 

issue or challenge within the domain of sustainability leadership, but what it could mean for 

IWB’s stakeholders to reimagine the entire field, building their capacity for wise, transforming 

collective action in the process. As such, it adopted an expansive view: one which sought to take 

account of the biggest possible picture. While such an approach might misleadingly create the 

impression of ‘limitlessness’ in its scope, in fact the opposite is true. Countless specifics were 

ignored entirely or given much less than the treatment they deserve in this study, as was 

necessary in order to focus on broad generalizations and to draw conclusions about how the 

overall “shape” of sustainability leadership might be improved. Readers should also be cautioned 

that, given the (hyperobjective?) immensity of the topic under investigation, any attempt to 

paraphrase it—this one included—is liable to fall short not only at the level of details but at the 

level of the whole. 

Even the literature review, with its predominant focus on integrative philosophies of 

coexistence and change, largely excluded literature dealing with case studies and with specific 

applications, theories, and approaches at more manageable scales within the field of 

sustainability leadership. Quite possibly, change agents looking for ways to translate the 

outcomes of this study into action would have found a review of such specifics at least as fruitful 

and infinitely more conducive to practical application than the one I conducted. With respect to 

the literature itself, I provided only cursory accounts of limited aspects of Wilber, Kauffman, 

Morton, Stein, Mason, and other big-picture philosophers. One might imagine that demonstrating 

complete mastery of the ideas of any one of these thinkers would represent considerable 

achievement in the context of a masters-level thesis. In this case, what I demonstrated was not 
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mastery at all, but some form of attempt to weave their ideas together in interesting ways that 

might spark readers’ imaginations. Indeed, it was not even within the scope of this study to 

address certain areas of ostensible incompatibility between, for example, Object Oriented 

Ontology (Morton) and Integral Metatheory (Wilber, Stein). My objective was rather to focus on 

areas where these ideas, taken together, might surface new openings for sustainability leadership, 

and to offer them as provocations or sources of inspiration, despite the odd and imperfect ways 

in which they fit together. 

Although qualitatively expanding the range and types of actions possible within the 

domain of sustainability leadership was a central goal of this study, offering specific 

prescriptions concerning those actions was not. Consequently, the broad contours inside of which 

inquiry and experimentation could lead to paradigm-level innovation, and where IWB’s 

stakeholders seem well positioned to make important contributions, were explored. The specific 

actions and concrete practices that might be carried out within those contours were not. Again, 

this is a study focused on provoking the imagination and expanding the overall set of 

opportunities available to individuals participating in sustainability leadership. Hence it is only 

fitting that the stakeholders of IWB, in a word, use their imaginations, to create the next actions 

that they will take together. 

Chapter Summary 

 Blessed with what I assert is a remarkably rich and uncommon data set from which to 

proceed, in this chapter I outlined the major findings of this study in considerable detail: five 

themes that emerged through systematic analysis of the texts enacted through the course of 

eleven qualitative research moments. I then presented conclusions, drawing on those findings 

along with relevant literature to nominate four especially fertile territories—the “four Rs” of 
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reimagining sustainability leadership—in response to the main inquiry question. In proposing 

these territories, I avoided prescribing specific actions. Instead, I raised them as desirable end 

states and discussed some of the opportunities, paradoxes, and uncertainties that may be involved 

in getting to those end states. Throughout this discussion, it was clear that there is no shortage of 

entry points for those looking to enact truly revolutionary change in the domain of sustainability 

leadership. A question that surfaces in light of these conclusions with respect to IWB as an 

organization, is what specific constellated initiatives would constitute robust and focused 

expressions of its particular strengths and of the future that it is committed to, and how could 

those initiatives be designed to contribute to sustainability on multiple spatiotemporal scales. In 

Chapter 5, I propose recommendations for actions that could help IWB’s stakeholders answer 

those questions. 
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Chapter 5: Inquiry Implications 

This final chapter presents specific recommendations that IWB’s core team can 

implement to clarify and agree upon the next steps for advancing the organization’s vision in 

light of the study’s findings and conclusions. These recommendations are followed by an 

exploration of what it could mean for IWB to carry them out, including a discussion of 

leadership implications from the perspective of each of the four quadrants. Finally, a few 

speculative ideas concerning potential areas for future research are shared.  

As a reminder to the reader, this research sought to address the question: “How might the 

stakeholders of IWB reimagine sustainability leadership in a way that increases their collective 

capacity for wise and transforming action in the world?” Five subquestions informed the inquiry: 

1. How is sustainability leadership currently showing up (being enacted) in the 

world? 

2. What is the future that IWB’s stakeholders are committed to bringing about 

through sustainability leadership? 

3. How would sustainability leadership need to show up (be enacted) in the 

world to bring that future into being? 

4. What could sustainability leadership be, in this historical moment? 

5. What is the role of IWB’s stakeholders in enacting the highest possibilities of 

sustainability leadership? 

Study Recommendations 

This section outlines four recommendations that surfaced through a consideration of the 

selected literature, study findings, and conclusions. Participants in this study viewed IWB, as 

discussed in Subtheme 1.3, as a “seed that might flower”, a wonderful possibility that has been 
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cared for and incubated, but has not yet fully emerged into its potential. The recommendations 

presented here are designed to support and challenge IWB’s core team in creating conditions that 

will enable the organization to take root, thrive, and unfurl surprisingly potent expressions of its 

commitments; they are written as injunctions that, if followed, are intended to increase the 

collective capacity of its members for wise and transforming action in the world. To put it 

another way, these recommendations form the basis of a minimal organizational development 

framework, conceived in the context of IWB’s specific needs as a nonprofit focused on 

international development in the integral community, faced with the entrepreneurial challenge of 

how to resource its commitments. They are summarized in Table 5.1 and subsequently discussed. 

Table 5.1 

Study Recommendations  

Recommendation Questions to Hold Possible Resources Polarities to Hold 

Recommendation 1: 

Engage a process to 

agree upon and 

articulate a clear 

organizational focus. 

 

What is IWB taking a 

stand for? What does 

IWB value? Why 

does IWB exist? 

What is IWB’s 

promise to the world?  

Mission, vision, 

values. Brand 

architecture. 

Organizational story 

or manifesto. 

 

Polarity between 

focus and freedom. 

Saying yes to a 

singular path means 

saying no to many 

that are potentially 

similar in nature. 

Recommendation 2: 

Conceive of, select, 

and develop projects. 

 

What projects: 

-align with IWB’s 

focus (Rec. 1)? 

-embody team 

members’ passions 

and strengths?  

-build capacity? 

-have surprising 

impact? 

-inspire others and 

attract resources? 

Decision criteria and 

timeline. 

SMART goal setting. 

Design thinking.  

Crowdsourcing. 

Partnerships with 

external 

organizations. 

 

 

Polarity between 

action and knowledge. 

We learn through 

implementation, and 

therefore we must 

risk. 
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Recommendation 3: 

Conduct an 

“opportunity 

identification” 

process to explore 

sources of capital for 

IWB’s projects and 

operations. 

What are the most 

creative, easy, and 

effective ways to 

fund IWB? How 

could IWB and its 

backers enact a new 

paradigm for funding 

integral 

transformation 

praxis? 

 

Business model 

canvas. CFO 

expertise / mindset. 

Fundraising 

expertise. 

Brainstorming. 

Existing and potential 

funding partners. 

AQAL map. 

Polarity between 

discovery and 

creation. 

Opportunities do not 

exist in the world or in 

our awareness, but in 

the interplay between 

the two. They are 

enacted. 

Recommendation 4: 

Establish structures 

that provide refuge, 

foster deep 

collaboration, and 

make development 

unavoidable. 

How can IWB’s core 

team enact structures 

that make being part 

of the organization 

the most important 

thing they’ve ever 

done with their lives? 

Interaction rhythms. 

Liberating structures 

(Lipmanowicz & 

McCandless, 2014).  

Polarity between 

structure and agency. 

Polarity between 

agency and 

communion. 

 

Recommendation 1: Engage a process to agree upon and articulate a clear 

organizational focus. 

As Subtheme 2.1 stated, members agreed that it would serve the organization to clarify 

what it stands for. There are numerous reasons why this point in IWB’s trajectory is a 

particularly appropriate moment for members to engage in such a process: new members on the 

board; the consensus that the organization can achieve more through the “disciplined pursuit of 

less” (FG2); the feeling that the next steps for the organization need to “be grounded in [the] 

wishes and [the] thinking” of younger members (FG2); and the unique historical situation that 

currently exists, which, as explored in Chapter 2, seems to involve the potential for the 

emergence of a genuine revolution in authenticity at a planetary scale. 

“If everything is based on a strong central idea, usually a brand idea,” then not only is it 

“easier to express it in every way imaginable”; it is easier for an organization’s financial backers, 
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project partners, champions, and stakeholders of every kind to “connect” with that idea, care 

about it, and act upon it (Dru, 2007, p. 101). When stakeholders connect with the “language, 

symbols, and purpose” of an organization, they “resonate” with it, leading to more potent, 

productive, and meaningful interactions (Goldstein, Hazy, & Lichtenstein, 2010, p. 37). Thus, 

undertaking a process to clarify and articulate IWB’s focus is proposed as the first 

recommendation; given the manner it can impact on the quality of the projects that emerge 

(Recommendation 2) and the funding opportunities that are enacted (Recommendation 3). 

Recommendation 2: Conceive of, select, and develop projects. 

The four conclusions presented in Chapter 4 naturally evoke ideation and inquiry 

concerning how they could be pollinated or acted upon by IWB’s stakeholders within specific 

timeframes and contexts. Chapter 4 also revealed participants’ desires: to participate in maturing 

IWB into a richer expression of itself (Subtheme 1.3), to resource and energize the organization 

more effectively (Subtheme 2.2), to collaborate in more deliberate and interesting ways, 

potentially with people from outside the network (Subtheme 2.4), and to transcend some of the 

limitations inherent in mainstream funding paradigms (Theme 3). Projects created by IWB’s 

team members, derived from their passion and expertise, and which are designed to advance the 

organization’s focus (Recommendation 1) provide the perfect cauldron in which all of these 

commitments can come together and be addressed in ways that will inevitably foment individual 

and organizational development. 

It may come across as unwise or counterintuitive to recommend that IWB’s stakeholders 

create projects without first having secured the resources to give them wings. In many cases, 

organizations would find it more sensible to have a balance sheet that allows them to allocate 

necessary funds to specific projects before committing to them. Moreover, the idea that “if we 
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build it, they will come” risks appearing as platitudinous as it sounds within the context this 

study. Nevertheless, IWB is in the unique position of being committed to enacting new 

paradigms for transformation praxis, including how they are resourced. Changing paradigms and 

practices requires an entrepreneurial instinct. And whether it seems platitudinous or not, one way 

to elevate a team’s energy, attract committed people, and bring resources into an organization is 

by creating and sharing projects that people can become involved with and support.  

For these reasons, it is recommended that IWB conceive of, select, and develop projects 

to pursue. It is suggested that they do this subsequent to carrying out Recommendation 1, so that 

they can hold the organization’s focus in the forefront of their minds while brainstorming and 

evaluating possible projects to enact. It is also suggested that they focus on creating projects that 

energize them, demand deep and broad collaboration, and will require them to develop 

individually as well as collectively. It is recommended that they do this before carrying out 

Recommendation 3, because, to put it in the coarsest way possible, having projects to talk about 

will open many doors in their conversations with potential financial backers. 

It is worth noting that even the process of creating projects could be carried out in a way 

that involves radical collaboration and is designed to foster development. Approaches such as 

crowdsourcing and inquiry beyond the boundaries of the organization may merit consideration. 

Recommendation 3: Conduct an “opportunity identification” process to explore 

sources of capital for IWB’s projects and operations. 

An atypical organization conducting atypical work, such as IWB, may be in the position 

to develop atypical sources of funding that would be otherwise inaccessible to conventional 

nonprofits. However, a certain combination of financing expertise, broad familiarity with 

emerging edges in social change praxis, and divergent thinking could prove helpful in identifying 
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and opening new revenue channels that could hypothetically be ‘right before the eyes’ of IWB’s 

stakeholders but which they have not yet made use of. In some cases, individuals find it 

uncomfortable to challenge their own assumptions about how to resource the kinds of work that 

they are extremely competent in and have strong beliefs about (Argyris, 1991). Moreover, 

conversations that venture into the coarse details of how to finance an organization’s 

commitments can easily get glossed over or avoided, particularly if individuals find them boring, 

frustrating, or frightening. In this study, however, participants expressed excitement over the 

opportunity to “get real and serious” in discussing the resources available to IWB (FG2).  

For these reasons, it is recommended that stakeholders of IWB undertake an “opportunity 

identification” process to explore sources of capital for their projects and operations. Such a 

process might involve several stages alternating between divergent and convergent thinking. For 

example, it could begin with an “unfocus group” or brainstorming session with between ten and 

fifteen people selected to maximize creativity and lateral thinking. This group, for example, 

might include the CFO of a startup, a professional fundraiser, a philanthropist, a single parent, an 

investment banker or venture capitalist, the head of a religious nonprofit, an individual with 

experience in crowdfunding, and an individual from one of the world’s most impoverished 

places. The goal of this session would be to identify a broad range of potential, and nonobvious, 

opportunities for IWB to work with backers to enact new paradigms for funding integral 

transformation praxis. Such a session could be followed by a period of actual in-the-field 

conversations and presentations to potential funders that were identified, and of experimentation 

with crowdsourcing or other initiatives, for example. A second group dialogue could be 

conducted following a period of learning and data generation in the field, and so on, until IWB 

achieves a breakthrough in its ability to resource itself. 
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Recommendation 4: Establish structures that provide refuge, foster deep 

collaboration, and make development unavoidable. 

For team members to transform themselves, for IWB to mature as an organization, for 

more groups and individuals to have opportunities to collaborate in integral transformation 

praxis, and for the magic of group flow to happen more frequently, I propose the following 

potent action could alter IWB’s trajectory as an organization: deliberately implement structures 

to make those things unavoidable. By “structures” I am referring specifically to interaction 

rhythms, a process for determining and accomplishing goals, a measurement infrastructure, and 

fluid and flexible yet accountable and meaningful roles. These could be implemented one at a 

time, over a slower time period, or in combination depending on the wishes of core team 

members. Each of these opportunities are discussed briefly in the paragraphs that follow: 

Interaction rhythms. 

“Interaction resonance” within systems has been identified as a key enabler of 

innovation; the term implies people are ‘vibing’ with each other, their interactions “strike a 

chord” with each other, they can feel it in their bones (Goldstein, Hazy, & Lichtenstein, 2010, p. 

32-34). Resonance and rhythm are deeply connected; every resonance has a rhythm embodied by 

the distance in time between peaks and troughs of a (sound) wave. Rhythm builds momentum, 

enables a sense of evolution in time, and aligns people so that they are resonating together. 

Organizational epistemologist Nonaka (1994) noted the critical importance of “interaction 

rhythms” to learning and knowledge within organizations:  

The management of interaction rhythms among team members, i.e., that of divergence 

and convergence of various interaction rhythms, plays a critical role in accelerating the 

knowledge creation process. Within the team, rhythms of different speed are first 
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generated and amplified up to certain point of time and level, and then are given 

momentum for convergence towards a concept. (p. 24)  

As this quote suggests, it would be worthwhile for IWB to consider how to combine different 

rhythms (weekly, monthly, quarterly, annual, for example) to support the organization and its 

core team members in expanding and doing some of the most meaningful work of their lives. 

The point here is not to use up more of team members’ time without intentionality, but to create 

structures of interaction that become a key part of individual and organizational development and 

that people recognize as such. These structures can ultimately be ones that IWB’s core team 

members take refuge in. 

A process for determining and accomplishing goals. 

Given that this structure was partially discussed in Recommendation 2, I will not add 

much here, except to say that Measurement Infrastructures, discussed in the following 

subsection, constitute an important aspect of tracking the progress of goals and helping members 

to increase the likelihood that they are accomplished. 

Measurement infrastructure. 

Our measurement infrastructures give us reality (Stein 2015). It is one thing to build a 

team, as IWB has done, consisting of people who are ‘hip’ to Integral Methodological Pluralism 

and who understand that they disclose reality in different ways, depending on the states and 

structures of consciousness they embody in any given moment, as well as on the method of 

observation that they use. IWB can take that a step further by establishing a measurement 

infrastructure that is designed to enact (1) organizational and individual progress towards goals 

within (2) a developmental context that (3) is connected to IWB’s focus. With such an 

infrastructure in place—likely consisting of a set of deliberately designed measures, a technology 
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for making them visible, and a dialogic process for making sense of them—shared understanding 

and collective leadership can begin to flower.  

Fluid yet accountable roles. 

The establishment of fluid yet accountable roles within IWB is recommended for at least 

three reasons. First, it will provide enough clarity to raise the engagement level of members of 

the core team and empower them to take action on behalf of the organization. Second, 

sufficiently challenging roles will foster development in individual team members. And finally, it 

will help the organization to advance its focus and to grow. As fluid roles, they could change and 

adapt, and team members would not necessarily need to commit to them for more than a few 

months at a time. Also, they could involve very unique titles and descriptions reflecting an 

understanding of the whole AQAL framework. 

Organization Implications 

Throughout this study, the core team of IWB, including the sponsor of this research, have 

demonstrated strong interest and engagement with ideas as they were developed. Early findings 

and thoughts about recommendations were initially presented to the organization’s cofounders 

for feedback. Following that, findings, tentative conclusions and draft recommendations were 

presented to most of the organization’s board in a 90-minute meeting in which their further 

feedback and thoughts were solicited and incorporated into the final report. Debriefing calls were 

also held with the project’s sponsor as needed. Some recommendations (for example, pertaining 

to structuring interaction rhythms) have already begun to be implemented; others will be 

implemented or are being considered. 

It is notable that the recommendations could be considered relatively simple in the 

context of the research questions that informed this study. These recommendations, however, are 
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appropriate for the organization at this point in its trajectory and given the study’s findings. The 

study’s conclusions will serve as frames for orienting discussion amongst IWB’s core team as 

they carry out recommendations 1, 2, and 4. Recommendation 3 flows directly from conclusion 

4. The conclusions present a number of opportunities for reimagining sustainability leadership in 

this historical moment. The specific role IWB will play in doing that, and the way they will enact 

that role in the coming years, is best supported by the recommendations in this study. 

This study is in no way the final story on sustainability leadership. It does not address 

myriad details—technical and otherwise—but instead has tried to paint a picture in very broad 

strokes. The goal of this inquiry—constructed from areas as diverse as IM, applied social change 

work, coexistential philosophy, quantum mechanics, the SDGs, and of course, the input of 

IWB’s interesting and unconventional stakeholders—has been to offer some contours or frames 

in which new approaches to sustainability leadership could be imagined. It contributes to 

research by bringing together a range of ideas in interesting ways. There is no known answer to 

the ecological crisis, so it should be discussed in ways that can help to break our thinking out of 

its conventional patterns. This thesis has attempted to do that. 

This study’s exploration of how sustainability leadership can be enacted by IWB’s 

stakeholders has broader implications for individuals and organizations within the field of 

sustainable development. In particular, the discussion on how to resource integral transformation 

praxis—and other forms of praxis that go beyond conventional paradigms of value and 

sustainability—may be of interest to those organizations and individuals. The “four Rs” of 

Integral Transformation Praxis presented at the end of chapter four offer a useful important 

framework for any organization looking to clarify their efforts and have the potential to 

transform how sustainability leadership is conducted at various scales today and in the future. 
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Implications for Future Inquiry 

 The findings of this study present a number of openings for future inquiry that could lead 

to valuable knowledge in the context of social change practice. For example, Subtheme 5.3, 

“causal leadership” invites future inquiry about how individuals and groups with state training or 

state capacities practice sustainability leadership; what do they see, know, and do that 

differentiates their work, and its outcomes, from others?  

Subtheme 4.2, “owning the destroyer role” also provides a rich context for inquiry about 

integral transformation praxis. Given that integral praxis can be perceived as highly threatening 

to the status quo, what approaches can practitioners adopt to advance their projects within a 

background context of threat and destruction while supporting the emergence of enabling 

structures? What experiences do integral practitioners have of engaging roles and conversations 

around death and destruction that have been transformational and empowering? These 

considerations are particularly relevant in light of a thread that runs throughout this study, which 

is the need—or opportunity—to confront death, or the “end of the world” at the level of the 

species or of civilization. 

The question of changing society’s fundamental agreements and practices concerning 

what value is and how to measure it—explored from various angles in several of the findings in 

this study—is a robust area for future inquiry. As this study has shown, many academic thinkers 

and integral practitioners are interested in this topic and approaching it from a variety of angles. 

Surely, IM is well positioned to continue to make contributions to these projects. 

Finally, future studies could explore how IWB has responded to the recommendations in 

this research, and how their response is impacting the integral community and/or the broader 

field of sustainability leadership. 
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Thesis Summary 

 This inquiry has sought to understand how the stakeholders of IWB might reimagine 

sustainability leadership in a way that increases their collective capacity for wise and 

transforming action in the world. Chapter one introduced this inquiry and provided readers with 

a summary of the context in which it was conducted and of its relevance to IWB. This included 

an ultrashort summary of the major patterns in IM’s AQAL framework. 

 Chapter two asked what the literature could tell us concerning the theories embedded in 

contemporary approaches to sustainability leadership. The chapter started by examining 

“inadequate theories” and the way those theories ignore or perpetuate aporias within 

sustainability leadership. Alternative theories about what it means to coexist, and how the 

universe evolves were then discussed as inputs that could be helpful to the project of reimagining 

sustainability leadership. 

 In chapter three, this study’s methodology—integral action research—was explained and 

action research engagement model was introduced as the conceptual framework that this study 

employed to prepare participants for change. Specific methods of enacting data, participants, 

study conduct, and relevant ethical issues were also discussed in this chapter. 

 Chapter four presented five major findings that emerged from the data in detail, and then 

drew conclusions that incorporated those findings along with ideas from the literature review. 

The scope and limitations of the study were also briefly discussed. 

 In this fifth and final chapter, recommendations were offered to address IWB’s specific 

situation and their intentions for moving forward with this inquiry. The implications of the 

research project were discussed and some areas for future exploration were considered.  
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 In summary, this thesis considers the perils, paradoxes, and possibilities of planetary 

transformation in our perplexing and unprecedented historical moment. Looking through an 

integral lens, very preliminary steps toward enacting a new, more adequate form of sustainability 

leadership were considered. This thesis proposes four areas to include in an enactment of 

sustainability leadership (or perhaps more to the point, transformation praxis) for today’s 

moment: “reviving”—breathing consciousness back into sustainability leadership; 

“reidentifying”—championing a new myth of coexistence; “recoding”—changing how value is 

measured and understood; and “reconfiguring”—creating new structures to enable and resource 

integral transformation praxis. 
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Appendix A: Inquiry Team Member Letter of Agreement 

 

In partial fulfillment of the requirement for a Master of Arts in Leadership Degree at Royal 

Roads University, Justin Robinson (the Student) will be conducting an inquiry research study at 

Integral Without Borders (IWB) to help IWB’s stakeholders reimagine sustainability leadership 

in a way that increases their collective capacity for wise and transforming action in the world. 

The Student’s credentials with Royal Roads University can be established by calling Dr. 

Catherine Etmanski, Director, School of Leadership 

 

Inquiry Team Member Role Description 

As a volunteer Inquiry Team Member assisting the Student with this project, your role may 

include one or more of the following: providing advice on the relevance and wording of 

questions and letters of invitation, supporting the logistics of the data-gathering methods, 

including observing, assisting, or facilitating a meeting, taking notes, transcribing, translating, or 

reviewing analysis of data, to assist the Student and IWB’s organizational change process. In the 

course of this activity, you may be privy to confidential inquiry data. 

 

Confidentiality of Inquiry Data 

In compliance with the Royal Roads University Research Ethics Policy, under which this inquiry 

project is being conducted, all personal identifiers and any other confidential information 

generated or accessed by the inquiry team advisor will only be used in the performance of the 

functions of this project, and must not be disclosed to anyone other than persons authorized to 

receive it, both during the inquiry period and beyond it. Recorded information in all formats is 

covered by this agreement. Personal identifiers include participant names, contact information, 

personally identifying turns of phrase or comments, and any other personally identifying 

information. 

 

Personal information will be collected, recorded, corrected, accessed, altered, used, disclosed, 

retained, secured and destroyed as directed by the Student, under direction of the Royal Roads 

Academic Supervisor. 

 

Inquiry Team Members who are uncertain whether any information they may wish to share about 

the project they are working on is personal or confidential will verify this with Justin Robinson, 

the Student. 

 

Statement of Informed Consent: 

I have read and understand this agreement. 

 

________________________ _________________________ _____________ 

 

Name (Please Print)   Signature    Date 
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Appendix B: Interview Script 

 

Recording now. 

 

Thank you very much for your willingness to participate! 

 

The intention for this research project is to  

● expand the possibility space for sustainability leadership in the world, and 

● produce relevant and catalytic knowledge that IWB can use to deepen its sustainability 

leadership 

 

Confirm we are recording this interview. 

 

It’s my duty to let you know: 

● You are free to withdraw your participation at any time during the interview, simply by 

informing me you wish to do so. 

● Complete confidentiality cannot be guaranteed, however if any quotes in the final report 

can be specifically attributed to you, I will seek your permission before including them. 

 

Okay great - so the main question we are here to explore is: How the stakeholders of IWB might 

reimagine sustainability leadership for wise and transforming action in the world.  

 

I’m prepared to ask you about your personal commitment to that, how you see it...and to really 

invite you to explore what sustainability leadership is, and what it could be, at this particular 

moment in history. 

 

But before we launch into it, if you could share your thoughts, that will help make sure we cover 

what’s most important in this conversation. 

 

—— 

 

Tell me about yourself. Your background, who are you really, and why do you do this work? 

 

Tell me about your current practice of sustainability leadership. What is it like for you? 

● Are there parts that are: enlivening, frustrating? 

● Are there parts that baffle you or make you curious? 

● Where do you see “gaps” that if they were filled would really make a difference. 

● What are your hopes and fears? 

● What are you excited about, what gives you confidence? 

          

How would sustainability leadership need to show up to bring the future that IWB is committed 

to into being? 

 

Say a little bit about that future? 
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● What tools, practices, or methods—if they could be invented—would expand what is 

possible in the domain of sustainability leadership?       

        

● What images, stories, or artefacts might be used as metaphors to illuminate (current and 

emerging) aspects of sustainability leadership? 

 

● Imagine sustainability leadership as a game that humans are playing to bring about a 

desired future. Tell me about that game. 

  

● What is IWB’s role in enacting all of this?  

 

● Anything else you’d like to say? 
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Appendix C: Interview Letter of Invitation 

 

Dear [Prospective Participant], 

 

I would like to invite you to be part of a research project that I am conducting to explore 

how the stakeholders of Integral Without Borders (IWB) might reimagine sustainability 

leadership in a way that increases their collective capacity for wise and transforming action in 

the world. This project is part of the requirement for my Master’s Degree in Leadership, at Royal 

Roads University. 

You are being invited to participate because, as a field volunteer or member of IWB’s 

board, you have a stake in how the organization enacts an integral vision of what sustainability 

leadership is, and what it could be in this historical moment. 

This phase of the research project will consist of (A) a one-on-one interview, 

approximately one hour in length, to be scheduled between now and May 31st, 2017, at a date 

and time that works best with your schedule. 

The attached document contains further information about the study conduct and will 

enable you to make a fully informed decision on whether or not you wish to participate. Please 

review this information before responding. 

You are not required to participate in this research project. If you do choose to 

participate, you are free to withdraw from the one-on-one interview at any time without 

prejudice, by simply informing me of your wish to do so. 

Feel free to contact me at any time should you have additional questions regarding the 

project and its outcomes. 

If you would like to participate, please contact me at: 

 

Name: Justin Robinson 

Email:  

Telephone:  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Justin Robinson 
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Appendix D: Interview Information Letter 

 

Dear Integral Without Borders member, 

 

My name is Justin Robinson, and this research project is part of the requirement for a Master’s 

Degree in Leadership at Royal Roads University. My credentials with Royal Roads University 

can be established by contacting Dr. Catherine Etmanski, Director, School of Leadership Studies 

 

 

Purpose of the study  

The purpose of my research project is to help the stakeholders of Integral Without Borders 

(IWB) reimagine sustainability leadership in a way that increases their collective capacity for 

wise and transforming action in the world.  

 

Your participation and how information will be collected 

The phase of the research will consist of one-on-one interviews. These interviews may take place 

online or in person and are anticipated to last for approximately 60 minutes. With the permission 

of the interviewees, the interviews will be video recorded and transcribed for the purposes of 

data analysis. The interview questions will seek to understand how participants enact 

sustainability leadership, how they imagine its future, and what kind of sustainability leadership 

they sense might be possible at this time in history. 

 

Benefits and risks to participation 

As a participant in the research you will have an opportunity to share your perspectives, 

potentially adding to society’s knowledge about how sustainability leadership is, and could be, 

enacted. There are additional benefits to IWB and its stakeholders which may include increased 

capacity for wise and transforming action in the world, innovation, the emergence and/or 

development of collaborative partnerships, and a deeper sense of connection and flow in the 

intersubjective space that IWB and its stakeholders collectively comprise. All of IWB’s 

stakeholders stand to participate from the research, whether you choose to participate or not. 

 

All members of IWB’s board (including its Executive Director) and key field volunteers will be 

invited to participate. Given the fact that participants and their work are known to each other, 

complete confidentiality cannot be guaranteed. If comments used to inform subsequent phases of 

the research or the final report may be specifically attributed to you, you will be contacted for 

permission. 

 

Inquiry Team 

I will be the sole interviewer. I will record all responses using the video recording feature on the 

online software (Zoom) that will be used to conduct the interview. I will hire a transcriptionist to 

transcribe these responses, and then code them to create an anonymous data set that I will then 

analyze. The transcriptionist will be required to sign a letter of agreement prior to any 

involvement in the study which protects your confidentiality. 
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Confidentiality, security of data, and retention period 

I will work to protect your privacy throughout this study. All information I collect will be 

maintained in confidence with hard copies (e.g., consent forms) stored in a locked filing cabinet 

in my home office. Electronic data (such as transcripts, audio files, or video files) will be stored 

on a password protected folder in the cloud. Be advised that, in the event that data is stored on 

servers located in the United States, its governments, courts, or law enforcement and regulatory 

agencies may be able to obtain disclosure of the data through the laws of the United States.  

 

Information will be video recorded and, where appropriate, summarized, in anonymous format, 

in the body of the final report. If comments you make may be specifically attributed to you, you 

will be contacted for permission.  All documentation will be kept strictly confidential. Raw data 

will be maintained for a period of one year, after which time it will be destroyed.  

 

Sharing results 

In addition to submitting my final report to Royal Roads University in partial fulfillment for a 

Master’s Degree in Leadership, I will also be sharing my research findings with members of 

Integral Without Borders. A copy of the final report will be published. An e-copy will be 

available online through UMI/Proquest and the Theses Canada portal and will be publicly 

accessible. Access and distribution will be unrestricted. The final report, results and/or 

recommendations may be presented at an academic conference, or published in a journal, article, 

or book, or other opportunities as they arise. 

 

Procedure for withdrawing from the study  

You are not required to participate in this research project. If you do choose to participate, you 

are free to withdraw at any time without prejudice, by informing me of your wish to do so. If you 

choose to withdraw from the study after participating in an interview, be informed that it may 

become challenging to remove data from the study once it has progressed beyond a certain point. 

Prior to beginning data analysis, I will send you a transcript, with identifiers removed. I ask that 

you respond within 10 days, after which time it may be difficult and for you to withdraw 

comments you made in the interview from the study. 

 

By signing the consent form you indicate that you have read and understand the information 

above and give your free and informed consent to participate in this project. 

 

Please keep a copy of this information letter for your records. 
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Appendix E: Interview Consent Form 

 

By signing this form, you agree that you are over the age of 19 and have read the information 

letter for this study. Your signature states that you are giving your voluntary and informed 

consent to participate in this project.  

 

☐ I DO consent to the audio and video recording of the interview 

☐ I DO NOT consent to the recording of the interview 

 

 

Name: (Please Print): __________________________________________________ 

 

 

Signed: _____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Date: ______________________________________________ 
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Appendix F: Interview Framing Document 

 

Dear [Participant], 

 

Thank you very much for your willingness to participate in the research project that I am 

conducting with and for Integral Without Borders. I am totally excited about the opportunity to 

explore sustainability leadership—what it is and what it could be in this historical moment—with 

you in our upcoming interview.  

 

My intention is that this project makes a real difference in the world, that it expands the 

possibility space for sustainability leadership, and produces strategically relevant knowledge that 

enhances IWB’s impact. I don’t know exactly how this is going to be achieved or what it looks 

like, but I know it can and will happen. I request that you come to the interview holding that 

same intention. 

 

The main inquiry question for this project (and the question we will explore in the 

interview) is: “How might the stakeholders of IWB reimagine sustainability leadership in a way 

that increases their collective capacity for wise and transforming action in the world?”. Please 

give some consideration to this question prior to the interview. 

 

 I will begin by asking you about your background and what motivates you to work with 

IWB. I would also like to know how you currently practice sustainability leadership, why it’s 

important to you, and what it is like for you (i.e. are there parts that are exciting, enlivening, 

frustrating, baffling, etc.). I’ll ask you for some thoughts about what’s working, what’s not 

working, and what could be improved. From there, depending on how the conversation wants to 

unfold, I may ask questions like: 

 

● What tools, practices, or methods—if they could be invented—would expand what is 

possible in the domain of sustainability leadership? 

● What images, stories, or artefacts might be used as metaphors to illuminate (current and 

emerging) aspects of sustainability leadership? 

● Imagine sustainability leadership as a game that humans are playing to bring about a 

desired future. Tell me about that game. 

● What is IWB’s role in enacting all of this? 

 

Although I’ve given some thought to the types of questions we could cover, this interview is 

semi-structured. Our conversation can freely flow in any direction that is needed to help realize 

the intention behind the project. Once again, I am most appreciative of your participation, and 

most excited to speak with you. In the meantime, should you have any questions, please don’t 

hesitate to reach out. 

 

With deep gratitude, 

Justin 
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Appendix G: First Focus Group Letter of Invitation 

 

Dear [Prospective Participant], 

 

I would like to invite you to be part of a research project that I am conducting to explore 

how the stakeholders of Integral Without Borders (IWB) might reimagine sustainability 

leadership in a way that increases their collective capacity for wise and transforming action in 

the world. This project is part of the requirement for my Master’s Degree in Leadership, at Royal 

Roads University. 

You are being invited to participate because, as a field volunteer or member of IWB’s 

board, you have a stake in how the organization enacts an integral vision of what sustainability 

leadership is, and what it could be in this historical moment. 

This phase of the research project will consist of an integral focus group, that all board 

members and key field volunteers will be invited to, which will last approximately two hours and 

take place online (i.e. in a digital meeting space), on [insert date and time]. 

The attached document contains further information about the study conduct and will 

enable you to make a fully informed decision on whether or not you wish to participate. Please 

review this information before responding. 

You are not required to participate in this research project. If you do choose to 

participate, you are free to withdraw from at any time, without prejudice, by simply informing 

me of your wish to do so. Be advised that if you choose to withdraw after the integral focus 

group has started, anything you’ve said as part of the integral focus group cannot be removed 

from the data. Also, we cannot guarantee confidentiality; however, we will work with group to 

discuss principles of confidentiality prior to the integral focus group beginning. 

Feel free to contact me at any time should you have additional questions regarding the 

project and its outcomes. 

If you would like to participate, please contact me at: 

 

Name: Justin Robinson 

Email:  

Telephone:  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Justin Robinson 
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Appendix H: First Focus Group Information letter 

My name is Justin Robinson, and this research project is part of the requirement for a Master’s 

Degree in Leadership at Royal Roads University. My credentials with Royal Roads University 

can be established by contacting Dr. Catherine Etmanski, Director, School of Leadership 

Studies:  

  

Purpose of the study 

The purpose of my research project is to help the stakeholders of Integral Without Borders 

(IWB) reimagine sustainability leadership in a way that increases their collective capacity for 

wise and transforming action in the world. 

  

Your participation and how information will be collected 

The phase of the research will consist of an integral focus group with up to 10 participants. This 

integral focus group will take place in Vancouver on July 7th, 2017 and is anticipated to last for 

approximately 60-90 minutes. The integral focus group will be recorded and transcribed for the 

purposes of data analysis. Taking inspiration from Terry Patten’s (2013) notion of “integral 

trans-rhetorical praxis”, the conversation will be structured to enact the highest possibilities of 

sustainability leadership—what it is, and what it could be, in today’s moment. 

  

Benefits and risks to participation 

As a participant in the research you will have an opportunity to share your perspectives, 

potentially adding to society’s knowledge about how sustainability leadership is, and could be, 

enacted. There are additional benefits to IWB and its stakeholders which may include increased 

capacity for wise and transforming action in the world, innovation, the emergence and/or 

development of collaborative partnerships, and a deeper sense of connection and flow in the 

intersubjective space that IWB and its stakeholders collectively comprise. All of IWB’s 

stakeholders stand to benefit from the research, whether you choose to participate or not. 

  

Your anonymity in the integral focus group cannot be guaranteed. Participants will be known to 

each other because of the nature of these group methods. For this reason confidentiality cannot 

be guaranteed. All participants are asked to keep confidential the names of other participants and 

the information shared during the groups. 

  

Inquiry team 

I will facilitate the integral focus group. I will record the session using a recording device. I will 

hire a transcriptionist to transcribe the session, and then code comments to create an anonymous 

data set that I will then analyze. The transcriptionist will be required to sign a letter of agreement 

prior to any involvement in the study which protects your confidentiality. 

  

Confidentiality, security of data, and retention period 

I will work to protect your privacy throughout this study. All information I collect will be 

maintained in confidence with hard copies (e.g., consent forms) stored in a locked filing cabinet 

in my home office. Electronic data (such as transcripts, audio files, or video files) will be stored 
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on a password protected folder in the cloud. Be advised that, in the event that data is stored on 

servers located in the United States, its governments, courts, or law enforcement and regulatory 

agencies may be able to obtain disclosure of the data through the laws of the United States. 

  

Information will be video recorded and, where appropriate, summarized, in anonymous format, 

in the body of the final report. If comments you make may be specifically attributed to you, you 

will be contacted for permission.  All documentation will be kept strictly confidential. Raw data 

will be maintained for a period of one year, after which time it will be destroyed. 

  

Sharing results 

In addition to submitting my final report to Royal Roads University in partial fulfillment for a 

Master’s Degree in Leadership, I will also be sharing my research findings with members of 

Integral Without Borders. A copy of the final report will be published. An e-copy will be 

available online through UMI/Proquest and the Theses Canada portal and will be publicly 

accessible. Access and distribution will be unrestricted. The final report, results and/or 

recommendations may be presented at an academic conference, or published in a journal, article, 

or book, or other opportunities as they arise. 

  

Procedure for withdrawing from the study 

You are not required to participate in this research project. If you do choose to participate, you 

are free to withdraw at any time without prejudice, by informing me of your wish to do so. Be 

advised that if you choose to withdraw after the focus group has started, it will be challenging, 

and potentially unfeasible to withdraw anything you’ve said while participating in the focus 

group, unless your contributions are explicitly identifiable. 

  

By signing the consent form you indicate that you have read and understand the information 

above and give your free and informed consent to participate in this project. 

  

Please keep a copy of this information letter for your records. 
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Appendix I: First Focus Group Consent Form 

 

 

By signing this form, you agree that you are over the age of 19 and have read the information 

letter for this study. Your signature states that you are giving your voluntary and informed 

consent to participate in this project. 

  

☐ I DO consent to the recording of the integral focus group 

☐ I DO NOT consent to the recording of the integral focus group 

  

  

Name: (Please Print): __________________________________________________ 

  

  

Signed: _____________________________________________________________ 

  

  

Date: ______________________________________________ 
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Appendix J: Open Space Design Lab Process  

Logistics: 

 

● Participants informed it’s optional, part of a master’s research project. 

● Asked to arrive at 15 minutes early if possible to review and fill out consent forms. 

● Healthy breakfast or snack is provided. 

● Approach is embodied, enactive design thinking within an open space framework. 

 

Purpose: 

 

● Inquiry question: How might we reimagine sustainability leadership for today’s moment? 

● The goal is to increase the group’s collective capacity for wise and transforming action in 

the world. 

 

Schedule / Timeline: 

 

A. INTRODUCTION (30-45 mins) 

● Invoke research goals and inquiry question. 

● Exercises to produce flow state and encourage embodied, enactive design. 

● Explain the process. 

● Open the space (ritual). 

● Sessions are convened. (Participants invited to speak from the heart as they do 

so). 

● Participants can choose from 3 different colour stickies to note their session on 

the schedule: one for “head” (ideation, brainstorming), one for “heart” (empathy, 

authenticity), one for “hara” (prototyping, implementation). 

 

B. FIRST OPEN SPACE SESSION 1 (20 - 30 minutes, Up to 4 simultaneous sessions) 

C. SECOND OPEN SPACE SESSION 2 (20 - 30 minutes, Up to 4 simultaneous sessions) 

D. THIRD OPEN SPACE SESSION 3 (20 - 30 minutes, Up to 4 simultaneous sessions) 

 

E. HARVEST SESSION / SEED PLANTING SESSION 

● Where are we now? 

● What is the future that is emerging? 

● What actions can we take now? 

● What actions do we commit to take in the future?  
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Appendix K: Open Space Design Lab Letter of Invitation 

Querido(a) [participante Prospecto]  

 

Quisiera invitarle a formar parte de un proyecto de investigación que estoy llevando a cabo para 

explorar cómo las partes interesadas de Integral Sin Fronteras (IWB por sus siglas en inglés) 

podrían reimaginar el liderazgo en sostenibilidad de una manera que aumente su capacidad 

colectiva para una acción sabia y transformadora en el mundo. Este proyecto es parte de los 

requisitos para mi Maestría en Liderazgo, en la Royal Roads University. 

 

Usted está siendo invitado a participar porque, como asistente de [Insertar nombre del evento de 

varios días] está bien posicionado para comentar cómo IWB y sus partes interesadas promulgan 

el liderazgo en sostenibilidad: lo que es y lo que podría ser en este momento histórico 

 

Esta fase del proyecto de investigación consistirá en un "laboratorio de diseño de espacio 

abierto", que tendrá lugar el 17 de julio en la convención de IWB que se llevará a cabo en el 

centro de retiros Posada Belén en Antigua, Guatemala y se prevé que dure aproximadamente tres 

horas. 

 

El documento adjunto contiene más información sobre la conducta del estudio y le permitirá 

tomar una decisión totalmente informada sobre si desea participar o no. Por favor revise esta 

información antes de responder.  

 

Usted no está obligado a participar en este proyecto de investigación. Si elige participar, es libre 

de retirarse en cualquier momento, sin perjuicio alguno, simplemente informándome de su deseo 

de hacerlo. Tenga en cuenta que si decide retirarse después de que el grupo focal integral ha 

iniciado, cualquier cosa que haya dicho como parte del grupo focal no puede eliminarse de los 

datos.  

 

No dude en ponerse en contacto conmigo en cualquier momento si tiene preguntas adicionales 

sobre el proyecto y sus resultados. 

 

Si desea participar, por favor contácteme usando la información a continuación, o simplemente 

únase a la sesión, que tendrá lugar el 17 de julio en la convención de IWB en el centro de retiros 

la Posada Belén en Antigua, Guatemala.  

 

Nombre: Justin Robinson 

Email:  

Teléfono:  

 

Atentamente, 

 

 

Justin Robinson 
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Appendix L: Open Space Design Lab Information Letter 

 

Mi nombre es Justin Robinson, y este proyecto de investigación es parte de los requisitos para 

una Maestría en Liderazgo en la Royal Roads University. Mis credenciales con Royal Roads 

University se pueden establecer contactando a la Dra. Catherine Etmanski, Directora, de La 

Escuela de Estudios de Liderazgo:  

 

Propósito del estudio y organización patrocinadora 

El propósito de mi proyecto de investigación es ayudar a las partes interesadas de Integral Sin 

Fronteras (IWB por sus siglas en inglés) a reimaginar el liderazgo en sostenibilidad de manera 

que incremente su capacidad colectiva para una acción sabia y transformadora en el mundo. 

 

Su participación y cómo se recopilará la información. 

La fase de la investigación consistirá en un “laboratorio de diseño de espacio abierto” que tendrá 

alrededor de 20 a 40 participantes. Este laboratorio de diseño de espacio abierto se llevará a cabo 

el 17 de Julio, en la convención que se realizará en el centro de retiros Posada Belén en Antigua, 

Guatemala y se prevé que dure aproximadamente 3 horas. 

 

Los rotafolios utilizados por los participantes se recopilarán como datos. Además, la sesión final 

(la "sesión de cosecha") del laboratorio de diseño de espacio abierto se grabará y se transcribirá 

con el fin de hacer el análisis de datos. Si decide participar en el laboratorio de diseño de espacio 

abierto, puede unirse a una o más discusiones y/o participar en cualquiera de las discusiones que 

se han convocado y/o participar en la sesión final del laboratorio de diseño de espacio abierto. 

 

Nota: Su participación en el laboratorio de diseño de espacio abierto es opcional. Su decisión de 

participar o no en el laboratorio de diseño de espacio abierto no afectará su participación general 

en la convención de IWB. 

 

Beneficios y riesgos de la participación 

Como participante en la investigación tendrá la oportunidad de compartir sus perspectivas, 

aportando potencialmente al conocimiento de la sociedad acerca de cómo el liderazgo en 

sostenibilidad es, y podría ser, promulgado. Hay beneficios adicionales para IWB y sus grupos 

de interés que pueden incluir una mayor capacidad para una acción sabia y transformadora en el 

mundo, la innovación, la aparición y/o desarrollo de asociaciones de colaboración y un sentido 

más profundo de conexión y fluidez en el espacio intersubjetivo que IWB y sus partes 

interesadas comprenden colectivamente. Todas las partes interesadas de IWB participarán de la 

investigación, ya sea que usted elija participar o no. 

 

Su anonimato en el laboratorio de diseño de espacio abierto no puede garantizarse. Los 

participantes se conocerán entre sí debido a la naturaleza de estos métodos grupales. Por esta 

razón no se puede garantizar la confidencialidad. Se solicita a todos los participantes que 

mantengan confidenciales los nombres de otros participantes y la información compartida 

durante los grupos 

 

Equipo de investigación 
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Las sesiones serán co-facilitadas por Claudia Ramírez, Cuca Revilla y yo. Recopilaré las notas 

producidas por los participantes en rotafolios, y grabaré el audio de la sesión final (sesión de 

cosecha). Contrataré a un transcriptor para transcribir la sesión grabada, y luego a un traductor 

que traduzca todas las notas y comentarios transcritos, al inglés. Después codificaré los 

comentarios para crear un conjunto de datos anónimos que luego analizaré. También voy a 

contratar a un traductor para traducir las citas del conjunto de datos que se incluyen en la tesis 

final, esto para asegurarme de que se hayan traducido de manera fiable. 

 

Será un requisito indispensable para el equipo de investigación, incluidos los co-facilitadores, los 

transcriptores y traductores, el firmar un acuerdo de confidencialidad antes de involucrarse 

formalmente en la investigación. Esto es con el fin de proteger su confidencialidad. 

 

Conflicto de intereses real o percibido. 

Cualquier miembro de la junta directiva de IWB (incluyendo a la patrocinadora de este proyecto, 

la Sra. Gail Hochachka) o voluntarios de campo que asistan a esta convención serán invitados a 

participar en el laboratorio de diseño de espacio abierto. 

 

Cualquier miembro de la junta directiva de IWB (incluida la Sra. Hochachka) o voluntarios de 

campo que elijan participar en el laboratorio de diseño de espacio abierto tendrán conocimiento 

de quien asistió, y de lo que se discutió tanto en la “sesión de cosecha”, como en cualquiera de 

las sesiones en las cuales participaron. 

 

Revelo esta información para que pueda tomar una decisión completamente informada sobre si 

participar o no en el laboratorio de diseño de espacios abiertos. 

 

Confidencialidad, seguridad de los datos y periodo de retención.  

Trabajaré para proteger su privacidad durante este estudio. Toda la información que recoja se 

mantendrá en confidencialidad con copias impresas (por ejemplo, formularios de 

consentimiento) almacenadas en un archivador cerrado en mi oficina. Los datos electrónicos 

(como transcripciones, archivos de audio o fotografías) se almacenarán en una carpeta protegida 

con contraseña en la nube. Tenga en cuenta que, en caso de que los datos se almacenen en 

servidores ubicados en los Estados Unidos, su gobierno, tribunales o agencias reguladoras o de 

aplicación de la ley pueden acceder a los datos a través de las leyes de los Estados Unidos. 

 

La información será grabada en audio y/o video y, cuando sea el caso, resumida en un formato 

anónimo, en el cuerpo del reporte final. Si los comentarios que hace pueden ser específicamente 

atribuidos a usted, se le contactará para obtener su permiso. Toda la documentación se mantendrá 

estrictamente confidencial. La información en bruto se mantendrá por el periodo de un año, 

tiempo después del cual, será destruida.  

 

Compartir resultados  

Además de presentar mi informe final a Royal Roads University en cumplimiento parcial para la 

Maestría en Liderazgo, también compartiré mis hallazgos de investigación con miembros de 

Integral Sin Fronteras (Integral Without Borders). Se publicará una copia del informe final. Una 

copia electrónica estará disponible en línea a través de UMI / Proquest y el portal de Tesis de 

Canadá y será accesible al público. El acceso y la distribución no tendrán restricciones. El 
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informe final, los resultados y/o las recomendaciones pueden ser presentados en una conferencia 

académica, o publicados en una revista, artículo, o libro, u otras oportunidades a medida que 

surjan. 

 

Proceso para retirarse de este estudio.  

Usted no está obligado a participar en este proyecto de investigación. Si elige participar, es libre 

de retirarse en cualquier momento, sin perjuicio alguno, simplemente informándome de su deseo 

de hacerlo. Tenga en cuenta que si decide retirarse después de que el laboratorio de diseño ha 

empezado, será difícil y potencialmente inviable eliminar de los datos las notas que hayan sido 

grabadas como resultado de su participación, así como cualquier aporte y/o cosa que haya hecho 

o dicho en la sesión de recolección.  

 

Usted no está obligado a participar en este proyecto de investigación. Al firmar el formulario de 

consentimiento usted indica que ha leído y entiende la información anterior y da su 

consentimiento libre e informado para participar en este proyecto.  

 

Por favor, guarde una copia de esta carta de información para sus registros. 
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Appendix M: Consent Form (Open Space Design Lab) 

 

Al firmar este formulario, usted está declarando que tiene más de 19 años de edad y que ha leído 

la carta informativa para este estudio. Su firma indica que está dando su consentimiento 

voluntario e informado para participar en este proyecto. 

 

☐ DOY mi consentimiento para la grabación de audio de la “sesión cosecha” 

☐ NO DOY  mi consentimiento para la grabación de audio de la “sesión cosecha” 

☐ DOY mi consentimiento para las fotografías de artículos o artefactos en cuya creación  

            participe en el laboratorio de diseño de espacio abierto. 

☐ NO DOY mi consentimiento para fotografías de artículos o artefactos en cuya creación  

            participe en el laboratorio de diseño espacio de abierto. 

 

 

 

 

Nombre (En letra legible por 

favor):________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Firma: _____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Fecha: ______________________________________________ 
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Appendix N: Second Focus Group Letter of Invitation 

 

Dear [Prospective Participant]: 

 

I would like to invite you to be part of a research project that I am conducting to explore how the 

stakeholders of Integral Without Borders (IWB) might reimagine sustainability leadership in a 

way that increases their collective capacity for wise and transforming action in the world. This 

project is part of the requirement for my Master’s Degree in Leadership, at Royal Roads 

University. 

 

You are being invited to participate because, as a field volunteer or member of IWB’s board or 

its Executive Director, you have a stake in how the organization enacts an integral vision of what 

sustainability leadership is, and what it could be in this historical moment. 

 

This phase of the research project will consist of an integral focus group that all board members 

(including the Executive Director) and key field volunteers will be invited to, which will last 

approximately two hours and take place online on Zoom at this URL: XXXXXX on October 

4th at 9AM PDT / 12PM EDT / 5PM BST. 

 

The attached Information Letter contains further information about the study conduct and will 

enable you to make a fully informed decision on whether or not you wish to participate. Please 

review this information before responding. 

 

You are not required to participate in this research project. If you do choose to participate, you 

are free to withdraw from it at any time, without prejudice, by simply informing me of your wish 

to do so. Be advised that if you choose to withdraw after the integral focus group has started, it 

will be challenging, and potentially unfeasible to withdraw anything you’ve said while 

participating in the focus group, unless your contributions are explicitly identifiable. 

 

Feel free to contact me at any time should you have additional questions regarding the project 

and its outcomes. 

 

If you would like to participate, please sign and return the attached consent form, or contact me 

at: 

 

Name: Justin Robinson 

Email:  

Telephone:  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Justin Robinson 
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Appendix O: Second Focus Group Information Letter 

    

My name is Justin Robinson, and this research project is part of the requirement for a Master’s 

Degree in Leadership at Royal Roads University. My credentials with Royal Roads University 

can be established by contacting Dr. Catherine Etmanski, Director, School of Leadership Studies. 

      

Purpose of the study 

The purpose of my research project is to help the stakeholders of Integral Without Borders 

(IWB) reimagine sustainability leadership in a way that increases their collective capacity for 

wise and transforming action in the world. 

      

Your participation and how information will be collected 

The phase of the research will consist of an integral focus group with up to 8 participants. This 

integral focus group will take place in an online environment (e.g., Zoom) and is anticipated to 

last for approximately 90 minutes. The integral focus group will be recorded and transcribed for 

the purposes of data analysis. The conversation will be structured to identify the next version of 

IWB that wants to emerge and the adjacent possibilities for being and action that are currently 

available to the organization on the path to becoming or enacting that version of itself. 

      

Benefits and risks to participation 

As a participant in the research you will have an opportunity to share your perspectives, 

potentially adding to society’s knowledge about how sustainability leadership is, and could be, 

enacted. There are additional benefits to IWB and its stakeholders which may include increased 

capacity for wise and transforming action in the world, innovation, the emergence and/or 

development of collaborative partnerships, and a deeper sense of connection and flow in the 

intersubjective space that IWB and its stakeholders collectively comprise. All of IWB’s 

stakeholders stand to participate from the research, whether you choose to participate or not. 

      

Your anonymity in the integral focus group cannot be guaranteed. Participants will be known to 

each other because of the nature of these group methods. For this reason confidentiality cannot 

be guaranteed. All participants are asked to keep confidential the names of other participants and 

the information shared during the groups. 

      

Inquiry team 

I will facilitate the integral focus group. I will record the session using the video recording 

feature on the online software (Zoom) that will be used to conduct the integral focus group. I will 

hire a transcriptionist to transcribe the session, and then code comments to create an anonymous 

data set that I will then analyze. The transcriptionist will be required to sign a letter of agreement 

prior to any involvement in the study which protects your confidentiality. 

      

Real or perceived conflict of interest   

All members of IWB’s board (including IWB’s Executive Director, Mr. Paul van Schaik, and 

this project’s Sponsor, Ms. Gail Hochachka) as well as field volunteers will be invited to 

participate in the integral focus group. Each of these individuals will also be invited to participate 

in a one-on-one interview with me. There is no requirement to participate in any of the research 
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methods; an individual may participate in an interview but not in the integral focus group, or vice 

versa, or in both methods, or in neither. 

      

Any of the board members (including Mr. van Schaik or Ms. Hochachka) who choose to 

participate in the integral focus group will have knowledge of who attended the integral focus 

group, and of what was discussed. 

      

I disclose this information to you so that you can make a fully informed decision on whether or 

not to participate in the integral focus group. 

      

Confidentiality, security of data, and retention period 

I will work to protect your privacy throughout this study. All information I collect will be 

maintained in confidence with hard copies (e.g., consent forms) stored in a locked filing cabinet 

in my home office. Electronic data (such as transcripts, audio files, or video files) will be stored 

on a password protected folder in the cloud. Be advised that, in the event that data is stored on 

servers located in the United States, its governments, courts, or law enforcement and regulatory 

agencies may be able to obtain disclosure of the data through the laws of the United States. 

      

Information will be video recorded and, where appropriate, summarized, in anonymous format, 

in the body of the final report. If comments you make may be specifically attributed to you, you 

will be contacted for permission. All documentation will be kept strictly confidential. Raw data 

will be maintained for a period of one year, after which time it will be destroyed. 

      

Sharing results 

In addition to submitting my final report to Royal Roads University in partial fulfillment for a 

Master’s Degree in Leadership, I will also be sharing my research findings with members of 

Integral Without Borders. A copy of the final report will be published. An e-copy will be 

available online through UMI/Proquest and the Theses Canada portal and will be publicly 

accessible. Access and distribution will be unrestricted. The final report, results and/or 

recommendations may be presented at an academic conference, or published in a journal, article, 

or book, or other opportunities as they arise. 

      

Procedure for withdrawing from the study 

You are not required to participate in this research project. If you do choose to participate, you 

are free to withdraw at any time without prejudice, by informing me of your wish to do so. Be 

advised that if you choose to withdraw after the focus group has started, it will be challenging, 

and potentially unfeasible to withdraw anything you’ve said while participating in the focus 

group, unless your contributions are explicitly identifiable. 

      

By signing the consent form you indicate that you have read and understand the information 

above and give your free and informed consent to participate in this project. 

      

Please keep a copy of this information letter for your records. 
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Appendix P: Second Focus Group Consent Form 

 

By signing this form, you agree that you are over the age of 19 and have read the information 

letter for this study. Your signature states that you are giving your voluntary and informed 

consent to participate in this project. 

  

☐ I DO consent to the video recording of the integral focus group 

☐ I DO NOT consent to the recording of the integral focus group 

  

  

Name: (Please Print): __________________________________________________ 

  

  

Signed: _____________________________________________________________ 

  

  

Date: ______________________________________________ 
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Appendix Q: Second Focus Group Preconsideration Materials 

 

INTEGRAL FOCUS GROUP 

PURPOSE OF THE SESSION 

 

To identify (name, “make contact with,” discover) the next version of IWB that wants to emerge (i.e., 

the highest possible version of IWB that lives in the future), and the adjacent possibilities for being 

and action that are currently available to the organization on the path to becoming (or enacting) that 

version of itself. 

 

IN ADVANCE OF THE SESSION, PLEASE CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING 

 

(A) What will IWB look like (and what will its impact be) 10 years into the future if no changes are 

made now? (Note: Take a neutral stance here. Just look into the future and observe what is there.) 

 

(B) What kind of organization is “called for” in response to current planetary realities? In other 

words, what is the nature of the current situation our species finds itself in, but more importantly, 

what kind of organization might foster an adequate (wise, transforming, authentic, virtuous...) 

response to that situation?  

 

(C) Given your reflections on questions (A) and (B), What is the highest possibility for what IWB 

could be? That is to say, given all that IWB currently is, what future embodiment is the deepest and 

most dynamic expression of its commitments? What do you see (hear, feel, sense) when you inquire 

deeply and creatively into the future possibilities that are enabled/constrained by IWB’s current 

AQAL constellation? 

 

Swing the gates wide open! Imagine the deepest embodiment of IWB you can; one which balances 

reality and possibility. (I.e., It should really be possible!). 

 

If you are surprised by what you see, if it leaves you with a sense of joy and flow, and if it transforms 

how you relate to yourself as a team member of IWB, this could be a sign that you are connecting 

with the next version of IWB that wants to emerge. 

 

PLEASE BRING AN ARTEFACT TO THE SESSION 

 

Bring to the session an artefact (drawing, poem, song, image, product, item of significance, book) that 

represents the next version of IWB that wants to emerge (what you discovered or identified in 

question C), or at least one important element or quality of that version of IWB. 
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Project Inquiry Questions (For Reference) 

 

This project is guided by the question: 

 

How might the stakeholders of IWB reimagine sustainability leadership in a way that increases their collective 

capacity for wise and transforming action in the world? 

 

Subquestions informing the inquiry include: 

 

1. How is sustainability leadership currently showing up (being enacted) in the world? 

2. What is the future that IWB’s stakeholders are committed to bringing about through 

sustainability leadership? 

3. How would sustainability leadership need to show up (be enacted) in the world to bring that 

future into being? 

4. What could sustainability leadership be, in this exact historical moment? 

5. What is the role of IWB’s stakeholders in enacting the highest possibilities of sustainability 

leadership? 
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Appendix R: Second Focus Group Script 
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